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Introduction 
In this paper we are primarily concerned with 
the problem or classirication of E-equivalence (energy 
equivalence) classes or Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems p 
and the problem or rinding a complete set or invariants 
for each equivalence class. In fact we will rind such a 
classirication ror an open dense set of Hamiltonian 
Dynamical Systems on a compact manirold with boundary, 
and ror an open set or Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems 
on a non-compact manirold. Thus most or the work will 
be formulated in terms of Hamiltonian Dynamics (and hence 
the rrequent prerix 'Hamiltonian' in our definitions). 
However the techniques and results developed below also 
have relevance to the theory or functioms on manirolds 
and we will point out these corollaries wherever 
possible. 
In chapter 1 we define a manifold with singularitieE 
and develop the theory or tubular neighbourhoods for 
a manirold with singularities embedded in a manifold 
with boundary. The concept of a manirold with singular-
ities is basic to this work. The results developed in 
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chapter 1 are in parallel to the results for tubular 
neighbourhoods of a submanifold in a manifold with 
boundary and will be used extensively in the later 
chapters. The techniques used follow in spirit those 
of Lang [4], to which work, with [1], we refer the 
reader for the basic results on manifolds used in 
this chapter. 
In chapter 2 we state the definitions and stand-
ard results which we will need later, rephrasing some 
of them to suit our approach. 'Ne begin with a survey of 
functions on manifolds and of Hamiltonian dynamics. 
For basic information on these topics we refer the 
reader to [3], and [6],[7] resp. Finally in chapter 2 
we define a graph and prove the results we will need 
later. So far as we know, these results (essentially 
on the ordering of vertices in an oriented graph) are 
new. 
In chapter 3 we define a Hamiltonian foliation 
on a compact manifold with boundary. A Hamiltonian 
foliation is a generalisation of a non-degenerate 
function on a manifold with boundary, and as such we 
use it to define the graph associated to a Hamiltonian 
foliation and a Complete Set of Invariants (C.S.I.) 
for a Hamiltonian foliation. Both of these are invari-
ants of E-equivalence classes of Hamiltonian foliations, 
and as the name suggests the C.S.I. of two Hamiltonian 
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~oliations are identical i~ and only if the Hamiltonian 
foliations are E-equivalent. We apply the results so 
obtained to Hamiltonian dynamical systems and functions 
to find 
a) a C.S.I. for an E-equivalence class of 
Hamiltonian dynamical systems (or functions), 
b) a graph for a Hamiltonian dynamical system 
(or function), 
c) various criteria for a C.S.I. to be a C.S.I. 
for a function or Hamiltonian dynamical system, and 
for a locally Hamiltonian dynamical system to be E-
equivalent to, to be 1[-equivalent to [6], or to be 
a (globally) Hamiltonian dynamical system. 
Finally we look at the set o~ stable Hamiltonian dynam-
ical systems and ~unctions (v.i.) and show that they are 
in fact E-stable. 
In chapter 4 we apply the results of chapter 3 
to Hamiltonian dynamical systems and functions on compact 
2-manifolds with boundary. We show that the results o~ 
chapter 3 cam be considerably strengthened. In partic-
ular we show that the stable Hamiltonian dynamical 
systems are JH-stable, that the ]H-equivalence classes 
can be classified by the graphs associated to the systems, 
and that we can find a classification of the systems on 
a given 2-manifold with boundary. ·Ne develop parallel 
results for functions on a 2-manifold with boundary. 
The results of chapter 4 are complementary to those 
of Peixoto (as yet unpublished) in which he uses 
graph techniques to classify Morse-Smale systems on 
a 2-manifold. The result that ~-stable systems are 
open dense on a 2-manifold is complementary to the 
result of Robinson [11] which states that JII-stable 
systems are not open dense in dimension ~ 4 . 
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In chapter 5 we give a brief outline of the 
generalisation of the results of chapter 3 to non-
compact manifolds. We show that there is an open set of 
E-stable functions defined by 
a) all closed energy surfaces are compact, 
b) all critical points are non-degenerate, 
c) each closed energy surface contains at most 
one critical point. 
We generalise the graph and the C.S.I. and the related 
results. Finally we look at the functions on a cotangent 
bundle T*M of the form H = T + V where T is a 
kinetic energy function and V a potential function, 
and determine necessary and sufficient conditions for 
such a function to be JE-stable. 
I should. like to thank my supervisor, Peter ":fal ters, 
for a great deal of help and encouragement in the work 
for this paper. 
Chapter 1 
Manirolds with Singularities 
In this chapter we develop the concept or 
a manirold with singularities. The motivation, 
which will become apparent later, comes rrom 
studying the inverse image or a critical value 
or a real valued runction on a manirold. 
We begin by defining a manirold with sing-
ularities. We then define a submanifold with 
singularities in a manifold with boundary and 
prove existence and uniqueness of tubular 
neighbourhoods for this situation. Finally we 
investigate some special functions on these 
tubular neighbourhoods. 
1.1 Definition 
Let JRn denote Euclidean n-space, m~ the 
half space {(x1 ' •• xn ) E mn : x1 ~ 0 j • Define 
C(n,~) to be the set 
o 
{ (x1 ' •• xn+1 ) E JR
n
+
1 
: (x1 2+ •• +~ 2) - (~+~ + •• +xn+~) 
= oj c JRn+1 , and C(n,~,m) = C(n,~) x mm • 
.' ( 
Let T be a topological space. An open set 
U c T is said to be locally (n-)Euclidean if for 
all x E U there exists a neighbourhood U
x 
of 
x and a homeomorphism of U
x 
onto a neighbour-
hood of 0 E mn. A point x E T is said to be 
(n-)Euclidean if it has a locally (n-)Euclidean 
neighbourhood 
A point x E 'f is said to be half- (n-) 
Euclidean if there exists a neighbourhood Ux 
of x and a homeomorphism h from U
x 
to a 
neighbourhood of o E mn with hex) = 0 • 
+ 
A point x E T is said to be (n-)singular 
if there exists a neighbourhood Ux of x and 
a homeomorphism h of U
x 
onto a neighbourhood 
of 0 E C(m,"A ,n-m) c mn+1 with hex) = 0 • 
Note that 0 ~ "A ~ m+1 and m ~ n • Also 
C(m,"A,n-m) is isomorphic to C(m,m-"A+1,n-m). Let 
IJ. = min("A,m-"A+1) ; then 0 ~ IJ. ~ [m~1] and (m,IJ.), or 
C(2,1) 
1 
2 
!.l. if' m = n, is called the s ingulari toy index of x. '.1e 
will primarily be interested in the case m = n, !.l. ~ o. 
In the case !.l. = 0, C (m, f... ,n-m) ~n-m and there is no 
'singularity~. Wence,in the following, we shall 
assume that ~ ~ o. 
An n-manifold-with-boundary-and-singularities 
(n-manifold w.b.aos.), Mn , is a paracompact Hausdorff 
space in which every point is either n- Euclidean, half 
n-Euclidean, or n-singular. 
The set of' Euclidean points of M is called the 
o 
interior of M, denoted M. The set of half-Euclidean 
points of M is called the boundary of M, denoted oM, 
and the set of' n-singular points of M is called the 
singular set of M, denoted SCM). These sets are 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive of M, and oM and 
SCM) are closed subsets of M. 
If' SCM) = ¢ we call M a manifold-with-boundary 
(manifold w.b.); if oM = ¢, we call M a manifold-with 
-singularities (manifold w.s.); if SCM) = oM = ¢ we 
call M a manifold. 
n is called the dimension of M. 
A smooth differentiable structure on M, a manifold 
w.b.a.s., is a collection ~ of real valued functions, each 
defined in an open subset of M, such that 
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1. if U c V and f E ~ is defined on V, then flu E~. 
2. if' U = UUa. and f is defined on U with f I UCL E <P for 
each CL, then f E ~. 
3. every poillt x E M has IX neighbourhood U and a homeo-
morphism h of U onto an open neighb.ourhood of 0 in JRn or 
JR~ or C(m,A,n-m) such thata function f defined on V c U 
lies in ~ if and only if f oh-1 is a smooth function on 
h(V). 
Remarks 1. If U is an open neighbourhood of 0 E mn 
+ 
and f:U----Y JR, we say f is a smooth function if there 
exists an open neighbourhood V of 0 E JRn containing U, 
and a smooth function f':V----> JR extending f to V. If 
g' is any other smooth function extending f, then f = g 
on U and all their derivatives agree on U. fhus we can 
define uniquely the derivatives of f at all pOints of U. 
2. Similarly if U is an open neighbourhood 
of 0 E C(m,A,n-m) and f:U--i> JR, we say f is a smooth 
function if there exists an open neighbourhood V of 0 EJRn+ 
containing U and a smooth function f':V---~ JR extending f. 
If g' is any other smooth function extending f then, as abo 
f' = g' agree on U and all their derivatives in directions 
tangent to C(m,A,n-m) agree on U. 
A smooth n-manifold w.b.a.s. is an n-manifold w.b.a.s. 
and a smooth differentiable structure on it. ·,18 now drop 
the adjective 'smooth', i.e. 'manifold w.b.a.s.' will in 
4 
future mean 'smooth manifold w.b.a.s.' 
An open set W c M and a homeomorphism h having 
property (3) above relative to the differentiable 
structure on Mare ca11ed a coordinate neighbourhood 
and coordinate map respectively. (W,h) is called a 
coordinate chart. If mE M and hem) = (x1 (m), •• xn(m)) 
E JRn or lR~ or hem) = (x1 (m), •• xn+1 (m)) E C (m, ~,n-m), 
then the functions xi are called local coordinates. 
A map f:M----~M' of manifolds w.b.a.s. is smooth 
if for all h E ~(M'), hOf E ~(M). A 1-1 correspondence 
f:M->M# is a diffeomorphism if both f and f-1 are 
smootho A map f:M---->M' is almost smooth if for all 
h E ~ (M') with h defined on U and U n SCM') = %, Vle 
have hOf E ~(M)o i.e. f is smooth except on SCM'). 
1.2 Submanifolds 
Let m E;; n. 'ehen we have a natural embedding of JRm 
inlRn,viz.m.m ={(x1 , •• X)E m.n:x 1=.'=x =OJ. n m+ n 
Let (lRn , lRm) denote lRn with JRm embedded in it as above. 
Similarly we have 
( m.~, lR~) m n d ;, m.m m.n c ;, JRn lR+ c m.+, m ~ n, an u + n + u + 
mm n lRn 
+ + c 
On :me 
+ 
5 
( ]Rn, ]R:) ]Rm c 
+ 
]Rn, m~ n. 
( ]R~, ]Rm) ]Rm c n m~ ]Rm c o ]Rn ]R+, n, and +' 
( ]Rn, C (q, 'A. ,m-q) ) C ( q, 'A., m-q) = C (q, 'A.) x ]Rm-q 
(C(p,~,n-p), C(q,'A.,m-q» C ( q, 'A.) c C (p, ~ ) , 
]Rm-q C ]Rn-p , m-q;;:: --' "" n -p , q "" p, and 
'A. ~ ~ or q-'A.+1 ~ ~. 
Let M be a subset of' a manif'old w.b .a.s. W. M is 
a submanifold w.b.a.s. of N, of dimension m, c:odimension 
n=m, if' for each point x E M there exists a coordinate 
chart (U,h) for N,containing x, such that 
h: (U, unM)--~ (p, Q), 
where (p,Q) is one of the six pairs def'ined above, and 
M () oN = M () oN. 
If M is a closed subset of' N then M is called a 
closed submanif'old w.b.a.s. M has a natural structure 
of manifold w.b.a.s. with diff'erentiable structure 
defined by the restriction to M of' the structure on N. 
We call this the induced structure on M. Note that the 
existence of coordinate charts is guaranteed by the 
def'inition. 
M is called a submanifold (resp. submanif'old w.o., 
submanifold w.s.) if' M with the induced structure is a 
manifold (resp. manifold w.b., manifold w.s.). 
Note that if Q is a component of' oM then Q c 011 
6 
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or Q eN, and MuS (M) c NuS (N) • 
A map f:M---->N of manifolds w.b.a.s. is called 
an embedding if f(M) is a submanifold w.b.a.s. of 
Nand f is a diffeomorphism of M with f(IE). 
Amap f: M~N is called an almost smooth 
embedding if f is an almost smooth map and a homeo-
morphism of M with f(M). 
1.3 Neighbourhood for a singular point 
We can now define a smooth vector bundle over M 
([1], [2], [4], [5]). Note that if M is a manifold 
w.b.a.s. (resp. manifold w.b., manifold w.s., manifold) 
then a vector bundle over M has a natural structure 
of manifold w.b.a.s. (resp. manifold w.b., manifold 
w.s., manifold) derived from the local product structure. 
In particular if M is a manifold w.b. we can define 
tensor bundles over M and so prove existence and 
uniqueness theorems for tubular neighbourhoods of sub-
manifolds of M, [1], [4] ~ and for tubulal' neighbourhoods 
of oM, [1]. 
Our immediate objective now will be to prove 
existence and uniqueness theorems for tubular neighbour-
hoods in the special case when Mn- 1 is a submanifold w.s. 
of codimension one in a manifold w.b. ~~ whose singular-
ities are all of type C(n-1,A). This is the case in 
which we will be interested later. 
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In this case SCM) will be a union of isolated points. 
Below 'submanifold w.s.' will denote a submanifold w.s. 
of this type unless specifically stated to be otherwise. 
The definitions and results below follow in spirit 
those of Lang [4]. Wall [1] uses s:tronger definitions 
which restriet his results to the compact case. 
We conjecture that the results proved for tubular 
neighbourhoods of the special submanifolds w.s. hold 
also for submanifolds w.s. in general. Certainly all the 
necessary structures generalise easily , and, if we 
keep the restriction that SCM) is a union of isolated 
points, all the proofs go through with trivial 
modifications to the case of submanifolds w.s. of 
higher codimension. However the proofs break down when 
we allow singularities of type C(q,A,m), m ~ 0, and 
more sophisticated techniques appear to be necessary. 
We begin by defining a vector bundle structure 
for a neighbourhood of a singular point. 
Define D(n,A), the complement of C(n,A), to be 
{ ( ) n+i (2 2) (2 2, the set xi' •• xn+i E:m : xi + •• +~ xA+i + •• +xn+i . 
= ol = I (Xi' •• Xn+i ) E :mn+i: xi = •• =~ =0 or ~+1 = •• =xn+1 
= ol. Thus D(n,A) consists of two complementary 
subspaces :mA and :nf, Il = n+i -A, of :mn+i. We will 
usually denote :mA and :mil by DA and If since we wish 
to emphasize their disc structure (v.i.) rather than 
their linear space structure. 3e write n(n,A) = 
A.JJj A JI. 
n U D = lR U.ll{ with the convention that nA and 
tf meet only in {Ole Let SA-1 be the unit sphere 
in J:Ji-. Then we have a 'fibration" of nA as 
SA-1 x lR+/SA- 1 x 
t E lR 1 for e aero. 
+ 
1 1 {oj with fibres l(t2 x 1, •• t2~) 
(x1 , •• x,) E SA-1. (Here as else-
where we use the term 'fibration# in an intuitive 
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rather than a rigorous sense.) Each fibre has the 
natural linear structure of lR+ given by the para-
meter t, and all fibres have a common zero. The 
linear structure is clearly independent of the sphere 
about {oj us~d to define the unit vector on each 
fibre. We call the above structure on nA, with the 
natural topology, a disc structure on nA• We take a 
similar disc structure on nf, differing only in the 
fact that we parametrize the fibres by the non-
positive real numbers, lR_, Now nA and nf, each 
with its disc structure, define a disc structure on 
n(n,A). nA and tf are called the component spaces of 
n(n,A) • 
Let f:nA-~>DA,. We say f is fibre linear if 
f is a smooth fibre preserving map and is linear on 
each fibre. Clearly f(O) = 0, for 0 E nA is also the 
zero of each fibre. We say f:n(n,A)->n(n#, A") is 
fibre linea~ if it is fibre linaar on each component 
space of n(n,A), and maps nA_>nA # and If ->rf # • 
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Let F(D(n,~),D(n#,X#)) denote the set of fibre linear 
maps :f':D(n,X)->D(n#,X#). Note that the composition 
of ~wo fibre linear maps is fibre linear. 
We say " " : D(n,~)-> JR Is a norDl on D(n,X) 
if its nestriet~omto each fibre of D(n,X) is a norm 
on that fibre. 
Let zE C(n,X) - {o} C JRn+1 • Define the fibre 
through z to be the s:et of points 
z = (z1' •• zn+1)L 
The fibre through z is parametrized by 
2( 2 2) 1 (2 2 t = IJ. z1 + •• +~ - ~ Zr..+1 + •• +zn+1 ), and we denote 
by t
z 
the point on the fibre through z with 
parameter t. Thus oz = z. 
Let U be a neighbourhood of 0 in C(n,X). 
Define the associated neighbourhood A(U2 c JRn+1 of 
U to be the set of points D(n,X) u [t : t E JR, z E Z 
U - {O~n. A(U) has a fibration with fibres D(n,X) 
over 0 and JR elsewhere. D(n,X) itself has a 
fibration defined by its disc structure. 
The above will be taken as the standard fibration 
over a neighbourhood of 0 in C(n,X), and will be 
used below to construct a singular bundle for a sub-
manifold w.s. 
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We will denote a point in A(U) by (z,v) or 
s··' c 1>"' .... 
v z where z E ,.U-O and v is a point in the fibre 
over z. Note that A(U) is not a product, despite 
this notation. In each fibre we denote multiplication 
by a scalar (w.r.t. the natural linear structure) by 
t(z,v) = (z,tv), and if (z,u) and (z,v) are in the 
same fibre for z ~ 0 or in the same fibre of the 
fibre f'or z = 0, we can define addition by (z,u) + 
(z.,v) =(z, u+v). 
To each point in A(U) there is assoc-iated a 
real parameter t def'ined as above. Thus we have a 
map q: A(U)----> m 
(~+~ + • .+xn+~) which associates to each point 
X E A(U) its parameter t. Clearly q is a smooth 
map. The map Iq I : A(U)--~ :ffi+ : (z, v)-> I q(z,v) I 
defines a smooth norm on A(U), i.e. Iql restricted 
to each f'ibre is a norm on the fibre. 
De fine Ag (U) = {( z , v) E A (U) : I q ( z , v) I < g }, 
for 8 > O. If' U is an open neighbourhood of' 0 
in C(n,A), then A(U) is an open neighbourhood of 
D(n,A) in JRn+1 , and ~ (U) is an open neighbour-
hood of U in A(U). 
We can also define the associated neighbourhood 
A(U) when U is a subset of C(n,A) not containing 
O. 
Let x E A(U). Then we have a (continuous) pro-
11 
jection p : A(U)---->U defined by p(x) = 0 if 
X E D(n,'A.), pet ) = g if z E C(n~"') - (o}. 
z 
1 .4 Singular Bundles 
Let Mn be a manifold w.s. with S(M) a union 
of isolated points. 
A singular bundle over M is a triple (~,E,M) 
- where E is a topological space, ~ : E---->M a 
surjective map - and a cover (Ui,hi)l of M by 
coordinate charts, such that 
1. if Ui is locally Euclidean then there exists a 
homeomorphism ~i ~-1 (U. )--i>U. x :m so that 1 1 
x :m 
commutes. 
(~1 denotes projection on the first factor) 
Also, writing ~ix for ~il~-1 (x), if x E Ui n Uj 
then 
a) ~ ij (x) = ~ ix o~;1 E L( :m, :m), 
b) ~ ij Ui n Uj->L(:m, :m) 
x ~><p .. (x) is smooth, lJ 
and 
2. if Ui contains a aingular point y, there exists 
a homeomorphism <p. : 'JC-1 (U. )->A(U. ) (strictly 
1 1
A(hi(Ui )), but for simplicity we will suppress the 
12 
homeomorphism hi Ui~C(n,~)) such that 
1 <P . ~- (U1\ ' )A(Ui ) 
Ui 
commutes 
and, if x E (Ui n Uj ) - SCM) then 
a) <P ij (x) E L( :m, :m), 
b) <Pij : (Ui n Uj ) - SCM) ->L(:m, :m) 
is smooth, 
if Y E Ui () Uj n SCM) then 
c) <P i j (y) E F (D (n, ~ ) , D (n, ~ ) ) , 
d) <P i 0<P j -1 : A(U j )-> A(U i) is smooth in 
a neighbourhood or y. 
Remarks 1. Strictly we should define a singular 
bundle to be a triple (~,E,M) and a maximal cover 
of M by coordinate neighbourhoods satisfying (1) 
and (2). 
2. The maps <Pi are called trivialisations 
and the maps <Pij are called transit functions. 
3. We can give E a smooth manirolq 
structure w.r.t. which the <p. are diffeomorphisms ~ 
and each fibre Ex = ~-1(x) has the natural linear 
structure of :m or D(n,~). 
4. (~,E-9C-1(S(M)),M_S(M)) is a vector bundle. 
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A singular bundle map between singular bundles 
(,.,. .. E .. M) and (nr ' , E ' , M' ) i I~, , I~ S a pair of smooth maps 
(f,f) such that 
a) f:E->E' and f:M->M', 
b) 1(S(M)) c SCM') 
_ 0 0 
and f(M) c M', 
c) 
E _____ f -!>r' 
'JI: 11:' 
M __ ....;;;;f __ !> M' 
commutes, 
d) the inauced map f : E ->E.!.( ) X x f x is 
linear or fibre linear according as o X E M or XE SCM). 
(f,1) is a singular bundle isomorphism if there 
exists a singular bundle map (g,g) such that 
fOg = ideE') and gOf = ideE). 
Suppose that (1I:,E,M) is a singular bundle over 
M. We define 0(E2 ( or O('JI: 22 . M->E to be the . 
map x ~ox E E x for all x in M. Then O(E) 
embeds M in E as a submanifold w.s. ~,7e call O(E) 
the zero section of (11: ,E, M), but note that general 
sections are not defined. Whenever convenient we 
will identify M with its image O(E)(M) c E, which 
we will also ( by abuse of language ) call the zero 
section and denote by O(E). 
Theorem 1 Let {uil be a cover of a manifold w.s. 
M (with SCM) a set of isolated points) by 
coordinate neighbourhoods and let 
<P ij ----'l» L ( JR, JR) and 
<P i j U i n U j n S (M) -> F (D (n, "- ) ,D (n, "- ) ) 
be smooth maps such that 
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<Pij(X)o <Pjk(X) = <Pik(x) f'or all x E Ui n Uj n Uk' 
and <Pij : A(Uj)->A(Ui ) : (z,V)-><Pij(z)'V 
is smooth in a neighbourhood of' A(U j ) n SCM). 
Then there exists a singular bundle (~,E,M) 
over M with transit f'unctions 
Proof' If' Ui is a locally Euclidean coordinate 
neighbourhood, def'ine VJ.' = U. x JR. If' U. J. J. contains 
a singular point, def'ine Vi = A(Ui ). Let E" = U.V. J. J. 
= {(i,z,v) : z E Ui , v is in the f'ibre of' Z in Vi} • 
Def'ine an equivalence relation on E' by 
(i,y,u) - (j,z,v) if' and only if' y = z and 
<Pji(z).u=v. 
Let E = E"/_ The natural projection E'---->M 
• 
induces a well-def'ined projection 7C : E ) M. 
<Pii = 1, so (i,y,u) - (1,z,v) if' and only if' 
y = z and u = v. Thus 
is well def'inea and bijective, and 7C = 7C 1 0 <Pi (or 
~=p°<Pi)· 
Finally def'ine <Pix: 7C-1 (X)-> JR or D(n,"-) 
by {(l,z,v)}_ ---->v • This is well def'ined, and 
if' x E U1 n Uj then 
( \ 
15 
~jxO ~i;1(V) = ~jx[(i,x,v)l- = ~jx[(j'X'~ji(x)'v)l­
=~ji(X)'V • 
Thus we have a bundle (~,E,M) with transit functions 
11 
Lemma 2 If ('Jt,E,M) is a singular bundle over IiI 
then there exists a smooth norm on E , i.e. a map 
" " : E-> JR , continuous on E and smooth on 
E - O(E), s:ueh that II 11 x = 11 II restricted to 
".. -1 (x) I~ is a norm for the fibre over x • 
Proof Choose a cover of M by coordinate neighbourhoods 
Ui such that over each Ui there exists a trivial-
isation ~. 
J. -~)Ui x JR or A(Ui ). Choose 
a partition of unity [eil subordinate to [uil. 
We first note that if Ui is locally Euclidean 
then there exists a smooth norm on Ui x JR , viz. 
II(x,t)1I = Itl. Similarly if Ui contains a singular 
poimt, there exists a smooth norm on A(Ui ), viz. 
/I(x,v)/I = lsI, where x E C(n,}...), p(x,v) = x, and 
s is the parameter associated to v in the fibre 
over x. (Note that the set of points with 
associated parameter t or -t is given by 
IX12+ •• +~ 2_~+~_ •• -xn+~ I = I t I , hence the 
smoothness cif II /I.) 
Now for Vx E E define 
This is well defined and continuous on E and 
smooth on E - O(E) • On each fibre we have 
" v" x = 1: i 6 i (x) "cP ix ( v) " 
for v E 'Jt -1 (x). The verification that II "x is 
16 
a norm on the fibre over x is now trivial. " 
Lemma 3 With the norm on E defined above we have 
for each x E M a neighbourhood U
x 
of x and a 
tri vialisation cP for 7C , over Ux ' and constants 
kx ' Kx > 0 such that for all v E 7C -1 (U
x
) 
kx " cP (v) ,,~ "v" ~ r; " cP ( v)" • 
Pzroof We have "vx " = 1: i 6 i (x) " CPi (vx ) II • For 
each x there exists j, kx' Kx ' Ux ' such that for 
all y E U
x 
1 • 6 j (y) ~ kx > o. 
2. U
x 
meets precisely N of the Uio 
3. "CPij(Y)" ~ Kx/N for all Y E Ux () Uj () Ui • 
Then kx II cP j (v) II ~ " v II ~ 1: i 6 1 (7CV) " CPi (v) II 
~ 1: i 6 i (?tv) " <jlij(7CV) II· II CPj(v) " 
~ Kx II q> j (v) " 
fQ,r all VEE such that 7C (v) E Ux • If 
105 Existence of Tubular Neighbourhoods 
We now have sufficient structure to define and 
prove the existence of tubular neighbourhoods. 
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Let Mn- 1 be a submanifold w.s. of a manifold w.b. 
N. A tubular neighbourhood of M in N consists of 
a singular bundle (~,E,M) over M, an open 
neighbourhood Z of the zero section O(E) in S , 
and a diffeomorphism f Z->U of Z onto an open 
M , such that set U c N containing 
O(Ell\ 
commutes. 
M..-...S->N 
If the above conditions hold when Z is a closed 
neighbourhood of the zero section in E and a sub-
manifold w.b. of E , and U a closed neighbourhood 
of M in N, then we say we have a closed tubular 
neighbourhood of M in N • Clearly the existence 
of a closed tubular neighbourhood implies the 
existence of a tubular neighbourhood, and if M is 
compact then the converse holds also. 
Theorem 1 Let n-1 M be a closed submanifold w.s. 
of a manifold w.b. ~. Then there exists a tubular 
neighbourhood of M in N. 
18 
Sketch of proof The idea of the proof is as follows: 
We show first that there exists an almost smooth 
fibre preserving embedding of a singular bundle 
in TN/M =F, such that if o X E M and outs ide a 
chosen neighbourhood of S(M), then the embedded 
fibre Ex is tangent to the normal fibre o N M at 
x 
in Fx. Now any spray on N induces an exponential 
o 
map exp: TN---!»N • Thus we have induced exponential 
maps P---->N and therefore E->N. To show 
existenae of a tubular neighbourhood it is sufficient 
to show that exp: E---->N is a local diffeomorphism 
on O(E) • At each x E M where E 
x 
is tangent to a 
fibre of the normal bundle this follows aa in the proof 
of the existence theorem for submanifolds, and if 
x is in our chosen neighbourhood of SCM), we show 
that we can choose a local spray making exp a 
local diffeomorphism. We now choose local sprays 
arbitrarily elsewhere, and form a global spray by 
partition of unity techniques. this gives the required 
result" 
Proof Mn- 1 is a closed submanifold w.s. of the 
manifold wob .. ~. Let (.,;-,TN,N) be the tangent 
bundle of N, (~#,F,M) , F = TN/M , the restriction 
to M of the tangent bundle. Then F is a (general) 
o 
manifolci w .S'". M is a submani:t"old of N, so we have 
000 
a normal bundle of M in N, (n,NM,M) .. We may 
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o 
suppose that NM c F c TN • 
SCM) is a set of isolated singular pOints 
[Yi1 • Choose disjoint coordinate neighbourhoods 
for each i • In each U. 
2 
choose smaller coordinate neighbourhoods of y. , 
2 
1 2 3 
U i ' U i ' Ui ' with U~ C U~ , 022, C U 1 ff1 c U 2 2 i'i i· 
Let vj = U i ur ' for j = 1,2,3, and V = U. U. • 2 2 
Choose a smooth function t:M----~m such that t(x) 
= 1 if x E ~, and t(x) = 0 if x ¥ v1 , and 
t(x) E (0,1) if x E V1_ v'2. 
Choose a e~ver of M - V by coordinate neigh-
b ourho ods together with the 
Ui already chosen give a cover of M by coordinate 
neighbourhoods subordinate to the cover {V, M-v11. 
W.I.o.g. we may assume that there does not exist an 
-1 index k so that Uk c V - V • 
For each Uj c M - V1 we may suppose that Uj 
has been chosen so that there exists a trivialisation 
<P j : "\r,-1 (U j )->U j x mn : vx-> (x;v1 , • .vn ) 
so that if Vx is tangential to M at x, then 
v ~(x;V1' ooV 1,0), and if x n-
U~ 
J 
then 
be a coordinate 
neighbourhood in N with Uj = Uj n M such that 
(Uj,U j ) is homeomorphic to a neighbourhood of 0 
in (mn , mn- 1) 0 
Take coordinates (X1 ' •• xn ) in JRn and basis 
o/ax1, • .%xn for the tangent space over each 
pOint. Then the first condition is satisfied and 
we have an embedding of the normal fibres as 
(x;t)~(x;a1t" •• ant) where ai=ai(x) and 
the normal fibne is transversal to the first n-1 
coordinates. i.e. an(x) f O. Thus we can make a 
smooth change of coordinates %xi = a/oxi for 
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i = 1, •• n-1, and %~ = Zai%xi ' on each tangent 
space to achie~e the required trivialiaation. 
Similarly for each Ui C V we may suppose 
that Ui C C(n-1 ,~) is chosen so that the~re exists 
a triv'ialisation <Pi : '1:,-1 (Ui)->Ui x JRn :for 
which 
then 
then 
1. if 
2. if' 
Vx is tangential to 
.. ~ (x; v l' •• v n) where 
Vx is tangential to 
~(x;V1' •• vn ) where 
M at X E SCM) 
( v l' •• v n) EC (n -1 ,A,) 
o 
M at x E M 
x = (x1 ' •• xn ) E 
•• -vnxn = 0 C(n-1,A,) and V1x1+ •• +vA,~-v~+1~+1-
3. if x ¢ u3i and v E N M then x x 
vx--·~> (x;V1 , .. vn ) where x E C(n-1 ,X) and 
v1 = kx1 , •• vA, = ~, VA, +1 = -~+1' •• vn = -kxn 
f(i)·r some k E :me 
For we again choose canonical coordinates for UieN 
and take %x1 , • • %~ as basis for the tangent 
space over each point. Then the first two conditions 
o 
are satisfied and NxM is transversal to the plane 
given by v1x1+ •• +~~-Y~+1~+1- •• -vnxn = 0 • 
As before we can make a smooth coordinate change 
which gives the normal f'ibre in the required. form 
on Ui - ui . 
-1 Now if Uj C M - V define 
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X j : U j x JR ) U j x JRn : (x; t) -> (x; 0, •• 0. t) 
and t j U j x JR -> ~' -1 (U j ) by t j = q> j -1 0 X j • 
n 
.. Ui x JR : 
x ~(p(x); t(p(x))(x - p(x)) + (1 - t(p(x)))f(x)) 
where t is the real valued function defined above, 
and f(x) = 0 E JRn if x E D(n,~) C A(Ui ) and 
f(sz) = (sz1' .os~,-s~+1' •• -szn) when Sz = x E 
A(Ui ) and z E Ui - [oj 0 
Define '" i : A(Ui ) -> ~,-1 (Ui ) to be cp i-1 0 Xi • 
For each x E Uk define Wkx = vkl (fibre over x). 
Then for ea~h x E Uk n Ul we can define maps 
"'kl(x) = t h 10 Wlx E L( JR, JR) and "'kl : Uk I) Ul 
->L( JR, JR) : X" ~tkl(X). These maps are well 
defined, for each map "'kx' with x E Uk n Ul ' 
is a line:ar injection into the normal fibre over 
x in F • Thus we have defined a singular b1llldle 
(~,E,M) over M using the neighb~urhoods Uk and 
the maps t kl • 'fhe mapS' "'k define an embedding of 
22 
E in F 0 This embedding, 'iT , is almost smooth since 
p(x) is smooth except on D(n,A) and is ~ibre preserving. 
We see from the definitions that 'iT embeds 
the ~ibres Ex along those o~ the normal bundle when 
x E M - V1 and tangent at 0 to those o~ the normal 
bundle when x ¢ V3 • Thus, as in the corresponding 
proof for submanifolds [Lang,4,p.74], given any spray 
"( on N with induced exponential map exp: E ) N, 
exp is a loeal diffeomorphism at each x E M - V3 • 
We now eonstruct such a spray with the 
additional properties that it induces a local di~~eo­
morphism on V3 also. Extend each coordinate neigh-
bourhood Uk c M to a coordinate neighbourhood Uk c N 
with Uk n M = Uk- Extend these neighbourhoods to a 
cover of N by additional coordinate neighbourhoods 
[U'} disjoint ~rom M. Choose a partition of unity 
m 
(e.J on N subordinate to this cover, and in 
J 
particular for each U~ I. containing a singular 
that e i (x) if -2 Yi choose 8. so = 1 x E U. I. I. 
e i (x) = 0 if XE M - U1 i , ei (x) E (0,1) if 
point 
xE 
U! - U~ • On each U" c N i containing Yi choose a I. I. 
trivial local spray, i.e. 
Ui x JRn --~, Ui x JRn x JRn x JRn 
(x,v) ----> (x,v,v,O) • 
and Choose local sprays arbitrarily elsewhere. Piece 
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these local sprays together using the partition of' 
uni ty {8 i 1 to form a global spray y • y induces 
an exponential map exp TN ->N which induces 
in turn the map exp 0 'if E -> N • It follows that 
expO 'if is a local diffeomorphism at each x E M - V3 
c E • 
Define to be the set 8 i -
1 (1) eN. Then 
ui' n M = ui . On each ui' the global spray Y is 
trivial by construction. Suppose that (x,v) E U~'xEn, 
and that the integral curve through (x,v) is given 
by ~(t) = (y(t),w(t)) • Then 
~ = c*'~) = (w,O) • 
Hence wet) = w(O) = v , and yet) = yeo) + vt = x + vt. 
Thus in a neighbourhood of exp has the 
form (x,v) ->x + v : TN --i>N • In a neighbour-
hood of U2. M c , 
1 
expO", : E ->N has the form 
x ~(p(x),x - p(x)) ->x , i.e. expo", is 
smooth and a local diffeomorphism. 
We have shown that exp 0 'if : E --i> N is a 
local diffeomorphism on the zero section. To show 
that there exists an open neighbourhood of the 
zero section on which expo", is a global diffeo-
morphism is now easy, and in fact is precisely the 
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proof given by Lang [4,p.74] for the submanifold 
case. II 
1 .6 Uniqueness of Tubular Neighbourhoods 
Let M be a manifold w.s. with SCM) a set 
of iSOlated singular points. 
A singular bundle ('JC,S,M) over M is said 
to be compressible if, given an open neighbourhood 
Z of the zero section, there exists a diffeo-
morphism cp : E --~>y of E with an open subset 
Y c Z and containing the zero section, such that 
E ~ >Y and E ~ ~Y 
\1 O(El\ I(El 
M M 
commute. (i.e. cp is fibre preserving and maps 
O(E) to O(E) identically. ) 
Lemma 1 A singular bundle ('JC,E,M) over M is 
compressible. 
Proof Let U be an open neighbourhood of O(E). 
Choose a norm on E as in Lemma 1.4.2 and for 
each x E M choose Ux ' cp, kx' Kx' as in Lemma 
1.4.3 • Then if U
x 
is locally Euclidean, cp(U) 
is open in U
x 
x JR and contains (x, 0). Hence 
there exists U'" c U 
x x and an open ball B(S(x» 
(centre 0, radius sex») c m so that (x,O) 
E U~ x B(s(x)) c ~(U) • Similarly if U
x 
contains 
a singular point then ~(U) is open in A(U) 
x 
and contains (x,O) • So there exists U'" c U 
x x 
and a number e (x) > 0 so that (x, 0) E As (x) (u;) 
c ~ (U) • 
If v E 1t-1 (U"') 
x and "v" < k s (x) , then x 
,,~(v) ,,< sex) so ~(v) E ~(U) and therefore 
v E U • Let D (e) y = 1t -1 (y) n " " -1 [ 0 , s) fo raIl 
y E Ux (where e = s (x» , and let s '" (x) = k s (x) • x 
Then Dy(e"'(x) cU. Let be a partition of 
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unity subordinate to [U'" 1 • Choose 
x containing 
the support of e 1 for each i • Then 
T}(x) = i:. e~(x)s"(x.) ]. 1 1 
is a smooth function and for all x E M 
T} (x) ~ max s '" (x. ) 
xEU 1 
Xi 
so 
Le t <I> : [0 ,00 ) -~) [ 0,1) be a smooth function 
which is the identity on a neighbourhood of 0 • 
Then g: Vx->T}(x), <I> ( " Vx II)'vx 
II Vx II 
(multiplication of Vx by a scalar using the linear 
structure on each fibre) is a compression, and if 
Vx E 1t -1 (x) then "g(v
x
) II ~ T} (x) ,so g(vx ) 
E Dx(T}(X) c U. II 
If Mn - 1 is a manifold w.s. and Nn is a 
manifolil w.b., and H : M x :m ->N a smooth 
map, then we say that H is an isotopy (of 
embeddings) between HO and H1 if 
a) for each t, Ht : M~N : x ~>H(x,t) 
is an embedding, 
b) there exist to' t1 ' 0 ~ to < t1 ~ 1 , 
such that Ht = HO if t ~ to ' and Ht = H1 if 
t ~ t1 • 
We S38.Y two embeddings f: M-> Nand 
g : M--?N are isotopic ( f ~ g ) if there exists 
an isotopy H as above such that HO = f and 
H1 = g • 
Let ~ be a manifold w.b. and ~-1 a sub-
manifold w.s •• Let (~,E,M) be a singular bundle, 
and Z an open neighbourhood of the zero section. 
An isotopy Ht : Z---->N of open embeddings such 
that each Ht is a tubular neighbourhood map for 
M will be called an isotopy of tubular neighbour-
hoods. 
Let t FOE JR, and (~,E, M) be a singular 
bundle over M. Then the map 
t : E---->E : (x,v)-> (x, tv) 
is a aingular bundle isomorphism. 
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Proposition 2 Let M be a manifold w.s. ( S(M) 
consists of isolated pOints) and (~,3,M) , 
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( nr • , E ' ,1.6) . I b dl I~ m slngu ar un es over M • Let f E->E' 
be a tUbular neighbourhood of M in E'. 
Then there exists an isotopy of tubular neigh-
bourhoods Ht : E~--.~E' such that H1 = f and 
HO is a singular bundle isomorphism. 
Proof We define H by Ht = t-
1o fO t , for t ~ O. 
Then, when it is defined, Ht is a tubular neighbour-
hood map since t and t-1 are singular bundle 
isomorphisms (on E and E' resp.) and f: E---->E' 
is a tubular neighbourhood. We investigate what 
happens near t = 0 • 
Given x EM, suppose that we can find a 
Euclidean neighbourhood U' of x over which E' 
admits a trivialisation U' x R • We can then find 
a smaller Euclidean neighbourhood U of x and an 
open ball B about 0 inthe fibre of E such 
that E admits a trivialisation U x ~ over U 
and such that the representation f' of f on 
U x ]R maps U x B into U'x ~ • This is possible 
because of the continuity of f. On U x B we can 
represent f' by f'(x,v) = (~(x,v),W(x,v)) with 
~(x,O) = x and W(x,O) = 0 for all x EM. Note 
that for all (x,v) E U x m there exists to 
so that t(x,v) = (x,tv) E U x B for all t < to. 
We can represent Ht locally on U x B as 
Hi(x,v) = (cp(x,tv),t-1o W(x,tv)) • cp is then a 
smooth map in the variables x,t,v, even at t = o. 
The seaond component can be written 
t -1w (x, tv) = t -1 (W (x, tv) - w (x, 0) ) 
= t-1!1 D2W (X,stV)otv ds 
o 
= [1 D2W (x,stv) °V ds 
o 
But this is also a smooth map, even at t = 0 • 
Thus we can define HO(x,v) = (x, D2W(x,O)"v) • 
Since f is an embedding, D2W (x, 0) : m-> m 
is a linear isomorphism. Henee (HO,id) is a 
singular bundle isomorphism on its domain of 
definition. 
Now suppose we have a neighbourhood U' c 
C(n,A) of x over which E' has trivialisation 
A(U*). Then we can find a smaller open neighbour-
hood U c C(n,A) of x and an g > 0 such that 
E admits a trivialisation A(U) over U and the 
representative f' of f on A(U) maps Ag (U) 
into A(U') 
• Again we use continuity of f • On 
~ (u) we can represent f' by 
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f" (x,v) = (cp (x,v),W (x,v)) where cp (x,v) E M 
= O(E') , and W (x,v) E ?C ~-1 (q> (x,v)). As in the 
Euclidean case we have cp(x,o) = x and w(x,o) = O. 
Also for all (x,v) E A(U) we can f'ind to so 
that t(x,v) = (x,tv) E At;; (U) f'or all t <to. 
We can represent Ht locally on ~(U) by 
Hi (x, v:) = (cp (x, tv) , t -1 0 W (x, tv)) • Again q> is a 
smooth map in x,t,v, even at t = 0 • The fibre 
coordinate can be written 
t-1w(x,tv) = t-1 (W(x,tv) - W(x,O)) 
= t-1[1 DvW (x,stv).tv ds 
o 
= 11DvW(x,stv).v ds ,v f 0 , 
o 
where DvW(x,u) is the directional derivative 
(in the linear structure on the f'ibre containing 
v ) of' W along the direction v in the fibre 
containing v. Also we dlef'ine t-1w(x,0) == 0 • 
Then t-1w(x,w) is again a smooth map, even at 
t = 0 • Thus we can define 
HO(x,v) = (x, DvW(x,O).v) ,v f 0, 
Ho(x,O) = (x,o) • 
Since f' is an embedding, DvW (x, 0) : JR-> JR 
or m.~> JR+ is a linear isomorphism. 
Hence (HO,id) is a singular bundle isomorphism 
and the result rollows by using a smooth function 
o (t) wi th 0 ( t) = 0 for t ~ a , (J ( t) = 1 for 
t ~ 1 , toget the isotopy in standard rorm • 
. .n-1 Theorem 3 Let M be a submanifold w.s. of the 
manirold w.b. Nn • Let (7t,E,M) and (7t',E',M) 
be two singular bundles over M, and f: E----?N 
g E' -> N two tubular neighbourhoods of M in 
N • Then there exists an isotopy of tubular neigh-
bourhoods Ht : E-> N and a singular bundle iso-
morphism t.. E->E' such that H1 = f and 
Proor Observe that feE) and geE' ) are open 
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neighbourhoods of M in N • Let U = f-1 (f(E)/ig(E')) 
and let cp : E->U be a compression. Let \jJ be 
the composite map fO cp : E--~N • Then \jJ is a 
tubular neighbourhood of the type considered in 
Proposition 1.6.2 • Thus there exists an isotopy 
of tubular neighbourhoods of M, Gt : E----~E' 
auch that G1 = g-1o 1jr and GO is a singular 
bundle isomorphism. Now Ft = gO Gt E->N is 
an isotopy of tubular neighbourhoods with F1 = \jJ, 
Fa = gO Go 
Thus 'iT and gO Go are isotopic b;1r an 
isotopy of tubular neighbourhoods. Similarly * 
and fO J o are isotopic, for some singular bundle 
isomorphism J O : E:----+)E • Consequently we can 
find an isotopy of tubular neighbourhoods from 
gO GO to fO J O' Kt say. Then Kto J O-
1 = H
t 
gives 'ji,he desired isotopy from gO Goo J O-
1 to f, 
and A. = GOo J O -1 : E--~)E' is a singular bundle 
iaomorphism. 
1.7 Trivial Singular Bundles 
We say that a singular bundle (~,E,M) over 
M is trivial if we can find a cover f(Ui,hi)l of 
M by c~ordinate charts, and trivialisations t~il 
w.r.t. which all the transit functions ~ij are 
mappings onto the identity : :ffi->:ffi • 
Trivial singular bundles will be of great 
importance later. In this section we will invest-
igate the existence of certain functions on 
singular bundles, and then the conditions for a 
manifold w.s. to admit a trivial singular bundle. 
Theorem 1 If (~,E,M) is a trivial singular 
bundle, then there exists a smooth function 
H : E:-~) JR such that H-1 (0) = M c E and 
oH = M = 0 H , whe re 
+ 
H (H ) = {x E E : H(x) ~ 0 (H(x) ~ 0) I 
+ -
and 0 denotes the topological boundary of sub-
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sets of' E • 
Proof' Choose { (U. ,h. )l 
1 1 w.r.t. which 
all the cP ij are mappings onto id JR • 
is locally Euclidean define H on 
H(x) =?t2 0 cp. (x) • If U. 1 1 contains 
a singular point def'ine H on ?t -1 (U i ) by 
H(x) = qO CPi(x) (see section 1.3) • Since we may 
assume that each singular point is contained in 
just one coordinate neighbourhood, it suf'fices to 
show that H is well defined on intersections of 
coordinate neighbourhoods which do not contain a 
singular point. But for x E Ui n U j we have 
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cP • (x) = cP j i (x) 0 cp. (x) = cP • (x) • Hence H is well defined J 1 1 
and is clearly a smooth f'unction satisf'ying the 
conditions. 
Theorem 2 If (?t,E,M) is a singular bundle on 
which there exists a continuous function H 
such that H-1 (0) = M c E and oH_ = M = OH+ ' 
then (?t,E,M) is a trivial singular bundle. 
Proof' Choose a cover of' M by coordinate neigh-
bourhoods {(Ui,hi)l with trivialisations *i 
f'or E • Choose a smooth norm on E and let 
II 
T = " 11-1 [0,1] • Then ~ is a closed tubular 
neighbourhood of M in E • Thus T is a 
manifold w.b. and aT cna be writ~en 
aT = aT u aT , 
+ -
where aT+ = {x E aT : H(x) > ol and aT = 
[x E aT : H(x) < oJ • aT+ () aT_ =, so aT is 
the disjoint union of these two components, 
neither of which is empty. 
We define a new set .of trivialisations ~. 
1 
for E as follows: If Ui is locally Euclidean 
define <P i to be a map 'Jt -1 (U i) ) U i x JR such 
that <P i o*i-
1 (x,t) = (x'~iXo*i~1(t)) where 
<Pix 0 '" i;1 E L( JR, JR) and <P i~1 (1) E a T+ for all 
X E Ui • If Ui contains a singular point define 
a) if x is a Euclidean point then 
<Pi 0 "'i-1 (x,t) = (x,<p ix o *i;1 (t)) where ~ixo *i~1 
E L( lR, lR) and <P i ;1 (1) E aT+ ' 
b) if x is a s.ingular point then 
-1 I -1 ( ) <Pio*i p x D(n-1 ,~) ) D(n-1 ,A) is fibre 
linear and maps (x,t) ~ (x,t') , where (x,t) E 
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A-1 lR /SA-1 x [oJ = DA c D (n -1 ,A ) and cp i -1 (x, 1 ) S x 
+ 
E aT+ ; 
and <P i 0 Vi -1 I P -1 (x) maps> (y, s )-> (y, s') , where 
(y,s) E ff-1 x JR_!SIJ.-1 x [OJ = If c D(n-1,r..) 
and <P i -1 (y, -1) EaT _ • 
We assert that the <Pi so defined are indeed 
a set of trivialisations for E and that for each 
xE E , <Pij(X) = 1d JR • 
To prove that the <Pi are trivialisations it 
is sufficient to prove parts 1 , band 2, b, d of 
the definition (section 1.4) • 1,b and 2,b 
follow from the fact that aT+ is a smooth sub-
manifold of E • For 2,d we need to observe that 
at each Euclidean point x E U. , <p. -1 (x, 1) EaT 
1 1 + 
implies that <P i -
1 (x,-1) E aT • But certainly 
<P i -
1 (x,-1) E aT since its norm is 1 , and it 
cannot be in aT+ (to see this look at the sign 
of H on 'JC-1 (x) • Since H changes from positive 
to negative at (x,O) only, H must be negative 
at <P i -
1 (x,-1).). Then 2,d follows from the 
fact that aT+ and aT 
of E • 
are smooth submanifolds 
Now by construction <Pij(X) = ~1 , and also 
at each Euclidean point <Pij(X) = 1 • Hence E is 
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a trivial singular bundle. II 
Theorem 3 Suppose that M is a compact manifold 
w.s. and ('JC,E,M) is a singular bundle. Suppose 
that on E we have a continuous f'unction H such 
t ha t H-1 (0) = M , a H _ = M = a H ,and His 
+ 
smooth except on M and has no critical pOints 
in E - M • Then there exists a tubular neigh-
bourhood U of' M in E and a smooth function 
H' on E s ueh that H' -1 (0) = M , a If' = M = a H' 
- + , 
ff' = H outeride U, and H' has no critical 
points in E - M • 
Remark For the def'inition of a critical pOint of 
a real valued function see section 2.1 • We do not 
use here any of the results of later sections. 
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Proof By the continuity of' H there exists e > 0 
such that H-1 [ -e ,e 1 is a closed tubular neighbourhood 
of M, and the submanifolds H-1 (e) , lei < e , are 
transverse to the fibres of E • Putting U = 
If-1 ( -e ,e] , au is a smooth submanifold of E • 
Remove U by cuitting along au . 
Now since H is continuous on E ,E has a 
trivial bunale structure constructed as in Theorem 
1.7.2 • Hence we can define a smooth f'unction 
K on E as in Theorem 1.7.1 , and V = K-1[-e,e] 
is a closed tubular neighbourhood of M in E • 
It followa from Proposition 1.6.2 that U and V 
are diffeomorphic. The restric-tion of this diffeo-
morphism to the boundaries gives a diffeomorphism 
h : au---->av , and by examining the constructions 
involved we see that diffeomorphism and its 
restric·tion can both be taken to be fibre pre-
serving. Also we can choose h so that au ->av 
+ + 
and au ->av • 
We noVi glue V to E - U by h so that the 
funetion H- defined by 
Er(x) = K(x) on V 
!f'(x) = H(x) on E - U ~ 
is smooth on the~ resulting manifold E' == E • 
If'" is the desired function. 
We now look at existence and uni~ueness 
problems for trivial singular bundles. 
Proposition 4 If M is a manifold w.s., then 
there exists a trivial singular bundle over M • 
Proof Take a coordinate neighbourhood U. 1 about 
each singular pOint Yi • For each 
Vi = {x E C(n-1,A) e:. > 0 
1 
so that 
i , choose 
is c~ntained in Ui • Cut M along Vi for 
each i • The result is a manifold w.b. M' and 
II 
a collection of neighbourhoods U: 
1 of singular 
points. We form the manifold w.b. MoO x ]R and 
glue in the neighbourhoods A(Ui) in such a way 
that the result is always a trivial singular 
bundle. 
Let V be a connected boundary component 
of A(Ui) • Then V is a product W x ]R as is 
the boundary component of M' x ]R to which it is 
to be glued. Hence we ~an glue V to the cordesp-
onding boundary of M' x ]R so that the base 
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manifold w.s. is rejoined as before and corresponding 
fibres are glued by the identity map. The result of 
such glueings is clearly a trivial singular bundle. " 
Proposition 5 If M has r > 0 singular points, 
then there are < ~r distinct trivial Singular 
bundles over M. 
Proof We use the notation of the last proposition. 
Suppose that the set U~ 1 is a neighbourhood of a 
singular point Yi • If the removal of A(Ui) 
disconnects E, we can form a new singular bundle 
by changing the direction of every fibre on one 
component and glueing A(Ui) into the new space 
so as to form a trivial singular bundle. (See fig.1.) 
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M 
E 
A(U) 
E' 
E and E' are trivial singular bundles over M. 
E' is obtained from E by cutting the associated 
neighbourhood A(U) from E along the fibres shown 
and glueing it back after reversing directions on the 
fibres of A(U) • 
Figure 1 
Note that the new trivial singula~ bundle may or 
may not be diffeomorphic with the original one. 
If M ha$ dimension ~ 2 then each neigh-
bourhood of a singular point has at most two 
boundary components. ffence there are at most four 
distinct trivial singular bundles due to the 
~hoiee of glueing of A(Ui) • If M has r 
singular points, it follows that there are at 
most 4r distinct trivial bundles over M • 
If M has dimens ion 1 
diffeomorphic to 
then every U~ 
1 
is 
Let us remove an A(Ui) and consider the number 
of ways we can glue it back in to E to get a 
trivial singular bundle. If removal of A(Ui) 
does not disconnect E then there are two possible 
ways of glueing A(Ui) into E toget a trivial 
singular bundle. (In fact both give the same result) 
If removal of A(U~) disconnects E then we have 
1 
four possibilities, for the boundaries of E - A(Ui) 
to which A(Ui) is to be glued occur in pairs 
and on each pair the glueing must be consistent. 
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It follows as before that M has at most 4r trivial 
singular bundles. 
" 
Proposition 6 If M is a manifold w.s. with 
one singular point, then there exists a unique 
trivial singular bundle over M • 
Proof We use the notation of the previous two 
propositions. Let U' be the neighbourhood of 
the singular point y • Then M - U' is a 
manifold with one or two connected components, 
and E - A(U') is a product. Hence the trivial 
singular bundle is the same however we glue in 
A(U' • 
We define a manifold w.s. M to be orientable 
if it has a trivial singular bundle (~,E,M) such 
that E is an orientable manifold. 
Proposition 7 If M is an orientable manifold W.B. 
and ('Jt ,E,M) is a trivial singular bundle over 
M , then E is an orientable manifold. 
Proof We show that the orientability of E is 
independent of the way in which the A(Ui) are 
gl ued into E • 
If E is'orientable then for every closed 
path P in E we can cover P by coordinate 
neighbourhoods Vj such that on the intersection 
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II 
of any two Vj their Jacobian is positive,and if 
P passes through any A(Ui) then we choose that 
A(Ui) with appropriate orientation as one of the 
Vj • By homotopy of P if necessar~we may suppose 
that whenever P enters a A(Ui) it leaves by a 
different boundary component. 
Now suppose that removal of A(Ui) does not 
disconnect E • Then there a~ two possible ways of 
glueing A(Ui) into E • If P passes through 
A(Ui) then the Jacobian as P enters is positive 
or negative according to the glueing chosen, but 
the Jacobian as P exits is resp. positive or 
negative also. Hence the glueing does not affect 
the orientability of E • 
Suppose that A(Ui) disconnects E and 
that dim M > 1 • Then A(Ui) has two boundary 
components and P always traversew A(Ui) by 
entering at one boundary and exiting at the other. 
Now the result of such a traverse is either 0, 1, 
or 2 negative Jacobians. But since P is a 
c·losed path P must trave::use A(Ui) an even 
numbeI!' off times, ao the path P will always be 
orientable. If dim 1l = 1 then another possibility 
occurs, Viz. that P enters from component C of 
E - A(Ui) by one boundary component and returns to 
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C by another boundary component. In this case 
the result is either 0 or 2 negative Jacobians 
and again P is an orientable path. 
The result follows. 
Let ~ be a manifold w.s. and (?C,E,M) a 
trivial singular bundle over M. Let II II be a 
smooth norm on E and let T = II 11-1 [ 0,1] • 
T is a smooth submanifold w.b. of E of dimension 
n+1 • Let N' be a connected component of a T (by 
Theorem 1.7.1 there are at least two such). We 
call T the canonical neighbourhood of M in E ~ 
and N a surface of T ( or, by abuse of language, 
a surface of M). A function on ~ of the type 
discussed above induces a decomposition of a T as 
oT+ U oT_ • In this case we say that a surface N 
is positive or negative according as 
NeaT • 
NeaT 
+ 
or 
II 
Chapter 2 
Hamiltonian Systema and Graphs 
In the remainder or this paper M will denote 
a connected manirold w.b., unless stated to be 
otherwiae. We will also assume that oM is c-ompact. 
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In this chapter we leave manii'olds W.s. and 
review the definitions and results which we will 
need in the next chapter. We begin by looking at 
real valued fUnctions on manirolds w.b. For :further 
inrormation see [3]. Next we give a brier surveyor 
Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems, and or topologies on 
the s;pace or runctions on a manifold w.b. and on the 
space of vector fields on a manifold w.b. For 
rurther information see [6]. In general our notation 
will rollow that of Abraham and Marsden in [6] • 
Finally we give some results on graphs. 
2.1 Functions on Manirolds w.b. 
Let lFr eM) , r ~ 2 , denote the set of cr 
run~tions; r: 1[-> :m, TM the tangent bundle 
of M, and T*M the cotangent bundle. Let 
ifr(M) denote the set of Cr vector fields on 
M and 
If 
if~(M) the Cr 1-forms on 
f E lFr +1 (M) , r ~ 1 , then 
and we say that mE M is a critical point of f 
if df(m) = 0 • If (x1 , •• xn ) are coordinates 
on a neighbourhood of m, we have 
1 n df = 0 f 1 • dx + •• + 0 f • dx 
ox OXIl 
and so m is a critical point of f if and only 
if of 
ox 1 = 
of 
•• = - = 0 • 
ox
n 
e E m is called a critical value of f if 
there exists m E f-1 (e) , m a critical point. 
e E m is called a boundary value of f if there 
exists m E oM with f(m) = e. e E :m. is called 
a regular value of f if it is neither a critical 
value nor a boundary value. 
We say that a r C ,r ~ 2 , funct ion H : 
M > m is a Hamiltonian function if H is 
locally constant on oM and there exists an open 
neighbaurhood U of oM which contains no 
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critical points. Let K (M) denote the set of Cr 
Hamiltonian functions on M • Clearly mr(M) ClFr(M) 
and if oM = If then K(M) = lFr(M) • In the 
next section we define a Hamiltonian vector field 
on a manifold w.b. to be a vector field induced 
by a Hamiltonian function. The advantage of 
restricting ourselves to vectorfields generated 
by Hamiltonian functions is that their flows are 
well behaved at the boundary, i.e. an orbit is 
either contained in the boundary or disjoint from 
it. In particular the flow on the boundary is 
complete. 
Let H E F(M) and let C be the set of 
o 
cri tical points. of H • Then C eM, C is closed 
in M , and so M' = M - C is a manifold w.b. 
and a submanifold w.b. of M . oM' = oM . 
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An ener~ surfacre Ee of H in M is a connected 
component of H-1 (e) (in M) intersected with 
M'. Thus, in general, an energy surface is not 
itself connected. A regular energy surface 
of H in M is a connected component of 
in M such that Ze n (C u oM) = % • Hence a 
regular energy surface is an energy surface. A 
singular energY surface Be of H in M is 
energy surface which is not regular. An energy 
manifold is a connected component of an energy 
surface. Thus a regular energy surface is an 
an 
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energy manifold, and a singular energy surface 
is, in general, a diSjoint union of energy 
manifolds. 
Energy surfaces have the following elementary 
properties: 
Proposition 1 If H E llif(M) , r ~ 2 , then every 
point m E M is either 
a) a critical point of IT, or 
b) on a regular energy surface of H, or 
c) on a singular energy surface of H • II 
Proposi-tion 2 Let H E llif (M) , r ~ 2 , and let 
Se be a singular energy surface of H and Q a 
connected component of oM • If Se (') Q f. % , then 
S = Q • e 
Proof Since IT is locally constant on oM, if 
Se n Q f. % then Q C Se • Also, about each point 
x E Q we can find coordinates (x1 , •• xn ) , x1 ~ 0, 
and 
"',,"' .. ).. .... "'3 
x = 0 • At each point J\ Y E U - the coordinate x 
neighbourhood - we have oH (y) = 0 for i f. 1 • 
ox i 
But y is not a cui tical point of If, so 0 H (y) 
ox 1 
f. 0 • Hencre there exists an open neighbourhood 
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of' Q n U
x 
such that R-1 (e) n W = Q n w 
x x 
Renee there exists an open neighbourhood W of 
Q &uch that H-1 (e) n W = Q • So See Q • II 
Pnoposi tion 3 a) An energy surface Ee of R E 
JEt" (M) is an orient able aubmanifold of M of' 
codimension one, and a topologically closed sub-
manifold of M' • 
b) If Ee is a regular energy surface, or a 
s'ingular energy Siurface with Ee noM J J1 , then 
Ee is a connee:ted topologically closed submanifold 
of M • 
c) For any energy surface Ee there exiats a neigh-
bourhood U of Ee such that H-1 (e) n U = Ee • 
Proof Use Proposition 2.1.2 and the results in 
Abraham and Marsden [6,P.111]. Note that the results 
in Abraham and Marsden apply to energy surfaces 
generally. II 
The clos,ure (in M) of an enerry surf'ace 
will be called a closed energy surface. Thus a 
closed energy surface will be ei~fieF a manif'old 
if' it does not contain any critical poimts. 
eF Et fftEtni:fele: Ii .e • If m E C we define the 
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closed energy surface containing m to be the 
set {ml U Ee : m E Ee • Hence if there does not 
exist an Ee containing m then the closed energy 
aurface containing m is {ml. In this case we say 
that m is an is~lated critical ( or singular) 
point. 
2.2 Non-degeneracy and the Morse Lemma 
A critical point m E M of' H E KeM) , r ~ 2 , 
is said to be non-degenerate if' there exists a local 
coordinate chart with croordinates (x 1 , •• xn ) in 
a neighbourhood of' m &uch that at m the matrix 
is non-singular. This definition is independent of 
the choice of coordinates. 
Morse Lemma 2.2.1 [3] If' mE M is a non-degenerate 
critical point of' H E Fr(M) , r ~ 2 , then there 
exists a local coordinate system (x1 , •• xn ) of' C
r 
coordinates in a neighbourhood of' m w.r.t. which 
H has the form 
2 
= He 0) - x1 
whe re 0 I!i;; "'A I!i;; n and m = 0 
2 
.. - ~ 
2 2 
+ ~+1 + •• +xn 
II 
~ is called the Morse index of m • 
If H E ~(M) is a function all of whose 
critical points are non-degenerate then we call 
H a non-degenerate Hamiltonian function. Let 
~(M) denote the sect of' all non-degenerate 
Hamiltonian functions. 
Proposition 2 Let H E ~(M) , r ~ 2 , and let 
Se be a singular energy surface of H with 
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Se n oM = Jt • Then Be is a submanifold w.s. of M • 
Proof' Propositions 2.1.3 and 2.2.1 • 
If m E Se is a critical point of H with 
Morse index ~ , and jJ. = min (A. , n-A.) , then jJ. is 
the singularity index of m in Se • 
2.3 Gradient and Inverse Gradient 
Let M be a manifold w.b., g a Riemannian 
metric on M, and H E JHf (M) , r ~ 2 • g and 
H induce on M a gradient vector field, grad H , 
whose orbits are always perpendicular (w.r.t. g) 
to the energy surfaces of H • The set of critical 
points of grad H is identical to the set of 
" 
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critical points of H • Thus on M' = M - C we 
can define the inverse gradient vector field, grin H, 
by grin H = ~g~r~a~n~H __ _ • Thus the flow ~ for 
"grad H 112 
grin If has the same orbits as the flow for grad H , 
but a different time parametrization. Along these 
orbi ts we have 
dH(m) = ~(~t(m)) = (grin H)(H) 
dt dt 
= g(grin H, grad H) = 1 • 
This is independent of m, and so ~t maps H-1 (e) 
onto H-1 (e+t) whenever ~tIH-1(e) is defined. 
Note that grad H and grin H do not in general 
have complete flows. 
Pro12osition 1 Let M be a manifold w.b., g a 
Riemannian metric on M and HE lEi' (M) , r ~ 2 • 
Let ~ be the flow for grin H • If Z e is a 
regular energy surface of H and ~t (m) is 
defined for all mEL: , then ~tlZe is a diffeo-e 
morphism of L:e onto Ee+t , where Ee+t is 
either a regular energy surface or a singular energy 
surface contained in oM • 
Proof Consider the orbit o~ grin H through m E Z • e 
Suppose t > 0 • Then if an orbit terminates, i.e. 
if ~t(m) is not defined for some t, then it 
must terminate at a critical point or on a 
boundary component. Suppose that there does not 
exist a critical point in the component of 
H-1 [ e, e+t] containing Z e ' and that 0 M inter-
sects: this set in at most Z e and Ee+t • Then 
each orbit through Z e also passes through Ee+t. 
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Thus, ~t Iz e is clearly a diffeomorphism. " 
Note that if there exists a critical point 
between Z e and Ee+t then there is an orbit 
which terminates at the critical pOint and q> t I~ e 
is not well defined. 
2.4 Topologies on nt' (M) 
We consider three cases in which we wish to 
DUt a topology on R(M), r ~ 2 • 
Suppose that M is a closed manifold (i.e. 
compact, oM = %). We can choose a cover of M by 
a finite number of CD ordinate charts [U i 1 • For 
each HE K(M) we define a Cs , 1 ~ s ~ r , 
norm for ff on each Ui by 
" 
If 
"i = sup { "D~ (x) " : x E Ui ' ~~sl , 
and 
" 
If 
" = maxi [ " H 
" i 1 
is then a global 
norm. 
Wi th this norm :nr (M) is a Banach space. 
The topology defined by the norm is called the 
(Whitney) CS topology on mf(M) and is indep-
endent of the charts used to define the norm. 
~(M) with the CS topology has the Baire 
property, viz. a residual set ( a countable inter-
section of open-dense sets ) in mf (M) is dense. 
(For a different and more general approach see 
[ 6] .) 
Suppose that M is a compact manifold w.b. 
By the above argument we show that JFr (M) with 
the CS norm is a Banach space. Let Gr(M) = 
f f E lFr (M) f is locally constant on oM} 
Then Gr(M) is a closed subspace of JFr (M) and 
hence a Banach space under the inducea C
S norm. 
Now with the topology on Gr(M) induced by this 
norm, ~ (M) is an open subset of Gr (M) with 
the CS topology when s ~ 1 • For then H E 
mf(M) has no critical points in a neighbourhood 
U of oM. So if li' E mf (M) is sufficiently 
close to H in the CS topology, s ~ 1 , then, 
using elementary techniques from [7], there exists 
a neighbourhood U' of oM in which H' has 
no critical points. 
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e£' [7,l' .At-G] 0 
lBf(M) with the induced topology has the Baire 
property. The induced. topology on JEt' (M) is again 
called the (Whitney) CS topology. 
Suppose that M is a (non-compact) manifold. 
Choose a sequence 
compact sets with 
o 
and Ki f % if 
KO c K1 C ... C 
KO = % , UiKi 
i f 0 • If H E 
of 
_ 0 
= M , Ki C Ki+1 ' 
H(M) and 
o : M--) JR+ is a posi ti ve continuous function, 
define 
where 
o 
o l.. = inf{ 0 (x) : x E K. - K. 11 and l. l.-
II II is a CS norm on the compact set i 
Ki - Ki - 1 • 
The sets of the form N(H,o) define a basis 
for a topology on K(M) , called the (Whitney) 
CS topologyo The CS topology is independent of 
the decomposition of M and of the CS norm 
chosen on each K. - K. 1. K(M) with the CS 
l. ~-
topology has the Baire property. (For details see 
[10}. We are dealing with cross-sections of the 
trivial bundle M x JR rather than with vector 
fields, but the argument is identical.) 
The theory below will be developed for two 
cases, 
a) M is a compact manifold w.b., 
b) M is a non-compact manifold. 
We hope that it will then be clear how to apply 
the theory in the most general case when M is a 
lou 
non-compact manifold w.b., oM" compact components. 
2.5 Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems 
In this section we give a brief survey of the 
theory of Hamiltonian dynamical systems. For proofs 
of the results mentioned below and for further 
information see Abraham and Marsden [6]. All the 
results quoted are given in [61 for manifolds but 
extend trivially to manifolds w.b. 
A symplectic form on a manifold w.b. M is a 
non-degenerate closed two form 00 on M. A 
symplectic manifold w.b. (M,w) is a manifold w.b. 
M together with a symplectic form 00 on M • 
Let 00 be a two form on M • Then if 00 is 
non-degenerate M must be even dimensional with 
dimension 2n say, and then n =00"00" •• " 00 00 
is a volume on M • Any manifold w.b. possessing 
a volume is orientable. Hence a symplectic 
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manirold w.b. is even dimensional and orientable. 
We will rind it convenient to take 
n = (_1)n(a-1)/2. wn as the standard volume on 
n! 
Let w be a two rorm on M. Derine a map 
e,e 
, 
E T M • 
m 
For X E *r(M) define 
Define b 
by -:/ (m) = 2 wb (m) ·x (m) • 
---+, *:(M) : X ->i> . 
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M. 
If w is non-degenerate then wb is a vector bundle 
-1 isomclrphimm, and we write wb = w# • b is an; 
~r(M)-linear vector space isomorphism, and we write 
b -1 __ #,., ,.,# :""~ ..... 
Darboux Theorem Let W be a non-degenerate two form 
on a 2n-manirold w.b. M . Then &v = 0 if and only 
ir there exists a coordinate chart (U,h) in a 
neighbourhood of each mE M giving loc-al coord-
inates (x1, n 1 •• x ,y , •• yn) (x 1 ~ 0 ir m E oM) 
w.r.t. which hem) = 0 and 
wlu n dxil\ dyi 
" 
= Z. 1 • 1= 
On a symplectic manifold w.b. the charts 
whose existence is veriried by Darboux Theorem 
are called symplectic charts, and the local coord-
inates are called local symplectic coordinates. 
rr (}d,w) and (N,P) are symplectic 
manirolds w.b., a smooth mapping r: II--:>N 
is c-alled symplectic ir r~ = w • A symplectic 
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mRp is volume preserving and a local dirreomorphism. 
Gi~en any n-manirold w.b. M, T*M has a 
natural symplectic structure. Let 1:* : T*M ) M 
be the natural projection. Suppose that 
and Va, E T(1 (T*M) • Derine 
m m 
(1 E T*M 
m m 
-> JR : V. ->0. . Tt" * (v. ) (1 m (1 
m m 
and e : T*M --> T* (T*M) : (1m->e(1 • 
m 
Then e E ** (T*M) and w = -de is a symplectic 
00 
rorm on T*M. 
Let (M,w) be a symplectic manirold w.b. and 
X E *r (M) • We s-.a.y that X is a Hamiltonian 
( .::1_)# .p H E _..l'+1 (M) , vector field: ir X = un. J..or some .1t1. 
r ~ 1 , and we write X = XH • Let *~(M) denote 
the set or all Or Hamiltonian vector rields. 
Clearly *~(M) c *r (M) • The notation *~ (M) 
will be taken to imply that (M,w) is a symplectic 
manirold w.b. ror some given or understood w • 
We say that a vector rield X is locally 
Hamiltonian ir ror all m E M there exists a 
neighbourhood U or m and H E JHf+1 (M) such 
that xlu = Xr!lu • Let *~(M) denote the set 
or all locally Hamiltonian vector rields which are 
Cr on M • Clearly *~(M) c *~H(M) • 
Ir X is a locally Hamiltonian vector rield, 
then 
a) ~ is a closed. one rorm. 
b) For every rlow box F ror X , Ft is a 
symplectic di:trreomorphism. Hence Ft is volume 
preserving and det Ft = 1 • 
c) Ir ff is a local Hamiltonian runction ror 
X in a neighbourhood U , then H is constant 
along integral curves ror in U • Ir X = XH 
is a Hamiltonian vector rield then the energy 
surraces or H are invariant manirolds or the 
rlow. 
If' M is a compact. manirold w.b. and X E 
*~(M) then X is a complete vector rield. In 
ract, we will suppose that all vector rields are 
complete unless we specirically withdraw this 
hypothesis. 
Suppose that X E *~(M) and that xlu = 
xHlu on some neighbourhood U • Let (V,~) with 
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v cUbe a symplectic chart with local coordinates 
(q1, •• qn,P1 , •• Pn ) • Then a curve c(t) on V 
is an integral curve ~or X i~ and only if 
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=-oH(c(t)) 
oqi 
, i = 1, •• n • 
If M is a connected symplectic manifold and 
X E *~(M) then any two Hamiltonian functions H 
and H' inducing X differ by a constant. 
2.6 Topologies on 1fiai!l 
We go about constructing a topology on *~(M) 
in the same way as we earlier constructed a 
topology on Ef(M). Again we wish to construct 
the topology ~or three cases, viz. 
a) M is a closed manifold. 
b) M is a compact manifold w.b. 
c) M is a non-compact mani~old. 
We give the details for the ~irst case only, and 
leave it to the reader to construct the other two. 
Let M be a closed manifold with symplectic 
~orm 00 • We can choose a cover of M by a finite 
number of coordinate neighbourhoods Ui • For each 
X E *fH(M) we can def'ine a CS ( 0 ~ s ~r ) 
norm f'or X on each Ui by 
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II X II i = sup { II nkx (m) II : m E U i ' 0 ~ k ~ s L 
and then "X II = maxi f " X "i 1 is a global 
norm on M • 
With this norm *~(M) is a Banach space. 
The topology def'ined by the norm is called the 
(Whitney) CS topology on 1t~iMl, and is independent 
of' the charts used to def'ine the norm. *fH(M) with 
the as topology has the Baire property. 
We give *~(M) c *~(M) the subspace 
topology. 
Proposi tion 1 The map Xr: :mf+1 (M) ----.» *~(M) : 
has the cs +1 If . .XH ; where r ~ 1 , :ni'+1 (M) 
topology, and *~(M) has the CS topology, o ~ s ~ r, 
is a continuous surjective map, and open when M 
is compact. 
Proof' Surjectivity is clear. 
We prove continuity in the case when M is a 
non-compact manif'old. With the above defined set 
of norms on M let 
N(XH,O) = ni {XK 
Let XK E N(~,o) and suppose that IIxH - XK II i = 
i • Define e. = o. - D.. > 0 ]. ]. ]. 
for each i, and suppose that L E N(K,e) • Then 
II L - K II i < e i ' for all i , implies that 
II XL - XK II i < e i for all i , implies that 
II XL - XH II i < o . for all i . So Xr(N(K,e)) c ]. 
N(XH,o) • Hence the map is continuous. 
When M is compact we can choose a finite 
cover of M by coordinate neighbourhoods (Ui'~i)' 
i = 1, •• m , and we may suppose that for each i 
~i(Ui) = [x E :m.n : Ixl < 11 • Use these coordinate 
neighbourhoods to define the topology on mf+1(M) 
and *~(M) • Let N(H,o) = tK: liB - K II < oj be 
a typical open set in mf(M). Suppose that XK 
is in its image and that II H - K II = l!. < 0 • Let 
e = 0 - l!. • Choose- e' so that 2mne' < e , and 
suppose that XL E N(xK,e') • Choose the arbitrary 
constant for L so that L(~1 -1(0)) = K(~1-1(0)) • 
Then in U1 11 L - K II < De'. 
Suppose w.l.o.g. that Ui n Ui +1 1% for 
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i = 1 , •• m-1 • Then in U2 we have IIL-KII< 3ne' , 
etc. So on M we have IIL-KII < 2mne', so 
LE N(K,e) • Thus N(xK,e ') c Xr(N(K,e) and the 
map is open. II 
'l'hus we have a natural correspondence 
H >~ , where (when M is connected) XH 
determines H to within an arbitrary constant. 
Hence a property of H, such as non-degeneracy, 
can meaningfully be applied to XH or to the flow 
it defines, and in future we will regard any 
property defined in terms of H (or ~ ) as 
applying equally to the other. 
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Finally, we set :IF (M) = JIfO (M) , JHI:(M) = H oo (M) , 
etc. Then H(M) is dense in K (M) , r ~ 1 , 
and if U is an open (open-dense) set in K(M) 
then V = U n H(M) is open (open-dense) in :a(M) • 
Below we will only consider smooth functions and 
vector fields in :IF (M) , *(M) , etc. The results 
hold also for the non-smooth case when we make 
allowance for different degrees of differentiability. 
The reason for taking this roundabout approach 
to reach our goal is that JI:I(M), *(M) , etc., 
are not Banach spaces and the above techniques can 
not be applied directly. For a different approach 
which also p~oves that these spaces have the Baire 
property see [111. 
2.7 Equivalence and Stability for Hamiltonian 
Dynamical Systems 
If Xri and XK E *H(M) we say that XH and 
XK are JB[- equivalent if there exists a homeo-
morphism cp : U----+) M mapping orbits of Xli onto 
orbits of XK and preserving sense. 
We say XH E *If(M) is H- stable if there 
exists a neighbourhood e of XH in *H(M) with 
the 01 topology such that XK E e implies that 
Xri and XK are H- equivalent. This is a very 
strong type of stability and the most natural. 
However Robinson [111 has shown that H- stable 
systems are not dense in *rr(M) when M has 
dimension > 4 • We show later that the H- stable 
systems are open-dense in 7tH(M) when M is 
compact and has dimension 2 • 
We now consider a very weak type of stability. 
XK are E-eguivalent if there exists a diffeo-
morphism cp : M~~) M mapping energy surfaces 
of H onto energy surfaces of K ( and hence 
critical points onto critical points also ). 
We say XH E *H(M) is JE-stable ( Energy 
stable ) if there exists a neighbourhood e of 
XH in 7tH(M) with the C
1 topology such that 
XK E e implies that XH and XK are E-equivalent. 
This is a very weak form of stability since it takes 
no account of the flow on each energy surface and 
is independent of the symplectic form associated 
with M 0 However it is a useful type of stability 
for two reasons: 
a) We would expect E-stability to be implied 
by anY stronger form of stability. We show below 
that the set of E-stable systems are open-dense 
in ~H(M) when M is a compact symplectic manifold. 
Thus, our expectation can be satiafied in this case 
without weakenning any openness or density results 
we may obtain. 
b) Conversely if we do not have E-stabili ty 
in a neighbourhood we should not expect any 
stronger type of stability to hold. 
Note that the above definitions of equivalence 
and stability extend naturally to ~LH(M) • 
2.8 Graphs 
Le t I = [0, 1] , I = (0, 1) , and 0 I = {o 1 u {11. 
A graph G is a Hausdorff topological space 
with structure G = VuE, where 
1) V = U jEJ' v j is a union of' (distinct) 
points Vj called vertices. 
2) E = UkEK ek ' and f'or each ~ ek there 
hk : I->ek with exists a surjection 
a) ~II is an embedding f'or all k, 
o 0 
b) hi(I) n ~(I) = % f'or all i ~ k , 
c) hk -1 (V) = a I f'or all k. 
We will always assume that the indexing sets 
J and K are countable. If' J and K are both 
f'inite sets we say that G is a f'inite graph. 
We say that an edge ek is incident with a 
vertex Vj ( and vice-versa) if' ek n Vj ~ % . 
Thus every edge is incident with either one or two 
vertices. We say two edges are adjacent if' they 
are incident with a common vertex, and two vertices 
are adjacent if' they are incident with a common 
edge. 
A graph G is locally f'inite if' the number 
of' edges incident with a vertex Vj is f'ini te f'or 
every j • We will usually assume that graphs are 
locally f'ini te • 
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Let Ck be th& set of' surjective maps h:I---->ek, 
with hli an embedding. If h, h' E Ck we define 
an equivalence relation h'" h' if hloI = h' 101 
and h and h' are homotopic keeping a I f'ixed. 
-
divides Ck into two equivalence classes called 
orientations of ek • Choosing a direction along 
ek is equivalent to choosing an orientation of ek 
for we can then choose the orientation with repres-
entative h: I---->ek for which the point h(t) 
moves in the direction given as t increases. 
Conversely, choosing an orientation gives a direction 
to the edge. 
An oriented graph is a graph G together with 
an orientation for each edge ek of' G • 
If ek is an edge of an oriented graph G 
and h is a representative of the orientation of' 
ek , then we call vi = h(O) the initial vertex of' 
eli and Vj = h( 1 ) the terminal vertex of' ek • We 
say that ~k is oriented. away from vi and towards 
v. 
-J • 
A path in an (oriented) graph G is a f'ini te 
sequence of edges and vertices 
not necessarily all distinct, such that e j is 
incident with v. 1 J- and f'or j = 1, •• n • 
The path is oriented ir each edge e i is oriented 
away rrom v. 1 1- towards vi. .An ll£ is a path in 
which all the Vi' except possibly and 
are distinct. A circuit is an arc with 
A closed path is a path with Vo = vn • 
Two paths P1 and P2 in G are said to be 
equivalent ir we can obtain P2 rrom by 
successively removing or inserting in P1 ' at 
appropriate pOints, an edge traversed successively 
in each direction. i.e. an operation 
(vO,e1, • .e i ,vi ,e i +1 , • .en,vn ) -> 
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(vO,e1 , • .ei,vi,ek,vI,ek,vi,ei+1' • .en,vn ) 
or the reverse. 
Alternatively, we can give a topological derin-
ition or a path, viz. a path p in G is a mapping 
p : I-> G with P -1 (V) a union or isolated points 
containing 0 and 1 and such that p ia a local 
homeomorphism on the interior or each edge. We 
identity p with pi ir they are homotopic by a 
homotopy P t ' 0 ~ t ~ 1 ,keeping 0 and 1 rixed 
and such that each Pt is a path in G We leave 
it to the reader to veriry that this is a valid 
derinition and equivalent to the rirst. With this 
definition, two paths p and p' are equivalent 
if they are homotopic keeping 0 and 1 fixed. 
Let G and If be graphs with indexing sets 
J G ' KG , and J H , ~ resp. A homomor:Qhism from 
G into If is a pair of maps f1 : KG ~1Sr and 
f2 . JG->.JH such that if an edge ek is . 
incident with a vertex in G then 
is incident with Vf2 (j) in H • If G and H 
are oriented graphs we demand also that the maps 
(f1,f2 ) preserve orientation consistently or 
reverse orientation consistently. Given a homo-
morphism of G into H we can find a continuous 
mapping f: a ~H which maps vertices to vertices, 
edges to edges, and consistently preserves or rev-
erses orientation if necessary. Conversely such a 
mapping induces a homomorphism (f1,f2 ) : a ~H • 
A 1-1 homomorphism of G onto H is called an 
isomorphism of G with H • In this case we can 
find a homeomorphism of G with H induced by the 
isomorphism. 
An oriented homomorphism a :> H of oriented 
graphs is a homomorphism preserving orientation. 
Similarly an oriented isomor:Qhism. 
If G is an oriented graph, we have a 
reflexive, transitive relation ~ defined on the 
points of G by x ~ Y if there exists an 
oriented path p in G, P : 1-> G , so that 
x = p ( t 1) , y = p ( t 2) , and t 1 ~ t 2 • 
Suppose that x ~ y and y ~ x • If x ~ y 
it is clear that there exists an oriented path p 
in G from x to y, and also an oriented path 
p' from y to x. Hence there exists an oriented 
circuit in G • Conversely, if G contains no 
oriented circuit then x ~ y and y ~ x implies 
that x = y p and then ~ is a partial order on 
the points of G • Its restriction to the vertices 
V of G is a partial order on V 
For every pair (vi,v j ) of vertices of G , 
define Vij = {vk E V : v. ~ vk ~ v j 1 • If Vij is J. 
a finite set for every pair (vi,V j ) , then we say 
that G is finitell connected. If G is finitely 
connected then there is a finite upper bound to 
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the number of edges in an oriented arc from vi to 
Vj , for each pair (vi,v j ) p and there are finitely 
many such arcs. 
We can now prove the propositions which we 
will need later. Let x < y denote x ~ y and 
x ~ y • 
Proposition 1 Suppose that there exists a function 
f' : V~ ~ on the vertices of the oriented 
graph G such that f'(v1 ) < f'(v2 ) whenever 
v1 < v 2 • Then we can extend f' to a continuous 
function f: G-~> JR with f(x) < f(y) whenever 
x < y f> 
Proof Extend the tunction defined on the vertices 
incident with an edge e k to the whole edge ek 
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by choosing some map ~: I~ek and extending 
linearly w.r.t. the induced linear structure on ek ." 
Proposition 2 Suppose that G is a finitely connected 
locally finite graph containing no oriented circuits. 
Then there exists a function f G i> JR such that 
f(V) c 2Z and f(x) < fey) when x < y • 
Proof W.I.o.g. we may suppose that G is connected, 
for if not we deal with each component separately. 
Choose an ordering v O'v1 , •••• for the vertices of 
G as follows: Choose Vo • Now order the vertices 
adjacent to Vo as v 1 ' 
the vertices adjacent to 
•• v
n 
• Take v 1 and order 1 
v 1 and not already ordered 
(if any) as vn +1' •• vn • Take v2 ' etc. 3ince 1 2 
G is connected and locally finite this process 
orders all the vertices of G • 
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We now define a sequence of functions 
fi : V->?l • Dafine fo(V i ) = i • If v1 < Vo 
define f1 (vo) = 0 , f1 (v 1 ) = -1 , and f1 (vi) = 
f1 = f 0 • i-1 
with 
Ank 
Bnk 
If 
Pnk 
has 
for i ,4 0,1 • Otherwise define 
Now suppose that we have defined f : v--~ 2Z 
n 
the following properties: 
1n) fn is an injection and takes successive 
integer values. 
2n) fn takes its lowest n+1 values on 
Vn = [YO' •• vnl. 
3
n
) fnlvn satisfies the hypothesis of 
Proposition 2.8.1 and fnlv-vn = folv-vn - const. 
4n ) fn(v O) = 0 
5n ) Let f n (vn+1 ) = m • Define 
= [ fn (v j) vlt: < Vj and f (v.) < ml p and n J 
= [ fn (v j) v. < vk and fn (v j) < m} , for ~~n J 
Ank,4 % then it has a least member ank . define , 
= min[j . ank E;; fn(V j ) < . m} • If Bnk I % then it 
a greatest member bnk ; define qnk = min[j . . 
fn (v j) E;; bnkl. Then if fn(Vk ) > 0 and Ank J % we 
have vk < VPnk ' 
and if fn(Vk ) « 0 and Bnk I % we 
have Vqnk < vk • 
(End of 5n ). 
We now define fn+1 • Let An = An, n+1 and 
Bn = Bn ,n+1 • If ~ = % we define fn+1 = fn • 
If Bn = % define 
f n+1 (vn +1 ) = m - n - 2 , 
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f n+1 (vi ) = fn (v i) , for Vi wi th fn ( vi) < m , 
v i with fn (v i) > m. f n +1 (vi ) = l' (v.) - 1 , for n l 
By the construction of the ordering of the vertices 
we crannot have both A = % = B • n n 
If ~ F % F Bn ' then An has a least membe~ an 
and Bn has a greatest member b n , and b n < an • 
Let Pn = 
~ = min!i 
minti : an ~ fn(V i ) < ml and 
fn (v i) ~ bnl • Then 0 ~ Pn ' ~ ~ n , 
and Pn F qn • 
If' P
n 
< ~ define 
f n +1 (vi ) = fn(v i ) - 1 , for Vi wi th l' (v.) ~ b , n l n 
f n+1 (Vn +1 ) = b , n 
fn+1 (v i) = fn(Vi ) , for v. wi th b < l' (v.) < m, l n n l 
f n+1 (vi ) = fn(Vi ) - 1 , for vi with m < fn (v i) • 
Note that since P
n 
< qn' qn> 0 , so by 4n bn < O. 
If Pn > ~ define 
f
n
+1 (vi ) = fn(V i ) , for Vi with fn(Vi ) < ~ , 
= a , n f n+1 (Vn+1 ) 
fn+1 (Vi) = fn (v i) + 1 , for vi with an ~ fn (v i) < m, 
= fn(Vi ) , for Vi with m < fn(Vi ) • 
Note that sinc:e Pn > qn ' an > 0 • 
Finally, if V = {vo, •• vnl define fr = fn for all 
r > n. 
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We must check that fn+1 satisfies conditions 
1n+1' •• 5n+1 • 1n+1 to 4n+1 are easy. We split 
5n+1 into several cases: 
a) ~ = ; • It is sufficient to note that 
~+1 ,n+1 = An = ; , Bn+1 ,n+1 = Bn ' and if 0 ~ k ~ n 
then ~+1, k is equal to Ank or Aruc u [ml and 
Sn+1,k = Bnk • Thus 5n+1 follows from 5n • 
b) Bn = ; • We have B = n+1,n+1 = 11 , B n+1,k 
is equal to Bnk or B u Ilk [m-n-21 and An+1,k = 
~ for o ~ k~ n • Again 5n+1 follows from 5n 
c) ~ f 11 f Bn ' Pn < qn • For vk I vn+1 we 
have ~+1,k = Ank whenever f n+1 (vk ) > 0 , so in 
thia caaa 5n+1 follows from 5n • Bn+1,k I Bnk ' 
but we must have or qn+1,k = n+1 
. 
and the latter only when Bnk = 11 • In the first case 
follows from 5 and in the second case 
n ' 
vn+1 < vk and vn+1 is the only such element in 
Vn+1 • Hence 5 For n+1 • vn+1 we have f n+1 (vn+1 ) 
< 0 so we need only cGnsider Bn+1 ,n+1 • Let vi 
be the element with f n+1 (vi ) = bn - 1 • Then either 
qn+1,n+1 = i or ~+1,n+1 = qni ' and in either case 
we get the required result. 
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d) ~ 1= ~ 1= Bn ' Pn > qn • This case is similar 
to (c) • 
Thus we can derine inductively a sequence or 
runctions {ri } satisrying conditions 1i to 5i • 
We derine a runction r: V--;» 1L. by setting 
r(vi ) = lim rn(vi ) • To show that this limit n ..... oo 
exists it is surricient to show that given vi there 
exists N = N(i) so that rn(vi ) = rN(vi ) ror all 
n ~ N • It then follows easily that r satisries 
the hypotheses of Proposition 2.8.1 and so can be 
extended to a mapping r: G > JR , thus proving 
this proposition. 
To show that the above limit exists we rirst 
note that rn(vO) = 0 ror all n • Now choose vi • 
Since G is locally rini~e and rinitely connected 
there exists N such that VN 
vertices on oriented paths rrom 
contains all 
vk to Vj 
r N+1 • vN+1 
with 
is vk ' Vj E Vi • Let us examine 
not on any oriented path rrom vk to Vj with 
vk ' v j E Vi. rr ~ = % or BN = % then 
rN+1lvi = rNlvi from the derinition or fN+1 • 
Suppose that ~ 1= % 1= BN ' and PN < qN ' qN > i , 
or PN > qN ' PN > i • Then again r N+1 Iv i = rNlv i 
PN < qN ~ l' so it remains to deal with the cases 
and qN < PN ~ i • Suppose the former holds. 
Then f N+1 (vN+1 ) < 0 , and by 5N+1 there exists 
with Vj < vN+1 • Therefore is not 
less than vk for any Vk E Vi • So if fN(vk ) E 
~+1,N+1 = Aw we must have fN(vk ) < 0 , or 
fN(Vk ) > 0 and PN+1,k> i , and k> i • But if 
there exists vh with 0 < fN+1 (vk ) < fN+1 (vh ) < 
then h > k • Hence PN+1,k = PN < i by 
fN(vk ) < 0 • i.e. we have hypothesis. So 
VN+1 < vk and fN+1 (VN+1 ) < fN+1 (Vk ) < 0 • For vk 
we have ei ther ~ = % or Pk < qk and as vN+1 < 
vk we have qk ~ i • Therefore Bk ~ Ii and we 
must have Pk < qk ~ i • Hence PN+1 ,k < qN+1,k ~ i 
and we can apply the same argument to vk • Thus we 
can find an infinite chain vN+1' vk ' •••• with 
fN+1 (vN+1 ) < fN+1 (Vk ) < ••••• < 0 • But this is a 
contradiction and hence PN < qN ~ i cannot hold. 
Similarly we cannot have qN < PN ~ i • 
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We have proved that fN+1lvi = fNlvi • Inductively 
we can now show that fN+n I Vi = fN I Vi for all n > 0 • 
Hence f(v i ) is well defined and the proposition 
follows. 
" 
Corollary If G is a finite graph containing no 
oriented circuits, then there exists a function 
f : a wi th f(V) c ~ and f(x) < f(Y) 
whenever x < y • 
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Chapter 3 
Hamiltonian Foliations on 
Compact Manifolds 
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In this ehapter we will look at the E-equivalence 
properties of Hamiltonian dynamical systems on a 
compact symplectic manifold w.b. The main tool in 
this study will be the Hamiltonian foliation, defined 
below, which is a generalisation of the concept of 
a Hamiltonian function on a manifold w.b. In the 
techniques using Hamiltonian foliations the symplectic 
structure is irrelevant and we need only suppose that 
we are working on a compact manifGld w.b. The results 
which we get can then be applied to the special case 
of a Hamiltonian dynamical system, but also have 
applications to the study of functions on manifolds. 
In the first section of this chapter we look at 
the structure of the non-degenerate Hamiltonian 
dynamical systems. We then use their properties to 
define a Hamiltonian foliation and note that the 
concept of E-equivalence extends naturally to 
Hamiltonian foliations. In section 3.3 we develop 
the graph of a Hamiltonian foliation, which is an 
invariant under :IE-equivalence of Hamiltonian 
foliations. In section 3.5 we find a complete 
set of invariants for an JE-equi valence class of 
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Hamiltonian foliations. We then apply the results 
obtained to Hamiltonian dynamical systems. Finally 
we look at the JE-stability properties of Hamilton-
ian dynamical systems and show that an open-dense 
set in *H,(M) consists of JE-stable systems. 
3.1 Structure of Hamiltonian systems 
We will be interested in two subsets of *H(M) 
when M is a compact symplectic manifold w.b. 
a) *N(M) , the set of non-degenerate Hamilton-
ian systems. 
*N(M) = {XH E *H(M) : HE HJM)} • This is the 
largest set of systems for which we can conveniently 
construct the invariants. 
b) *S(M) , the set of JE-stable Hamiltonian 
systems. 
*s (M) = {XH E *N(M) : if m is a critical point 
of XH then the closed energy surface 
containing m contains precisely one 
critical point, viz. m 
We show in the last section of this chapter that 
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such systems are JE-stable. 
Proposi tion 1 Each of the sets *N(M) , *s (M) , 
is open-dense in *H(M) with the Cr topology, 
r ~ 1 ,when M is a compact manifold w.b. 
Proof Transversali ty theory, [7]. If M is a 
closed manifold then the result is elementary. If 
not then it is more convenient to look at the 
associated sets of functions on M. It is then an 
easy consequence o~' the transversality theory that 
the set of non-degenerate (resp. stable) functions 
is open-dense in IF(M). Hence the set of non-
degenerate (resp. stable) Hamiltonian functions is 
open-dense in H(M). Finally the image of HJM) 
(resp. 'HS(M) = set of stable Hamiltonian functions) 
under X is open-dense in *H(M). 
Let N be a closed manifold. We define the 
/I 
m-- annulus, ~ , to be the product manifold N x [0,1]. 
~ is a manifold w.b. and o~ = N x {o} U N x {1} • 
We call these two components the boundaries of ~, 
and we <mIl 
Suppose that 
manifold w.b. 
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q> : ~-~~ M where q> is an immersion. Then we 
shall call the sets CP(N x f oj) and CP(N x f 1 J) 
the boundaries of' ~ (or ~) in M. Note that 
the boundaries of' ~ in M are not necessarily 
distinct. 
Recall the results on energy surf'aces from 
chapter 2. We prove in addition: 
The:orem 2 Le;t JSr E *N(M) • Let K = f x : x is a 
critieal point of' H' or x is on a singular energy 
surface of HI , and L = ix x is a point on a reg-
ular energy surface of Hl = M K. Then L is a 
finite disjoint union of open annuli, and L is 
dense in M. 
Proof We first note th.at K is a finite union of 
isolated critical points, manifolds w.s. of codim-
ension 1 associated to critical pOints, and 
boundary components of M. Hence L is open and 
dense in M. 
Let Z e be a regular energy surface of H 
and choose a Riemannian metric on M. Let its in-
werse gradient have flow <p , and let 
T = {t : <p t (m) is defined for all m E Z e and 
q>t(m) ¥ oMl • 
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Then T is an open interval and A = UtET 'Pt(h e ) 
is an open annulus contained in M • If we can 
show that for each such open annulus A the bound-
aries of A are contained in K, then the theorem 
is proved. 
Now 'Pt(m) is defined everywhere in M - C , 
so each boundary of A must contain a critical 
point or boundary point of M. But by continuity 
H is c-onstant on a boundary of A • Therefore the 
whole boundary is contained in an isolated critical 
point, amanifold w.s. associated to a critical point, 
or a boundary component of M ~ Thus each boundary 
of A is contained in K • 
Corollary 1 Each component of L is diffeomorphic 
to an open annulus :Z'e x (0,1) with energy surfaces 
.t x [tl , for some regular energy surface h in 
e e 
M • 
Corollary 2 If Q is a component of oM , B is a 
boundary of an open annulus A of L, and 
B n Q 1= % , then B = Q 
A =he x (0,1) • 
and Q ~ h e where 
II 
" 
Proof Look at a tubular neighbourhood of Q. " 
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We say that the energy surfaces of XH are 
consistent if it is possible to define a vector 
field on M - C which is everywhere transverse to 
the enargy surfaces of XH • 
Proposi tion 3 If XH E *ff(M) then the energy 
surfaces of XH are consistent. 
Proof' The gradient vector field. 
3.2 Hamiltonian Foliations 
" 
In section 1 we derived some obvious properties 
of Hamiltonian systems. We can now ask if these prop-
erties are sufficient to characterise Hamiltonian 
systems up to :m:-equivalence? Elementary examples 
on T2 - the two dimensional torus - show that in 
fact they are not sufficient (see fig. 2) • 
We call an object which has the properties of 
section 1 a Hamiltonian foliation. Note that in the 
definition below we have simply substituted the 
term 'leaf' for 'energy surface' used above. In 
particular any property, such as consistency, 
defined for energy surfaces of a Hamiltonian system 
carries over trivially to a property for leaves of 
a Hamiltonian foliation. 
The above is a Hamiltonian 
foliation (v.i.) of T2 
It is not a foliation 
induced by any non-degen-
erate function on T2 , 
for any such function must 
be constant on the leaves of 
foliation and monotonic on 
the orbits of a consistent vector field (illustrated left). 
Figure 2 
Let M be a compact manif'old w. b. and let 
F be a f'oliation with singular points of' M 
with the f'ollowing properties: 
1) M is f'oliated by submanif'olds of codirn-
ension 1 , submanifolds w.s. of codimension 1 , 
and isolated points. The singular pOints of the 
submanifolds w.s. and the isolated points are 
called critical points, or singularities, of' F • 
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2) If' m E M is an isolated. point of F then 
there exists a neighbourhood of m which is folia-
ted by spheres of codimension 1 concentric with m • 
3) C = [x EM: x is a critical point of Fl 
is a finite set satisfying C n oM = % . 
4) M - C is f'oliated by submanifolds, called 
leaves of' F, which are closed in M - C • Those 
leaves which are closed in M and do not inter-
sect oM are called regular leaves~ Components of 
oM and the intersections with M - C of' subman-
if'olds w.s. of' F are called singular leaves. 
The closure (in M) of' a leaf' is called a closed 
~. 
5) L = {x EM: x is in a regular leaf of Fl 
is a finite union of' disjoint open annuli, each 
dif'f'eomorphic to N x (0,1) with leaves N x [tl 
for some closed manif'old N, and L is dense 
in M. 
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6) The foliation is consistent. 
We call such a foliation a Hamiltonian foliation 
of M • 
Clearly the energy surfaces of a non-degenerate 
Hamiltonian function or vector field on M induce 
a Hamiltonian foliation of M • 
We make the ~ollowing definitions: 
K = M - L = [x EM: x is a point on a singular 
leaf of F or x is a critical point of Fl. 
The connected components of L are denoted 
, •.. In • Each component is an open annulus. 
r 
The connected components of K are denoted 
1)3 , .... 1)3 • Eaeh component is a closed singular 
1 s 
leaf, or an is:olated critical point. 
Note that the concept of E-equivalence extends 
naturally to the set of Hamiltonian foliations. HoW-
ever we do not have a natural topology on the set of 
Hamiltonian foliations so there is no stability 
property. 
Let JHF(M) denote the set of Hamiltonian fol-
iations on M • 
3.3 Graph of: a Hamiltonian Foliation 
Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation on a compact 
manif'old w. b. M. We define an equivalence relation 
on M by x - y if x and y lie in the same 
closed leaf of' F • Let r = r (F) denote the 
quotient s~ace and q: M----~)r the quotient map. 
r is called the graph of the foliation F • In the 
terminology of foliations r = M/closed leaves • 
Theonem 1 reF) is a finite connected graph and 
a) q induces: a bijection from the set 
{0.1 ' •• 0. 1 r to the set of edges of the graph. 
b) q induces a bijection from the set 
[(31' • .(3 s 1 to the set of vertices of the graph so 
is incident that the edge correaponding to a. j 
with the v,ertex corresponding to (3k if and only 
if' 
Proof' Note that we are assuming throughout this 
chapter that M is compact and connected. 
We :fiirst Pll"o"We that r (F) is a graph. In 
f'aet we assert that the edges o·f' the graph are the 
images under q of the sets Iu. 1 , ••• Iu. ' and r 
the vertiees of' the graph are the images under q 
of' ~ , ••• ~ • Thus it is sufficient to show 
1 s 
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that :for each a i ' there exists a surjection 
hi : 1 )q(~) sAtis~ing the conditions of the 
i 
de:finition (sec-tion 2.8) • 
o Now T. .... Ni x 1 
""tL i 
:for some closed mani:fold N. 
1 
Choose a point and de:fine o pi: 1--+) It. 
i 
b.y t ~ (x, t) • Then we can extend pi uniquely 
to a map Pi : 1->M and Pi (I) c It.. . Define 
1 
hi = qO Pi : 1->r • Then hi is a surjection of 
I onto q(~.) and satis:fies: 
1 
a) hi I I is, an imbedding, 
o 0 
b) hi(1) n hj(I) = % :for all i ~ j • This is 
clear as th~ annuli are disjoint. 
c) h i -
1 (V) = 01 ,where V is the set o:f vert-
ices o:f r • This f'ollows :t!rom the ob.servation that 
o 
p (I) c In. a:n:d Pi (0 r) is c'Ontained in the bound-i i 
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anies o:f ~. in M, and these a~e contained in K. 
1 
That the graph is connected follows f'rom the 
connectedness of M • That the graph is finite 
follows from the compactness of M, :far the cri tic'al 
points o:f F form a set o:f isolated poillts in M 
and hence a finite set o:f points. Also aM has 
:finitely many components:, and since each component 
of K is either a component o:f oM or contains at 
least one critical point, r can have at most a 
fini te number of vertices. aimilarly if we take a 
sufficiently small open neighbourhood U of K 
then U and the components of L form an open 
cover of M and no smaller collection of these 
sets cover M. Hence we must have a fiDite cover 
of M. Thu.s r has finitely many edges also. 
That the map q induces bijections follows at 
once from the earlier part of the proof. 
If the Hamiltonian foliation is induced by a 
non-degenerate function H, we can state the 
equivalence relation as: x,.., y if and only if 
H(x) = H(y) = e and x and yare in the same 
connected component of H-1 (e) • 
We define an orientation for the graph r 
as follows: Choose an edge a. 1 of r and choose 
an orientation for a i • If r has any other edges 
then it has an edge a. and a common vertex 13 k J 
of a i and a . such that In. n fu.. n ~k J! 1 J 
contains a point x which is not a critical pOint. 
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II 
Choose such an a. and 13 k ' and if (L. is oriented J 1 
towards (resp. away from) 13 k orient a.. away from J 
(resp. towards) ~k • Now if r has any other edges 
it has one a h adjacent to either a i or a. J 
and a common vertex 13 1 wi th a j , say, such that 
ib. i n Iuh n 1), 1 contains a point y which is not 
a critical point, etc. We assert that this process 
orienta the graphe 
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Theorem ~ The process described above gives ~ 
orientation for r which is unique up to isomorphism. 
(i.e. consistent reversing of orientation is possible) 
Proof We prove that having chosen the orientation 
for the first eage, O.i ' the orientation for every 
other edge is uniquely determined by the procedure. 
Firstly, we show that the process orients every 
edge. For suppose that the process orients the edges 
0.1 , •• O.i ' but that it is impossible to continue the 
process to orient the edges o.i+1 ' •• 0. • Since M r 
is connected there exists a.. E [0.1 , •• 0. .J and J J. 
o.k E {o.i+1 ' • ·o.rl such that Iti. . n Iti.k ~~ • Hence J 
the intersection mus::t be a union of critical points. 
Let us: look at a neighbourhood of one of these. The 
eritical point cannot be an isolated critical point 
by hypothesis (2) of the definition, and so must 
have a submanifold w.s. associated to it, the critiEal 
point being a singular pOint. But then it is clear 
from an examination of a neighbourhood of the 
critical point that the orientability of o.j implies 
the orientability of a k ' either directly or after 
a f'urther edge 0. 1 which is adjacent to both a.. J 
and €l.k has been oriented. 
Secondly, we show that each edge has a uniquely 
defined orientation. Suppose not, i.e. that there 
exists an edge a k and by appropriate choice of 
edges we can induce either orientation on a k • 
Thus there exist two sequences of edges 0. 1 ,0.. , ••• 11 
and 0. 1 ,0.. , ••• 0,. ,ak J 1 J m 
inducing opposite 
orientations on a k • We will show that this contra-
dicts the consistency of the foliation • 
• 
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We can construct a vector field on In ' trans-
1 
verse to the foliation at each pOint, such that if 
is the vector at XE Iu,1 then the induced 
vecto'F at q(x) E 0.1 is a vector in the direction 
in which 0. 1 is oriented. Now this vector field 
can be smoothly extended to Iu.
1 
- C and thence to 
Itti 
1 
so that au each point where it is defined it 
is transverse to the foli at.i on. Notice that hy our 
construction, if x E In then the induces vector 
i1 
at q(x) E a i is again in the direction in which 1 
~. is oriented. Similarly we can extend the 
J. 1 
verlor field to La ' •.• La ' and to 
12 k 
Ink • But on Ink the two extensions are in oppo-
site directions transverse to the foliation p and so 
it is impossible to define a vector field every-
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where transverse to the foliation. Contradiction. " 
If the Hamiltomdam foliation is induced by a 
Hamiltonian function H then we have an induced 
function h on the graph, defined by 
h(x) = I1(q-1 (x)) 
the right hand side being well defined. Now in the 
oriented graph it is easily seen that the orient-
ations of the edges denote consistently either the 
direction in which h is increasing or the direction 
in which h is decreasing. W.I.o.g. we will always 
suppose that the graph is oriented so that the 
former holds. 
Proposition 3 It two Hamiltonian foliations of M 
are E-equivalent then their oriented graphs are 
is omorphi c • II 
Corollary If two Hamiltonian dynamical systems on 
Mare E-equivalent then their oriented graphs 
are isomorphic. 
" 
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3.4 Representative Paths 
Let F be a Hamiltonian roliation or a compact 
manirold w.b. M, and let p be a path in r = r (F) • 
We wish to conatruct a topological path pI in M 
whose projection by q is the path p • However we 
can construct examples to show that this is not 
always possible (see fig. 3). It is possible to 
construct a path p' in M whose projection is a 
path PO in r which iB equivalent to p (see section 
2.8)., and we call such a path a representative path 
ror p • 
Proposi tion 1 Ir p is a path in r then there 
exists a representative path for p • 
Proof Using the topological definition for p we 
have p-1 (V) = ito = o < t1 < ••• < t n-1 < t = 11 • n 
Put p(t i ) = (3 i and let the edge of r in p 
joining (3 i-1 to (3i be a. • Thus p is the pa12h 1 
(30,0. 1 ,(31'0.2 , ••• (3n_1,a. n ,(3n • 
Choose a point Xo in ~ 0 (\ ~1 ' and if possible 
(i.e. if ~o is not an isolated critical point) 
choose Xo ¢ C • We muat now consider three cases: 
a) if ~ = {x11, choose x1 ' 1 
b) if (Iu, n ~ n ~ ) - C f }1 , then choose 
1 2 1 
~, 
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Let p = ~1a1~Oa4". be a path in 
the graph. Then a path P 1.7hich 
projects onto p does not intersect 
La or La and so must contain a path from 
2 3 
a to b in K~ • But this contradicts the 
o 
assumption that p-1 (vertices) is a union of isolated points. 
The path P illustrated is a representative path for p and 
projects onto the path p' = ~1a1~Oa2~2a2~Oa3~3a3~Oa4'." 
which is equivalent to the path p • Note that P must be 
'monotonic' on energy surfaces in each La • 
J 
Figure 3 
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X1 in this set, 
c) if (Ib. n Iu. n ~ ) - C = % , choose x' 
1 2 1 1 
in (It. n ~ ) - C ( j ~ ) and x1 in (Iu. n ~ ) 1 1 2 1 
- C ( j ~ ) and a path in ~1 joining x' ana 1 
X1 and avoiding critical points wherever possible. 
In the first two cases define the representative 
path p I on the interval [a, t11 to be a smooth 
path with p'(a) = xa ' p'(t1 ) = x1 ' joining Xo to 
in ~ ,and everywhere transversal to the 
1 
leaves of the foliation. For the third case we must 
look at the path joining x' 1 to x1 • The path must 
pass through a critical point of F , for if not then 
x' 1 are both in (Iu. n Itx. n ~ ) - C • 1 2 1 
Sinee we adopt the same procedure at each point of 
C on the path, we suppose that the path contains 
just one critical point. We first observe that the 
singular point must have singularity index (n-1,1) 
in the closed leaf containing it, for otherwise we 
can perturb the path to avoid the singular point. 
Furthermore the situation near the critical point 
must be 
L",. 
J 
j 1- 1,1. 
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for n;' 3 , and 
L", . 
J 
\f} =F 1,1. 
L ... , t, ; j pou,\,lc) 
LA-
.. 
for n = 2 , where n is the dimension of M. 
Choose a point Y1 on the other boundary of 
In. • We can now define the representative path p' 
J 
on [o,t11 to be a sequence of paths constructed 
as before and running from Xo to x' 1 on 
from Y1 to 
x1 to Y1 on [t1/3,2t1/3], and 
on [ 2 t 1/3, t 1 ] • 
It is clear that q 0 p I I [ 0, t1 ] is a path in 
the graph equivalent to the first edge of p • 
Similarly we define p' on [t1 ,t2 ] , [t2,t3 ] , 
successively continuing the path already defined on 
[o,t1]. Note that if K(3 1 
is an isolated point then 
n-1 ( ) In1 = In2 = S x 0,1 • Hence the end point of 
partially constr ucrted path is always in the correct 
position for us to construct the next section. 
Clearly the result is a representative path 
for p • 
" 
Corollary If' P is a closed path in r , then we 
may choose pI to be a closed path in M • 
Proof Follows from the method of construction of 
pI in the proposition. 
3.5 A Complete Set of Invariants for a Hamiltonian 
Foliation 
Let M be a compact connected manifold w.b. 
and F a Hamiltonian foliation of M • Recall that 
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" 
the submanifolds w.s. of the foliation are contained 
in the set {~.1 of closed singular leaves and 
~ 
isolated critical points. 
Proposition 1 If M is orientable and is a 
submanifold w.s. of the foliation F, then ~ 
i 
is an orientable manifold w.s. 
Proof We have to prove 
a) that ~i admits a trivial singular bundle, 
b) that the triv;ial singular bundle is orient-
able. 
Let f : U->M be a closed tubular neighbour-
hood for ~i in M , where UeE is a closed 
neighbourhood of ~i in E and (1t,E'Kr3 . ) is a ~ 
singular bundle over ~ .• It is su~ricient to 
l. 
prove that E is a trivial singular bundle, ~or 
then (b) ~ollows ~rom the ~act that M is orient-
able. 
The ~oliation F is consistent, i.e. we can 
choose a vector~ield on M which is transverse to 
the leaves o~ F • The di~~eomorphism ~ induces 
a corresponding veetor ~ield on U which can 
then be axtended to the whole o~ E • Now as in 
Theorem 1.7.3 we may take U so small that the 
leaves o~ the ~oliation are transverse to the 
~ibres o~ E in U • Hence we can !'eplace the 
induced vector ~ield by a vector ~ield with vectors 
everywhere along the ~ibres o~ E and having the 
same direction transverse to the ~ibres. 
Now to show that E is a trivial singular 
bundle we use a minor variation o~ the proof of 
Theorem 1.7.2 • Choose a smooth norm 
" " on 
E and let T = II 11-1 [ 0,1] • aT is a submani~old 
o~ E and can be written aT = aT u aT + where 
aT+(resp. aT_) = {x E aT : the vector at x is an 
outward (resp. inward) normal to TI • We now 
proceed precisely as in Theorem 1.7.2 • 
Corollary I~ is a submani~old w.s. o~ the 
96 
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f'oliation and f' : U->M (U C E) is a tubular 
neighbourhood f'or ~i in M , then E is a 
trivial singular bundle over ~i . 
Note that the corollary does not depend upon the 
orientabili ty of' M . 
Proposition 2 Let N be a manifold w.s., (~,E,N) 
a singular bundle over N, and H, HI , two 
smooth !'unctions on E with (for K = H , HI ) 
K-1 (0) = NeE , c)K = N = oK , and K 
+ 
has no 
singulari ties in E - N • Then H and HI are 
JE-equi valent. 
" 
Proof' The f'lows for grin H and grin HI give 
singular bundle fibrations of E w.r.t. which H 
and HI resp. are equal to the standard function 
constructed in Theorem 1.7.1 , or to its negative. 
Hence by the uniqueness theorem 1 .6.2 we have a 
diffeomorphism F : E->E so that HI = HO F. " 
We have similar results for functions defined 
in a neighbourhood of a boundary component of M, 
or in a neighbourhood of an isolated singular point. 
Proposition ~ Suppose that H and HI are two 
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smooth ~unctions on N x [o,~) where N is a 
closed man1~old, such that (~or K = H ,H') K 
has no singularities on N x [o,~) and K is 
eonstant on N x {oj. Then If and H' 
lE-equ1 valent. 
are 
Proo~ Use the inverse gradient technique o~ 
Proposition 2 • 
Pro::r2osition !! Suppose that H and HI are 
smooth non-degenerate ~ctions on :ffi.n such 
(~or K = H , H' ) K-1 (0) = o E :ffi.n and K 
singularities in :ffi.n - {o 1 • Then H and H' 
lE-equivalent. 
two 
that 
has no 
are 
Proo~ For K = If , H' , use the smoothness and 
non-degeneracy o~ K to show that in a neighbour-
hood of 0 K has a power series expansion 
K(x1, •• xn ) = ~(x12+ ••• +xn2) + higher terms. 
Then use the inverse gradient technique of Propos-
" 
ition 2 • 
" 
Let (~,E,N) be a trivial singular bundle over 
a mani~old w.s. N. In section 1.7 we define a 
canonical neighbourhood o~ N in E • On such a 
neighbourhood T we use the techniques of' section 
1.7 to def'ine a f'unction ff on T so that 
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H-1 (O) = NeT, dH+ = N = oH_ , H has no singular-
ities on T - N , and I HloT I = 1 • Such a f'unction 
will be called a canonical function on T, and the 
foliation it induces on T will be called a 
canonical f'oliation of T • T will be called a 
canonical f'oliated neighbourhood of' N in E • 
We make similar definitions for a tubular neigh-
bourhood of' N x {oj in N x [O,~) • W.I.o.g. we can 
denote the canonical tubular neighbourhood by N x I • 
Similarly for a tubular neighbourhood of 0 E En • In 
this case we will take the canonical tubular neigh-
bourhood to be aJ1 = {x E lRn : I x I ~ 1 1 • 
We also extend 01lllI' definition of surf'ace. W.e call 
N x {11 the surf'ace of the tubular neighbourhood 
N. x I , and Sn-1 the surface of' Bn • Note that in 
nei ther of these cases do we define posi tive or· 
negative surfaces. 
Theorem 5 Let E be a trivial singular bundle over 
a manifold w.s. N, and F a Hamiltonian foliation 
of E whose only closed singular leaf is NeE and 
with no isolated critical points. Then there exists 
a smooth function H on E satisfying H-1 (O) = N , 
off = N' = oH , and If has no singularities on E - N, 
- + 
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such that H is lE-equi valent to the f'oliation F • 
Remark Strictly a Hamiltonian f'oliation has not yet 
been def'ined on a non-compact manif'old. We can get 
around these dif'f'iculties here either by looking at 
a c-losed tubular neighbourhood of' N in E , which 
is the eontext in which we will need the result later, 
or by observing that the only properties we need 
below are the hypotheses (1) - (6) of' the def'inition 
of' a Hamiltonian f'oliation and compactness of' the 
closed leaves of' F • 
Proof' E is a trivial singular bundle. Hence using 
the def'inition of' a f'oliation HI on E whose 
energy surf'aces are leaves of' F, with HI contin-
uous everywhere and smooth on E - N ~ Hence, by 
Theorem 1.7.3, we can f'ind a smooth f'unction H on 
E which is lE-equi valent to HI. The result f'ollows. " 
Corollary Let F and FI be any two Hamiltonian 
f'oliations of' E satisfYing the hypotheses of the 
theorem. Then F and FI are E-equivalent. 
Again similar results hold for f'oliations in 
the neighbourhood of a boundary component of M, 
and in the neighbourhood of' an isolated singular 
II 
point. 
We can now define and prove the sufficiency 
of a complete set of invariants. 
A complete set of invariants (C.S.l.) for a 
Hamiltonian foliation F on M is a pair (X,D) 
where 
x = {~.J is the set of canonical foliated 
l. 
neighbourhoods of closed singular leaves and of 
isolated singular points of F, and 
D = {[ fa. : S -~> S ] 1 is, a set of isotopy j P q 
(!!~lasses of diffeomorphisms defined as follows: 
Let S1' •• Sm be the set of surfaces of the ~ .. 
l. 
Then extendimg the inclusion ~. c M we have an 
l. 
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inclusion "(3 , say, of the canonical neighbourhood 
i 
~i of ~i into M , which embeds the surfaces of 
the ~i in the annuli It.. • Now in each Io. l J 
( 0 say) we have precisely = Sa. x I , two surfaces j 
Sp and Sq embedded. Suppose that Sp and Sq 
are embedded as Sa. x {t 01 
j 
Lf3 
h 
and 
which takea 
L(3 • reap. 
l. 
Sa. x {tol 
j 
Let 
onto 
and Sa. x {t 1 1 re sp • 
j 
T be the translation 
id.entity on So. • We define fa : 8->S by j j l' q 
fa. . 
-1 0 T 0 t(3 It is clear that the = t(3. . :fa 
J 1 h J 
de:fined up to isotopy independently of any choice 
embedding. In the set o:f all :fa each sur:face 
j 
appears precisely once, either aa domain or range 
of' some f'a. • 
J 
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are 
of' 
Suppose that we have sets of' invariants (X,D) 
and (X' ,D') ; that we have a bijection X--i> X' 
X(3i->X~ i and for each (3 i a singular bundle 
isomorphism x~. : X~.----~)X' • Then we have an in-
'"'1 '"'1 (3i 
duced bijection between the corresponding sets of' sur-
f'aces S ->S' say and induced dif'f'eomorphisms l' p , , 
sp : S ---->8' which are well def'ined up to isotopy l' p 
independently of' the embeddings. 
We can now prove: 
Theorem 6 Let F and F' be Hamiltonian :foliations 
~ M ith C S I (X D) and (X',D') resp. Then 0.L W ••• , 
F and F' are :IE-equivalent if' and only if' there 
exist bijections X---->X' : X ->X: and D-->D': (3. --~. 
1 1 
[fa. ]->[ f'~ ] , and singular bundle isomorphisms 
j j 
X 
-
--i>" X' x~. : ~. .... f3 
'"'1 '"'1 i 
f'or each (3. , such that f'or all 1 
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o.j' if fo. , . S --~S then s 0 fo. , 0 -1 . sp 
J 
P q q 
J 
8"--~S' is isotopic to f' if f' S' i> S' P q 0., 0., P q J J 
and to (f' ) -1 if f' 8'->8' • o.j 0., q P J 
Remark If the hypotheses of theorem 6 are satisfied 
then we say that F and F' have the same C.S.I. 
Thus the above theorem says that two Hamiltonian fol-
iations have the same C.S.I. if and only if they are 
JE-equi valent. 
Proof ->. This is: clear since the equivalence diffeo-
morphism provides all the necessary maps. 
<- . We have inclusions ~,c M which we can 
1. 
extend to foliation preserving inclusions of the 
canonically foliated neighbourhoods x~, • W.I.o.g. 
1. 
we may suppose that these neighbourhoods have diSjoint 
images in M • Similarly for the x' eM. ~i 
For each ~ i ' the diffeomorphisms ~ 
i 
>X(3, 
1. 
can be taken to be diffeomorphisms of the canonical 
neighbourhoods which preserve the foliations. Now if 
we look at each pair La, , 
J 
and ~ we have a diffeo-
j 
morphism induced from the neighbourhood of the bound-
ary of La,j to a neighbourhood of the boundary of 
T.' h 
-a. as sown: 
j 
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, x,,, 
lr-h LJ ) ( s, ) 
(f_i L~. T , lee· J J 
- --- II 5" ) • ) lp.\. ) l',i. 
• "P~ I 
To prove the result it is sufficient to show that 
we can extend this diffeomorphism to a foliation pre-
serving diffeomorphism of Iu. 
J 
onto ~ • Now the 
j 
diffeomorphism of the embedded surface P onto the 
embedded surface Q is -1 
"(3 h 
induced diffeomorphism from Q to R is 
o S 0 
q 
-1 
"(3 . 
1 
o TO" 0 s -1 
(3h P 
" ~ 0 0 fa. 0 -1 0 ,,-1 = (3i Sq sp "(3 j h 
~ Ii~. 0 f" 0 ,,-1 T" "(3 = a.. 
1 J h 
Hence we ean extend the diffeomorphism 
and the theorem is proved. 
as 
Thus the 
required 
We have proved that any Hamiltomian foliation 
of a compact manifold w.b. has a canonical 
" 
R 
decomposition by canonical foliated neighbourhoods 
of its closed singular leaves and isolated singular 
pOints, and that such a decomposition is sufficient 
to classify the foliation up to E-equivalence. 
Note that a C.S.I. for a Hamiltonian foliation 
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F gives sufficient information for us to reconstruct 
the graph directly. For each element X~. of X we 
1 
take a vertex ~i for the graph, and for each iso-
topy class [f~ ] in D we take an edge for the 
j 
graph, labelled ~. , joining those vertices corresp-
J 
onding to the elements of X whose canonical neigh-
bourhoods contain the domain and range of f~ • It 
j 
should be clear that we can also use the canonical 
neighbourhoods to determine an orientation for the 
graph 0 
We now investigate the converse problem: Under 
what conditions is a pair (X,D) a C.S.I. for some 
Hamiltonian foliation of some manifold w.b.? 
Theorem 7 A necessary and sufficient condition that 
a pair (X,D) be a C.S.I. for a Hamiltonian foliation 
F on an n-manifold w.b. M is that 
1) X = [~.} is a set of canonical foliated 
1 
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neighbourhoods o"f a) points, 
or b) compact connected n-1-manifolds, 
or c) compact connected n-1-manifolds 
w.s. 
2) D = H fa .J ] is a set of isotopy classes of 
J 
di"f"feomorphisms "fa. : S -> S ,whe re S ,S , J P q P q 
are surfaces o"f some X~ ,X~ ,in X ; and each 
h i 
such surface occurs precisely once either as domain 
or range of some 
x~ . 
1 
3) For each we can define the surfaces of 
to be positive or negative ( arbitrarily when 
is a point or manifold, and as on p.42 when ~ 
i 
is a mani"fold w.s. ) so that each fa maps a 
j 
positive sur"face to a negative surface or vice versa. 
Proof -~ • This is clear. 
<-- • We will construct the foliated manifold 
w.b. For each we take the canonical foliated 
neighbourhood X~. and glue these neighbourhoods 
1 
together using the diffeomorphisms fa .• Condition 
J 
(2) ensures that to each surface there corresponds 
a unique surface to which it is to be glued. 
Conditio. (3) ensures consistency o~ the ~oliation. 
The result is unique up to di~~eomorphism and JE-
equivalence o~ the mani~old w.b. and the ~oliation 
respo, and clearly has (X,D) as its C.S.I. 
Suppose now that we have a pair (X,D) which we 
know to be a C.S.I. ~or some Hamiltonian ~oliation 
F o~ some mani~old w.b. M. We would like to know 
what the mani~old w.b. M is without going through 
the process o~ constructing it, and in particular 
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" 
we should like some easy criterion to tell us whether 
two C.S.I. give Hamiltonian ~oliations on the same 
mani~old w.b. Un~ortunately these problems do not 
appear to have simple solutions. Since the decompos-
ition o~ a manifold w.b. given by a C.S.I. is similar 
in conception to a handle decomposition, wld can 
relati~ely easily be reduced to one, we have a partial 
solution to the first problem which may in simple 
cases give a solution to the second problem also. 
However this proceedure is not in general very satis-
factory. 
3.6 Applications to Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems 
Suppose that XH E *N(M) ,where (M,w) is a 
symplectic manifold w.b. Then we have remarked 
above that the foliation o~ M by energy sur~aces 
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ef ff gives a Hamiltenian feliatien ef M Th • us: 
Theerem 1 Let XH and XK E *N(M) • Then XH and 
XK are E-equivalent if and enly if they have the 
same C.S.1. 
Preef This is an immediate cerellary ef Theerem 3.5.6. II 
We sheuld expect the fact that XH E *N(M) is 
a Hamiltenian dynamical system to. impese seme restric-
tiens en the invariants ef the induced ffamiltenian 
feliatien. We will investigate these restrictiens and 
the cenverse prebl~rn: Given a Hamiltenian feliatien, 
under what cenditiens is this feliatien E-equivalent 
to. a feliatien induced by a Hamiltenian dynamical 
system'? 
Suppese then that we have a Hamiltenian system 
XH E *N(M) with C.S.I. (X,D) • We have restrictiens 
on (X,.D) due to. 
a) the fact that M is a symplectic manifeld w.b., 
-b) the fact that the feliatien is induced by a 
functien H E HJM) • 
As the reader will prebably knew, the preblem ef 
deciding when a given manifeld w.b. admits a symplectic 
ferm is extremely cemplex, and no. general selutien is 
knewn. We de knew ef seme restrictiens en M, hewever, 
of which the simplest are that M must be even 
dimensional and orientable. (Others are known, but 
we will not investigate their effects here.) Thus: 
Theorem 2 Let and let be a 
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connected component of K in the induced Hamiltonian 
foliation. Then is either 
a) a point, 
or b) an odd dimensional orientable manifold p 
or c) an odd dimensional orientable manifold w.s., 
and X" is resp. i 
a) a ball foliated by spheres about ~i ' 
or b) a product manifold w.b. N x I foliated by 
leaves N x {tl , t E I , 
or c) an orientable trivial singular bundle. over 
with the canonical foliation. 
Proof This is immediately obvious from preceeding 
results, notably Proposition 3.5.1 , part (2) of the 
definition of a Hamiltonian foliation, Corollary 2 
of Theorem 3.1.2 , and Proposition 3.5.1 • 
We can also find a condition for M to be an 
" 
orientable manifold w.b. First we need some notation. 
Suppose that ~i is an orientable manifold W.B. in 
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M , and X~. is the canonical foliated neighbourhood 
1 
of • Let S be any leaf of the foliation. Then 
S is ~ orientable manifold and an orientation of 
S induces naturally an. orientation on any other 
leaf in X~. by the process of translating an open 
l. 
neighbourhood in S along the fibration. We call such 
a set of orientations of the leaves of X~. a leaf 
l. 
orientation of X~ .• Similarly we can define a leaf 
l. 
orientation in the case when is a point or a 
manifold. 
Theorem 3 Suppose that (X,D) is a e.S.I. for a 
Hamiltonian foliation of M • In order that M be 
an orientable manifold it is necessary and sufficient 
that 
a) each X~. E X is a canonical neighbourhood 
1 
of an orient able manifold or an orient able manifold 
w.s. or a point, 
b) we can choose a leaf orientation for each of 
the X~ . 
1 
in such a way that the maps fa, : 
j 
are orientation preserving diffeomorphisms. 
S --1>-S P q 
Proof <-- • We define s ¥slUffio on M as follows: 
an orientation 
On each we have an orientation defined using 
the orientation on each leaf and a vector field on 
Xf3 induced from a consistent vector field on M. 
i 
(see p.81) Then condition (0) ensures that these 
orientations are continuous when we glue canonical 
neighbourhoods together by the l' 
o,j 
-l> • Condition (a) is clear from Theorem 2 • 
To get condition (b) we simply take an orientation 
on M and reverse the above argument. 
We can also formulate condition (b) in terms 
of the graph of the foliation. 
Theorem 4 Condition (b) in Theorem 3 is equivalent 
to the condition: 
b l ) Choose a leaf orientation arbitrarily on 
each XQ • Then for every circuit in the graph with 
I-'i 
edges a. 1 , ••• a. n , the number of maps in 
which are orientation reversing is = 0 mod 2 • 
Proof Given a C.S.I. (X,D) for a Hamiltonian 
foliation F on M we form. the graph r of the 
foliation. Let p be any closed path in the graph, 
P a closed representative path for p, and pI 
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" 
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the path in the graph onto which P projects. Suppose 
that p' is the path 13 0 ,0. 1 ,13 1 ,0. 2 , •••• o.n,l3n~o • 
Corresponding to each edge o.i we have two sur~aces, 
S c ~ and S c ~i and a map ~o. . . S >S P i-1 q , . 1 P 
(w.l.o.g.). Corresponding to each vertex I3 j we have 
two surfaces St , Su c XI3 . and projecting onto the 
J 
edges a.. 
J and o.j+1 ' such that given a lea~ orient-
ation of X~ we can ~ind an orientation preserving 
j 
q 
diffeomorphism g~. from an open neighbourhood o~ St 
J 
onto an open neighbourhood o~ Su • Note that the maps 
gl3 are in ~act independent o~ the lea~ orientation 
j 
chosen. We can ~orm the composite map 
o :f 
a. 
n-1 
o 0 ~ 0 
• • • -p 
1 
which we may assume to be a well defined map :from an 
open neighbourhood of the domain o~ ~o. into itsel~. 
1 
We call the path p orientation preserving or orient-
ation reversing according as the map hp is orient-
ation preserving or orientation reversing. 
This is well defined independently o~ the maps 
chosen and o~ the representative path chosen ~or p • 
That it is independent of the particular maps chosen 
is ~lear. Any representative p_th for p projects 
onto p' equivalent to p, and so di~~ering ~rom 
p by a sequence of operations which replace a path 
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••••• ,f3 j , ••.•. by a path ••••• ,(3j'a,i'f3 k 'a,i'(3j' •.••• 
or vice versa. Then it is clear that however we 
choose the leaf orientation on X{3 
k 
the dif'ference 
in the number of orientation reversing maps is either 
o or 2 • Hence the orientability of' hp is indep-
endent of' the representative path chosen f'or p • 
By the same argument any null homotopic path in the 
graph is orientation preserving. Thus we need only 
check the circuits in the graph. 
Now suppose that comdition (b) holds. Then we 
can choose leaf' orientations so that all the f'a, 
j 
are orientation preserving on the leaves of' their 
domain and range. So, using the orientation on !vI 
constructed in Theorem 3 , we sre that glueing the 
canonical neighbourhoods by the f'a, gives a well 
j 
def'ined orientation on the glued neighbourhoods. 
Hence the orientability of' hp depends on the number 
of ~j which, when extended to an open neighbourhood 
of' their domain and range in X(3"' are. orientation 
J 
reversing~ But such a map only occurs when the path 
both enters and leaves Xf3 " by a positive (or neg-J 
ative) surf'ace, and such a situation corresponds to 
a vertex {3 J" of' p' f'or which both a," and a," 1 J J+ 
are oriented towards (or away f'rom) {3j • In any 
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closed path there are an even number of such vertices. 
Hence condition (b') holds. 
To show that condition (b') implies condition 
(b) we argue as follows: Choose a circuit p in r, 
let P be a representative path for p in M, and 
let p' be the path in r which P projects onto. 
Let p t be the path f3 0'0. 1,/31'0.2 , •••• a n ,/3n= /3 0 • 
Since condition (b') holds we can choose leaf orient-
ations on each of the X/3. so that the maps :fa,. 
1 J 
are all orientation preserving. Now take another 
circuit with at least one edge in common with p • 
We. can choose lea~ orientations for all the Xf3. in-
1 
v;olved in this circuit so that 
1) all the ~. involved are orientation pre-
J 
serving, and 
2) none of the leaf orientations already fixed 
for the circuit p are altered. 
If this were not possible we should be able to find 
a circuit in which there were an odd number of 
orientation reversing fa ,contradicting condition 
j 
(b') (we leave the details to the reader). We continue 
this process for the remaining circuits in the graph. 
It is then a matter of tidying up loose ends (edges 
not contained in any circuit) to ensure that we get 
a leaf orientation satisfying condition (b) . /I 
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We will now look at the restrictions on the 
invariants imposed by the fact that the foliation is 
induced by a f'unction H E HJM) • 
Proposi tion 5 Let H E HJM) • Then H induces a 
Hamil toni an foliation FH on M and r (FH) cont-
ains no oriented circuit. 
Proof Suppose that we have an oriented circuit 
13 0 ,0,1,13 1 ,0,2' •••• a n ,l3n =13 0 • Then H induces a 
function h on the graph ( see the remarks following 
Proposition 3.3.2 ) and we have 
h (13 0) < h (13 1) < •••• < h (13 n) = h (13 0 ) • 
But this is a contradiction. II 
Conversely: 
Proposition 6 Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation 
of M whose graph r (F) contains no oriented 
circuits. Then there exists a smooth function H on 
M inducing the ~oliation F • 
Proof By the Corollary to Proposition 2.8.2 we 
can define a function h on the graph so that 
hex) < hey) whenever x < y , i.e. so that the 
orientation on each edge denotes the direction in 
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which h is increasing. Hence we can define a function 
flO on M by HO(m) = h(q(m» (q : M~r) and we 
may suppose that HO is smooth on each Iu.. • But now 
J 
by Theorem 1.7.3 we can smooth HO on each ~i to 
get H1 • H1 is smooth and JE-equi valent to F, by a 
diffeomorphism <p say. Then H = H1 0 cp is the 
required function. 
Thus: 
Theorem 7 Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation of a 
manifold w.b. M. Then a necessary and sufficient 
condition that F be E-equivalent to a foliation 
induced by a function H E JIlJM) is that r (F) 
contain no oriented circuit. 
Corollary Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation of a 
symplectic manifold w.b. (M,w) • Then a necessary 
and sufficient condition that F be JE-equivalent 
" 
II 
to a foliation induced by a Hamiltonian dynamical 
system is that r (F) contain no oriented circuit. II 
We will now look at the relation between 
Hamiltonian foliations and locally Hamiltonian 
dynamical sys tems • 
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Proposi tion 8 Let (M,oo) be a symplectic manif'old 
w~b. and F a Hamiltonian foliation on M. Then F 
is E-equivalent to a locally Hamiltonian dynamical 
systea. 
Proof Let F have C.S.I. (X,D) • We may suppose 
that for each x~ we have a tubular neighbourhood 
i 
map of X13 , into M such that the union of the 1 
images of the interiors of the X!3. cover M ~ and 
1 
the tubular neighbourhood maps are foliation preserv-
ing. Choose a vector field on M transversal to the 
foliation, and on each X
13 • choose a canonical 1 
function which is increasing in the direction of the 
(induced) transversal vector field. 
Then we have induced on M a set of locally 
defined functions. Denote the function defined on image 
X(3. by ~i • Let Uij be the domain on which both J. 
H~. and H!3 . are defined. U .. is contained in the 
1 J lJ 
union of annuli U Itx.k and is itself a union of 
annuli. Thus in a neighbourhood of Uij we can redef-
ine H!3. ' say, so that the foliation is unaltered, 
J. 
H~ . is still a smooth function on L. ' and ~ - ~ 
/oJJ. P 1 i j 
is locally constant. 
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It is clear that the functions ~. l. define 
a locally Hamiltonian d7,namical system on (M,w) 
and that, they induce a foliation JE-equi valent to 
F • 
" 
The converse to this proposition is not true. 
For example, a rational or irrational flow on a 
torus is locally Hamiltonian (with suitable functions 
and symplectic form) but does not induce a Hamiltonian 
foliation. ( Prob'lem: Are there any more exceptions, 
and if so can we classifY them? ) 
Theorem 9 Let X be a locally Hamiltonian dynamical 
system on the symplectic manifold w.b. (M,~) . Then a 
sufficient condition for X to be m::-equi valent to 
a (globally) Hamiltonian dynamical system is that X 
induces a Hamiltonian foliation on M whose graph 
contains no oriented circuits. 
Proof Supposing that X induc"es such a foliation, 
we can find a function H on M inducing the same 
foliation and such that the transversal direction in 
which H increases is the same as that in which the 
loesl funetions for X increase. Then if m E M and 
HO is a local function giving rise to X, we can 
find a neighbourhood U of m and a function f 
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which is constant on the common energy surfaces of 
H and .. HO such that 
But then X(x) and 
H(x) = f(x) oHo (x) for x E U • 
XE:(x) are parallel vectors at 
each point in U, and thus X and XH are 
IEI-equi valen t. 
Let X be a locally Hamiltonian dynamical 
system on (M,w) and suppose that X induces a 
Hamiltonian foliation of M • Then we may suppose 
that X is defined locally by functions ~. ( as 
J. 
" 
in the proof of Proposition 8 ). Let r be the graph 
of the Hamiltonian foliation, and let p be any 
closed path in r . Suppose that P is a represent-
ative path for p and p' is the projection of P 
on r . Suppose that p' is the path (30,CL1 ,(31 ,CL 2 , • 0 
•• CL n ,(3n= ~ 0 • Then associated to each edge CL i of 
p' we have a number :ru = IIp (x) - H(3 (x) where 
i i i-1 
xe is a point in the common domain of Hf:3 and 
i 
\i-1 
• D~ine the variation of the path 
to be the sum 
sign of 
n 
Tp = X i =1 lb.. 0 1.. 
Note that the 
depend~ upon the direction in which 
the edge &i is traversed. Since any two images of 
representative paths, p' and p" say, are equiv-
v . h I alent, they cUffer by a sequence of whJ.c rep ace a 
operations 
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path ••••• ,f3 j , ••..• by a path ••••• ,13 . ,<1. ,f3 k ,<1 • , J 2 1 
or vice versa, we see that is indep-
endent of the choice of representative path P and 
so is well defined. Also v is independent of the p 
particular functions ~i chosen, for each function 
~ occurs in %.. = H(3. (x) - ~ . (x) with positive 
i 1 2 2-1 
sign and in %.. 1 = Hf3. (y) - ~. (y) with negative 
1+ 2+1 2 
sign. Now is defined locally up to an arbitrary 
constant, and clearly this arbitrary constant has no 
effect on 
Similarly we Sffi that vp is independent of the 
faot that the are defined on canonical neighbour-
hoods. For local ffufictions defined on arbitrary neigh-
bourhoods we evaluate vp by choosing a closed rep-
resentative path for p , choosing a cover of this 
path by domains of the local functions, and summing 
the differences of these functions along the path as 
before. 
Thus for each closed path in the graph we have 
a well defined variation of the path. It is immediate 
~rom the definition that if the closed path p can 
be decomposed into two disjoint (having no common edge) 
closed paths P1 and P2 ' then vp = vP1 + vP2 • 
Thus the variations of the circuits in r determine 
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the variations of all closed paths in r . 
Theorem 10 Let X be a non-degenerate locally 
Hamiltonian dynamical system on the symplectic 
manifold w.b. (M,w). Then a necessary and suffic-
ient condition that X be a (globally) Hamiltonian 
dynamical system is that X induce a Hamiltonian 
foliation of M with graph r such that v = 0 p 
for every circui t p in r . 
Proof Necessity is c-Iear. 
Sufficiency: We begin by choosing a locally 
defined function HO generating X • Now if H1 is 
another local function generating X whose domain of 
definition intersects that of HO non-trivially then 
H o 
= 0 
and H1 differ by a constant·. The condition vp 
ensures that this difference is constant even 
when the common domain is not connected. Thus we can 
extend HO into the domain of H1 • 
We continue this process until the domain of 
liO has been extended to the whole of M • /I 
Corollary Suppose that we have a Hamiltonian folia-
tion F of M which is induced by a set of locally 
defined functions Hi whose difference in a common 
domain is locally constant. If v = 0 p for all 
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circuits p in the graph of F, then the foliatiom 
is induced by a global function H : M--> JR and 
the graph of F contains no oriented circuits. 
Proof vp = 0 for every circuit p in the graph 
implies that the graph contains no oriented circuits, 
for if p is an oriented circuit then 
Hence the foliation is induced by a global function 
H • 
" 
Finally we look at the relationship between the 
homology of a manifold w.b. and the homology of the 
graph of a Hamiltonian foliation on it. 
Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation on a manifold 
w.b. M ~ and r the graph of F • 
Proposition 11 The map q 
epimorphism of homology 
q. : H*(M) 
M---->f induces an 
Proof We need only check the epimorphism for the 
Oth and 1st homology groups. For Oth order homology 
the result is clear, and for the 1st order homology 
the result follows from the existence of represent-
ative paths. 
" 
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Corollary 1 dim Hi (r) ~ dim Hi (M,a M) ~ dim Hi (M) • II 
We note that i~ dim H1 (r) = 0 them the graph 
contains no circuits. Hence: 
Corollary 2 Suppose that M is a mani~old w.b. with 
dim H1 (M) = 0 • Then ~or any Hamiltomian ~oliation 
F o~ M there exists a smooth ~unction H on M 
inducing F • 
I~ (M,w) is a symplectic mani~old w.b., then 
F is E-equivalent to a f'oliation induced by a 
Hamiltonian dynamical system. 
" 
Corollary 3 Let X be a non-degenerate locally 
Hamiltonian dynamical system on a symplectic mani~old 
(M,w) • Then X induces a Hamiltonian f'oliation o~ 
M and X is a (globally) Hamiltonian dynamical 
system. 
" The ~inal part o~ the Corollary is an elementary 
deduction ~rom ~irst principles, and does not in ~act 
need the non-degeneracy quali~ication. 
We remark that i~ dim Hi (M,a M) = n then the 
graph o~ a Hamiltonian ~oliation on M contains at 
most n circuits which are independent. 
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3.7 Stable Hamiltonian Systems 
In this section we look at the set of stable 
Hamiltonian dynamical systems 1fS(M) on a sym-
plectic manirold w.b. (M,w) • We will eventually 
prove such systems to be JE-stable, but we begin by 
looking at the O.S.I. and the graph of a stable 
Hamiltonian system and show that both are simpler 
than in the general case. 
Let F be a stable Hamiltonian foliation of 
a manifold M • Then if is a closed singular 
lear of F , ~1 has precisely one singularity or 
is a manirold. In the former case we call I)3i a 
manifold with one singularity (manifold w.o.s.). 
Proposition 1 Let K be a manifold w.o.s. Then 
the trivial singular bundle (~,E,K) over K is 
unique up to singular bundle isomorphism. 
Proor Let m denote the singular point of K • Let 
U be an open neighbourhood of m in K on which 
we have local coordinates, and put V = K - tm} . 
U and V form an open cover of K • Since V is a 
manirold we may take the restriction or E to V to 
be the product V x m . Note that V may have either 
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one or two components. The restriction of E to U 
is isomorphic to the associated neighbourhood A(U) 
E is defined from these two sets by the transit 
functions on their intersection. To show that E is 
unique it is sufficient to show that whenever the 
transit functions define a trivial bundle, this bundle 
is isomorphic to the original bundle E • We look at 
two cases: 
a) K has dimension 1 • Then K is either 
or 
We consider the former case; the latter is similar. 
The bundle can be represented as 
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where ~1' ••• a 4 denote the isotopy classes of the 
transit function restricted to a fibre. Since the 
bundle is to be trivial we must have 
But since the two components of V x JR are products 
it is irrelevant how we choose a 1 and a 3 ' the 
resulting bundles are all isomorphic. 
Note that in the first case the manifold w.o.s. 
is orientable and in the second case non-orientable. 
In fact, in the second case it is not difficult to 
see that the canonical neighbourhood is a Mobius strip 
with a disc remove~: 
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b) diDr K > 2. If' V x lR has two components 
then each component meets A(U) in a connec~ed set. 
Thus the way in. which each component is attached to 
A(U) is determined by a single transit fUnction for 
each component. Since each component of V x lR is 
itself a product, the result is independent of the 
isotopy type of the attaching map. 
Suppose that V x lR is connected. If the 
intersection of V x lR with A(U) has two components 
then both must have the same isotopy type of attaching 
map, as in case (a). If. the intersection is connected 
we have only one isotopy type to consider, and again 
since V x lR is a product the result is independent 
of the isotopy type of the transit function. 
Thus if' IF is a stable Hamiltonian function 
with C.S .. I.. (X,D), and KfJ. is a manifold w.o.s. 
~ 
~f the foliation, then ~ uniquely determines 
i 
X- • For points and manifolds it is also true that 
--~i 
K(3 
i 
uniquely determine& X(3 p Bence when H 
i 
is a 
stable Hamiltonian functio~we can replace X - [x(3.1 
J. 
lIw ]( = lI(3 I in the c. S .. I. We eall (K,.D) 
i 
a 
simpli:eieti complete set (l):f' invarraiants (S.C .. S .. I .. ) • 
" 
Next we investigate the graph of a stable 
Hamiltonian function ff on a manifold w.b. Mn 
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We show that the graph has a characteristic form, 
viz. in addition to the properties of the previous 
sections, all its vertices belong to one of the five 
types: 
Type 1 • ) 
Type 2 
Type 3 ) • ) 
Type 4 
Type 5 ) • 
If we adopt the convention, mentioned above, 
that when a function H induces a Hamiltonian foliation 
F then we orient the graph in the direction in which 
h = ff 0 q-1 is increasing, then we have the following 
results: 
Theorem 2 
a) rr v is a vertex of r of type 1 , then 
q -1(v) is a boundary component of M on which H 
is a local minimum, or q-1(v) is a critical point 
or H of Morse index 0 • 
b) rr v is a vertex of r of type 2 , then 
q-1(v) is a manifold w.o.s. and the singularity is 
a critical point of H of Morse index 1 • 
c) If v is a vertex of r of type 3 , then 
q-1(v) is a manirold w.o.s. and the singularity is 
a critical pOint of H of Morse index k , where 
1 ~ }.. ~. n-1 • 
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d) Ir v is a vertex of r of type 4 , then 
q-1(v) is a manifold w.o.s. and the singularity is 
a critical point of H of Morse index n-1 • 
e) If' v is a vertex of r of type 5 , then 
q-1(v) is a b~undary component of M on which H 
q -1(V) is a local maximum, or is a critical point 
of H or Morse index n • 
f) E-wery vertex v of r is one of the above 
types. 
Proof The proof of the theorem follows very easily 
from results we have already. The association of 
vertex type with Morse index comes from looking at 
the energy surfaces in a neighbourhood of the critical 
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point involved. We leave the details to the reader. " 
Proposition 3 Let r be a graph each of whose 
vertices belongs to one of the above types. Let Vi 
denote the number of vertices of r of type i . 
Then 
Proof By induction on the number of vertices. 
Any graph of the above type must have at least 
two vertices, and the only graph with two vertices is 
• • 
aDd for this graph the result holds. Now suppose that 
the result holds for all graphs with < n vertices, 
and let r be a graph with n vertices. 
r contains a vertex v of type 1 . Let v' 
the vertex of r adjacent to v . 
a) If v' is of type 5 , remove both v and v' 
and the edge joining them. We now have a graph with 
n - 2 edges for which the result holds. Hence the 
result for r . 
b) If v' is of type 4 , remove v and the edge 
joining it to VI • The new graph has n - 1 
be 
vertices, one less vertex of type 1 , one less vertex 
of type 4 , and one more vertex of type 3 • The result 
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holds for the new graph and hence for r . 
c) If v' is of type 3 , remove v and the edge 
joining it to v' • The result holds for the new 
graph which has n - 1 vertices and the same numbers 
of vertices of types 1, 2, 4, 5, as r . 
d) If v t is of type 2 , replace 
v' 
by 
• ) 
• Vi 
The new graph has n vertices, one less of type 2 , 
and one more of type 1 • Hence if the proposition 
were true for r then it is true for the new graph, 
and conversely. So we repeat the above procedure on 
the new graph. r must have 1 < zn vertices of type 
Hence in < in steps we must arrive at a graph in 
which v is not adjacent to a type 2 vertex, and 
then the result follows by the induction argument. 
3.& JE-stabili ty of a Stable ffamiltonian Function. 
2. 
We giv.e below a proof of the JE-stability of a 
stable Hamiltonian function. The stability is in fact 
II 
implietl for almost all stable Hamiltonian functions 
by the equivalent stability proof' in the theory of' 
singularities; the equivalence relation used there 
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is slightly stronger than our JE-equivalence. However 
we give a proof' of' lE-stabili ty below f'or completeness 
and because our singular bundle techniques give a nice 
geometrical proof. 
We first look at the stability problem on a 
trivial singular bundle. We show that the standard 
function on the trivial singular bundle E of' a 
manifold w.o.s. K is lE-stable. This is a stronger 
result than will be needed immediately but will be 
usef'ul later. 
Theorem 1 Let K be a manifold w.o.s., (~,E,K) the 
trivial singular bundle over K, and H the canonical 
function on E • Then H is lE-stable. 
Proof Let H1 be a function on E C2 close to H. 
We must show that if H1 is a suf'ficiently C2 -small 
perturbatioJll of H then Hand H1 are lE-equivalent. 
Let m EKe E be the critical point of' H • 
Then there exists a coordinate chart (U,~) on a 
neighbourhood U of m in E 
and H has the canonical form 
w.r.t. which m = ~-1(O) 
( ) 2 2 2 2 Hx1 , •• x n =x1 + •• + xii. -xil.+1 - •• -xn 
in the local coordinates. We may suppose that ~(U) 
is the open ball {x:" x II < kl c ]Rn for some 
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k > 0 , and n = dim E • Let V = ~ -1 ({ x : II x II < tkl). 
It is a standard result that if Hi is sufficiently 
c2 close to K then K1 has a unique critical point 
m1 near m and of the same Morse index as m. Thus 
we may suppose that m1 E V • 
We define a function K' as follows: Let ~ be 
a smooth function on E such that ~ = 1 on V, 
~ = 0 in a neighbourhood of E - U , and ~ E (0,1) 
elsewhere. Define 
H'(p) =~(p).H1(P) + (1 -CL(p))H(p). 
Then we assert that K' also has a unique critical 
point m1 • For certainly H' has no other critical 
point inside V or outside U. In U - V we have 
IdH'(x)1 = Ida.(X).H1 (X) + ~(x).dH1(x) + 
(1 - a. (x) ) dH (x) - d~ (x) • H (x) I 
= IdH(x) + d~(x)(H1(x) - H(x» 
+ o.(x)(dH1 (x) - dH(x) I 
;,: IdH(x) I - Id~(x) 1.IH1 (x) - H(x) I 
- Ia.(x) 1.ldH1 (x) - dH(x) I • 
Now 10.1 and Ido.l are bounded and IdH(x) I is 
bounded below on U - V , so taking Hi sufficiently 
C2 close to H we have IdH'(x)1 > 0 on U - V • 
We can find a coordinate chart (VI, ljr) about m1 
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w.r.t. which HI has the standard form. 
First we show that we may suppose that W = U . 
We begin by looking at HI in the local coordinates 
given by (U,~) . We have 
H I (x) = HI (0) + b. n1 A.. X. 1= 1 1 
n 2 n 
+ b. 1 ~.x. + Z v x X 1= 1 1 1· J' 1 '" . ,= 1J 1 J 
+ F(x) 
where H(x) = Zi=~ ~iXi2 , A.i' "ij are small of order 
e , and F(O) = 0 , DF(O) = 0 , and n2F(0) = 0 • 
Now by a small (of order e ) affine linear coordinate 
change, isotopic to 1 , we can reduce HI to the form 
H' (x) = Z. n1 /J..x.
2 + F' (x) , 
1= 1 1 
where F' (0) = 0 , DF'(O) = 0 , D2F'(0) = 0 , and this 
coordinate change is valid throughout U • Looking at 
the proof of Morse Lemma ([1] or [2]) we see that it 
remains to go through the non-linear orthogonalisation 
process. But in order to show that the orthogonalis-
ation is valid everywhere in U it is certainly suff-
icient to show (using 'NaIl's notation in [1]) that 
and g .. (x) = O(e) (i -J j) 1J 
throughout U. For then the first step in the process 
is valid everywhere, and in succeeding steps we have 
g'ij(x) = gij(X) + O(e 2 ) 
But 1 1 
= 1 0 (1 ~(sx) ds ) (tx) dt 
o ox i 0 ox
i 
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=f:'i + O(e) • 
Similarly gij(X) = O(e) , i F j • Thus we have determined 
a ooordinate ohart (W',f) w.r.t. which H' has the 
oaaonical irorm and W = U • Note that since this las.t 
coordinate ohange is isotopio to 1 and since H and 
H' agree ·on a neighbourhood of E - U we can find a 
neighbourhood N' of [" x II = kl in ~ II x " ~ kl 
c lEln suoh that the map lit 0 cp -1 defined on N. is 
isotmpio to 1 and preserves the foliation given by 
n 2 ~i=1 l'1i x i on N • Hence we can extend it to a foli-
ation preserving mapping of [II x " < kl onto itself. 
Call this mapping X. 
We e.an at last prove the first step in the result, 
viz. that Fr and Er' are JE-equi valent. We define the 
fOliation preserving diffeomorphism by 
f(x) = x , outside U, 
f(x) = .-1 0 XO ,(x) , on U. 
NoW let X be a closed tubular neighbourhood of 
K in ]] whose b:oundary is a union of energy surfaoes 
of H , and let Yl be a olosed tubular neighbourhood 
of H~1 (0) in E whose boundary is a union of energy 
o 
surfaoes of H1 ,. We may s.uppose that Y eX, and we 
can find a smooth funotion a so that a = 1 on Y, 
~ = 0 outside X, and a E (0,1) elsewhere. Define 
a funotion H" on E by 
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H"(x) = a.(x) .H1 (x) + (1 - a.(x))H(x) • 
Precisely as before we show that H11 has a unique 
critical point at m1 • 
Choose a Riemannian metric on E • Then the 
inverse gradienit of H' gives a fibration of E. 
w.r.to which H' is the canonical function. Now by 
a careful choice of X, Y , and a. , we can ensure 
that there is a neighbourhood of the fibre over m1 
on which H' and H" agree. We can construct an 
:IE-equivalence of H' with Hft ~ Using the same 
Riemannian metric we have an inverse gradient flow 
for H" which gives a fibration of E • We define 
an equivalence diffeomorphism ~ as follows 
a) Define cp to be the identity on the neighbour-
hood of the fibre over m1 on which H' and H" 
agree. 
b) We can write ax = a,X+ u ax where H is 
positive on aoc 
+ 
and negative on ax • At least one 
of' ax+, ax_ is connecteil. Suppose ax+ is connected. 
On the component of E - X which contains 3X+ we 
have H' = H" • Define cp to be the identity on this 
set also. 
c) SUppose x is not in the domain of cp as defined 
so far. Let V and x: be the inverse gradient flows 
for H' and H" resp. x is not in the fibre over 
m1 , so tt (x) E ajX for some to • Define cp by 0 + 
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# • - - - - - - - • - - - .... 
We define the E-equivalence between Hand H1 by means 
of two intermediate :functions HI and H" • Define HI to 
be a function equal to H1 on V and equal to H outside 
u • 
Figure 4 
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H" "- t\ 
Next we define Hit to be a function equal to H1 on Y 
equal to H outside X, and equal to H' on a neigh-
bourhood of the fibre of H' over the critical point of 
H' • 
Figure 4 
<p(x) = X_t (ljTt (x)) . o 0 
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Clearly <p is well defined and smooth. Globally 
<p maps V onto X fibrewise and preserving the 
fibre parameter, and hence <p maps H' onto H" 
preserving the foliation. Hence <p is an E-equiv-
alence of H' with H" • 
Finally H" and H1 are JE-equivalent by 
Proposition 3.5.2 since they agree on a neighbourhood 
of H1 -1 ( 0) ~ K • " 
The global stability theorem is now fairly easy. 
Effectively it remains to show that the isotopy classes 
of the maps fa are unchanged. 
j 
Theorem 2 Let H be a stable Hamiltonian function 
on a manifold w.b. M. Then there exists a neighbour-
hood e of K in 1rr(M) with the C2 topology such 
that K E e implies that H and K are E-equivalent. 
Proof Let H have C.S.I. (X,D) and K have C.S.I. 
(X',D') • Then by Theorem 1 , if K is sufficiently 
C2 close to H then we have a bijection X---->X' : 
X ->X' , a biJ"ec:tion D--->D' : [f ] ->[f' ] f3 i f3 i a j a j 
and diffeomorphisms X
f3i 
embedding of each in 
>X~ .• For we have an 
l 
M , and so we can pull 
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back onto the local K-foliation and apply the 
theorem. Thus for each ~i we have an E-equivalence 
of' image (x~ . ) 
1 
wi th image (x~ . ) 
1 
in M. Denote this 
map and its restrictions to surfaces by a~. ' and 
1 
note that a~ i 
is isotopic to 1 in M • Thus 
using 
~i , 
since 
the notation of Theorem 3.5.6 Now 
f'.' = ( I. ' ) -1 o T' 0 I. ' a.. ~i ~h J 
~ ( I. ' ) -1 o a o T 0 (a~ ) -1 ~i ~i h 
(since by the proof of Theorem 1 we 
a(3 to be isotopic to translations 
h 
= 
= 
(I.' ) -1 0 a 
(3i ~i 
(a ) -1 0 I. I ~h ~h 
s q 
-1 
o f'. 0 s 
a. . p 
J 
s s, are the induced maps p' q 
0 L ' (3h 
may take 
in Itt. 
J 
. ) 
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and (c.' ) -1 0 af3 0 1. 13 • resp. Hence H and K f3 i i 1 
have the same C.S .. I. and so are JE-eQuivalent. II 
Corollary Let XH be a stable Hamiltonian dynamical 
systea on a manifold w.b. M. Then there exists a 
neighbourhood e of XH in ifH(M) such that 
implies that XH and XK are JE-eQuivalent. 
JSc E e 
1/ 
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Chapter 4 
Hamiltonian Foliations on 
compact 2-manifolds 
Many of the results of chapter 3 can be strength-
ened considerably when we are considering a manifold 
w.b. of dimension 2 • 
4.1 Structure of Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems 
We begin by noticing that if M is am orient-
able 2-manifold w.b. then M is a symplectic 
manifold w.b. For any volume w is a symplectic 
form on M • Also we note that there is essentially 
only one symplectic form on M, for if w' is any 
other symplectic forn on M then there exists a 
smooth non-zero function f on M such that 
w(x) = f(x).w'(x) for all x EM. 
Theorem 1 Let XH E *N(M) , dim M = 2 • Then 
a) every critical point of XH is either a centre 
or a saddle point, 
b) every point x E M is either 
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1 ) a fixed point of XH ' 
or 2) on the stable manifold of a saddle point, 
or 3) on a periodic orbit. 
Proof Notice that each component of an energy surface 
of H is in fact an orbit of XH • This follows from 
the observation that each energy surface is a one 
dimensional manifold and contains no critical points. 
(a) then follows from the Morse Lemma for the 
canonical form of H near a non-degenerate critical 
point. To prove (b) we note that a regular energy sur-
face of H is a closed 1-manifold, i.e. S1 , and if 
x is on a singular energy surface which does not 
intersect oM then the c'losed energy surface is a 
1-manifold w.s. whose singularities are critical pOints 
of XH • The result then follows from our initial 
observation. 
Corollary Every stable manifold of XH is also an 
unstable manifold. 
This is in contrast to the corresponding result 
for Morse-Smale systems on M2 , for which stable and 
unstable manifolds intersect tra.r\sv€l"sel'j. 
Theorem 2 Let XH E *N(M) , dim M = 2 • Let K = 
II 
" 
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(x : X is a critical pOint of XH or on a stable 
manifol4 of a critical point} , and L = (x : x is 
on a closed orbit of ~} = M - K • Then L is a 
tillite disjoint union of ope. annuli ~ S1 x I and 
L is dense ill •• 
Proof Theorems 3.1.2 and 4.1.1 • 
4.2 Stable Hamiltonian Systeas 
We will prove the result that if II is a symp-
lectic 2-manifold w.b. and Xg , XK E *S(M) , then 
II 
XH and Xx are lE-equivalent if and only if ~ and 
XK are B-equivalent. The method is as follows: First, 
lEI-equivalence implies lE-equivalence. For it is clear 
that the results of Theorem 4.1.2 and the techniques 
of chapter 3 enable us to smooth an lfI-equi valence 
homeomorphism to an :IE-equivalence diffeomorphism. 
SUppose that Xg and ~ are lE-equi valent. Then we 
have a diffeomorphism <II : U.](--~JI which maps energy 
surfaces of W onto those of K. Therefore <II maps 
orbi ts onto orbits, but may not preserve the sense of 
an orbit. Hence it is sufficient to show 
Lemma 1 Let XH be' a stable Hamiltonian dynamical 
system on y2 • Then if II is symplectic (i.e. orient-
able) there exists a homeomorphism h: U---->II which 
maps every orbit onto itselr but reverses the sense 
or the orbit. 
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Proof It is sufficient to show that the homeomorphism 
exists in each of the three types of canonical neigh-
bourhood and is consistent on their intersections. 
Since M is orientable and ff is stable the three 
possible canonical neighbourhoods are 
A 
and the required map is given by rerlection in the 
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dotted line AB. We can arrange these re~lections to 
be consistent on the intersection o~ two canonical 
neighbourhoods. " 
Now if' the :IE-equivalence q> reverses sense 
at one point in M, then it reverses sense at every 
point of' M • (Look at q> on the canonical neighbour-
hoods.) Hence either q> or cp 0 h is an JII-equivalence. 
We hav:e proved 
Theorem 2 Suppose that M is a s~plectic 2-mani~01d 
w.b 0 and XH , XK E *S (M) • Then XH and XK are 
:IE-equi valent if' and only i~ XH and XK are TIl-
equivalent. 
" 
Corollary If' XH E *s (M) , dim M = 2 , then XH and 
X_H are JII-equi valent. II 
4.3 Homology Properties 
In the next two sections we show that ~or 2-mani-
~olds we can characterise the stable Hamiltonian ~un­
ctions up to :IE-equivalence (and there~ore up to JII-
equivalence when the mani~old is orientable) by their 
graphs and additional in~ormation depending on the 
mani~old. Thus we can dispense with the C.S.I. 
In this section we investigate the relationship 
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between the homology of a manifold w.b. and the 
homology of the graph of a stable Hamiltonian func-
tion on the manifold w.b. For simplicity we will 
deal only with closed two-manifolds and indicate at 
the end of the section how to deal with 2-manifolds 
w.b. 
Theorem 1 Suppose that M is an orientable 2-mani-
fold and H E JB:S(M) • Let r = r (H) • Then 
a) r contains no vertices of type 3 , 
b) vertices of' r of types 1 and 5 correspond to 
canonical neighbourhoods of critical points 
c) vertices of r of types 2 and 4 correspond to 
canonical neighbourhoods 
Proof' We begin by enumerating the possible sets K13 • l 
in the foliation induced by H. Since aM = % , no 
boundary components S1 are possible. Since 
is not an orientable manirold w.o.s., no CM 
have this ~orm. The remaining possibilities are 
isolated critical points and manirolds w.o.s. iso-
morphic to K: 
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Clearly a canonical neighbourhood or an isolated 
critical point gives rise to a vertex or type 1 or 5 
in r , and a canonical neighbourhood or K is iso 
morphic to 
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and so gives rise to a vertex or type 2 or 4 . This 
proves (a) , (b) , and (c) • 
d) Since H1 (M) and H1 (r) are rree groups on 
the integers it is surricient to show that 
dim H1 (r) = idim H1 (M) • 
We will do this by a series or lemmas: 
Lemma 2 rr M ~ S2 then r con' , " t 
-;,; _lilS no clrcUl s. 
Proof Suppose that there exists a circuit and let 0.1 
be an edge in the circuit 
.... '" 
..... 0(, ". 
... 
'" ;. ) (' 
'" 
p, III ... 
'" 
... 
'" 
... 
Choose a point x in this edge and cut 82 along 
q-1(x) . Then the new manirold w.b. has two components 
and graph r ' equal to r with edge 0.1 replaced by 
.... 
". 
.... 
'" ..... 
'" ::- • • I( 
'" 
p, h .... .... 
'" 
..... 
'" 
Thus the graph r ' is connected but the manifold w.b. 
is not. Contradiction. II 
Proof M is an orient able 2-manifold and so is dirfeo-
morphic to a sphere with n handles attached. He prove 
the lemma by induction on the number of ~andles. 
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The result is true for 0 handles by the above 
lemma. Suppose that it is true when M' is a sphere 
with n-1 handles, and let M be a sphere with n 
handles. Suppose that there exists a circuit in r . 
Choose an edge a 1 in this circuit and a point x E a 1 • 
Cut • along q-1(x) • Then the new manifold w.b. has 
two boundary components, each diffeomorphic to S1 • 
T:'o each component we glue a disc with canonical foli-
ation, and thus obtain a closed manifold M' and a 
stable Hamiltonian function H' on it. (H' is defined 
up to m-equivalence by the foliation on M'.) Now 
_' is a sphere with n-1 handles, and the graph r' 
Qf H' has one less circuit. The result follows by 
induction. 
Lemma 4 If r is simp.il..y connected then M ~ S2 • 
Proof Inductiom on the number of edges of r • If 
r has one edge then the graph is 
• ) • 
" 
and the result is immediate. r cannot have two edges 
since no vertices of type 3 are allowed. Supposa that 
the result is true for graphs r' with <; n edges, 
n > 2 , and let r have n+1 edges. Then we can find 
a vertex (31 of r of type 2 or 4 with two adjacent 
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vertices of type 1 or 5 • i.e • 
.. 
... 
.. 
~\ 
For choose a vertex ~ of r of type 2 or 4 . If 
two or more of its adjacent vertices are not of types 
1 or 5 then choose an adjacent vertex ~' of type 2 
or 4 • If ~' is not a vertex with the required config-
uration then there exists a vertex ~" I ~ adjacent to 
~' and of type 2 or 4 . This process repeated finitely 
often will give us a vertex with the required config-
uration, for since r contains no circuits we can never 
return to a vertex already rejected, and since r is 
finite the process must end. 
Now in a neighbourhood of q-1(~1) the manifold 
is diffeomorphic to 
Using the glueing technique of Lemma 3 we replace this 
by a foliation 
o [: . 0) 
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Clearly the new manifold is diffeomorphic to the old 
one, but the graph r' of the new foliation has two 
less edges than r . 
Hence the result follows from the induction 
hypothesis. 
Proof BW induction on dim Hi (M) • 'Je use the same 
induction technique as in Lemma 3 , starting the ind-
uction with the result of Lemma 4 . 
Theorem 1 now i'ollows from Lemmas 3 and 5 • 
We next look at stable Hamiltonian functions on 
non-orientable 2-manifolds. Of course there are no 
corresponding dynamical systems on non-orientable 
manifolds. 
If G is a free group of the type 
G = en~ = ~e ••• ED 7l (n fa...;tors), n ~ 1 ,let (G)2 
denote the group $n-1 71 $ 712 • 
Theorem 6 Suppose that M is a non-orientable 
2-manifold and IT is a stable Hamiltonian function 
on M • Let r = r (H) Then if r has n vertices 
" 
" 
" 
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of type 3 , 
H1 (M) ~ ( H1 (r) $ H1 (r) $n~)2 • 
Also, in addition to the vertex-canonical neighbour-
hood correspondences of Theorem 1 , we have: Vertices 
of r of type 3 correspond to non-orientable canon-
ical neighbourhoods 
Proof The last statement is clear from the remarks 
in the proof of theorem 1 and an examination of the 
image of the above canonical neighbourhood under the 
map q: M->r . 
To prove the result on the homology of M we 
again use a sequence of lemmas. We first remark that 
if M is a non-orient able closed 2-manifold then 
H1 (M) = $m~ E9 ~2 ' m ~ 0 • 
We will show that the result is true for the 
two cases 
a) dim If1 (r) = 0 n = 1 and 
b) dim H1 (r) = 1 n = 0 • 
Then we use induction on dim H1 (r) and on n • Note 
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that in the case dim H1 (r) = 0 , n = 0 , we have 
already shown that M = S2 which is orientable, so 
this case cannot arise. 
Lemma 7 If dim H1 (r) = 0 , n = 1 , then M ~ p2 • 
Proof By induction on the number of edges of r . 
Since r contains a vertex of type 3 ,r has at least 
two edges. If r has two edges then r is the graph 
• ) • ) • 
ana so M is a Mobius strip glued to a disc, i.e. p2 • 
r cannot have three edges since it contains precisely 
one vertex of type 3 • Now suppose that the result is 
true for all graphs r' with ~ n edges, n ~ 3 • We 
use the induction proceedure of Lemma 4 starting from 
the vertex ~ of type 3 • If r is a graph with n+1 
edges, n ~ 3 , then there exists a vertex ~' adjacent 
to ~ and not of type 1 or 5 • Hence ~' is of type 
2 or 4 , and we can use the technique of Lemma 4. II 
Lemma 8 If dim H1 (r) = 1 , n = 0 , then M~ K2 , a 
Klein bottle. 
Proof We use the cutting technique of Lemma 3 . c\.fter 
cutting we have a new manifold M' with graph r' 
which satisfies dim H1 (r) = 0 , n = 0 • Hence M' :: 82 
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and so M is a sphere with one handle glued non-
orientably, i.e. a Klein bottle. 
Lemma 9 Ir dim Hi (r) = 0, and n> 0 , then 
Hi (M) = ( (f)n~)2 • 
" 
Proor The result holds ror n = 1 by Lemma 7 . 
Suppose that the result is true ror all integers < n , 
n ~ 2 , and suppose that r is a graph with n vert-
ices or type 3 • We show that we can choose one or 
these vertices so that all arcs in r connecting it 
to other type 3 vertices have the same rirst edge. 
For choose ~1 or type 3 • Ir ~1 does not have 
the required property choose a ~2 or type 3 • The 
graph at ~2 looks like 
... 
"- 0(, ... 0( .. ) • . - --,. ~2. '" 
'" 
and let us suppose that the arc rrom ~i to ~2 ends 
with edge Ct 1 • If ~2 is not of the required type 
then there exists a ~3 or type 3 such that the arc 
from ~2 to ~3 has rirst edge a 2 • Choose such a 
~3' and ir ~3 is not of the required type, repeat 
the process. Since r is simply connected and finite 
the process must come to an end at some finite stage. 
Hence we can choose a ~ of the required type. 
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Suppose that we have 
.-.,.... "'. ~ "'a 
", ')1)10----------.,----...:.:.-----+, - --
", ", ~ 
and all arcs joining ~ ta other type 3 vertices 
have first edge ~1 • Then applying the technique of 
Lemma 4 to all v~rtices to the right of ~ we can find 
a foliation with graph r' on M, where r I = r to 
the le:l!t of ~ and at /3 r' looks like 
... ~ 0(.. 
, o(a 
~»-------.,--~.~---~~-----4. 
,. ,," ~' X ~ Y 
Cuttiag along q-1(x) , x e ~1 ' the component of M 
q-1(~) conta<ining ... is 8l Mobius s:trip. Glueing a disc 
to the boundary of the remainder of JC we haTe 8. 
foliation with graph r" om a mani:told ),(II • r" is 
eJ:qual to r' to the left of /3 I anti looks like 
.... 
.... 
'" ,.. .... " ~' • 
at ~' • r" has n-1 vertices of type 2 , and Mil is 
homeomorphic to M with a Mobius strip removed and a 
dise glued in its place. 
The result follows from: the induction hypothesis. " 
So far we haTe proved that Theorem 6 holds when 
dim H1(r) = 0 • Finally we prove 
Lemma 10 Theorem 6 holds when dim H1 (r) = h ~ 0 • 
Proof Again by induction. The result holds for 
dim H1 (r) = 0 and n > 0 by Lemma 9 , and for 
dim H1 (r) = 1 , n = 0 by Lemma 8 Hence it is 
sufficient to prove the result by induction on dim H
1
(r) 
with arbitrary n. We use the cutting and glueing 
technique of Lemma 3 • II 
Theorem 6 is now proven. II 
Let H be a stable Hamiltonian function on a 
2-manifold w.b. M, and let r = r(H) be its graph. 
Each component of oM is a circle s1 , so we can 
form an associated manifold M' by glueing to each 
component of oM a disc. Taking the canonical folia-
tion on each such disc we have a stable Hamiltonian 
function H' on M' (uniquely defined up to IE-equiv-
alence), with graph r' say. Clearly r' ~ r • Thus 
to investigate H on M, we can form H' on M' 
and use the results proved above for stable Hamiltonian 
functions on manifolds. 
The corresponding results for manifolds w.b. are: 
Theorem 11 Suppose that M is an orientable 2-manifold 
w.b. and H is a stable Hamiltonian function on M • 
Let r = r(H) , and suppose that oM has r ~ 1 
components. Then 
a) 
b) 
r contains no vertices of type 3 , 
H1 (M) = H1 (r) $ H1 (r) $r-1 Z • 
M is a non-orientable 
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II 
Theorem 12 Suppose that 
2-manifold w.b. and H 
on M. Let r = r(H) 
is a stable Hamiltonian function 
and suppose that oM has r ~ 1 
n ~ 0 vertices of type 3 • components and 
Then 
r has 
II 
4.4 Reduction of Invariants 
We show that for 2-manifolds the set of invariants 
of a stable Hamiltonian foliation can be reduced con-
siderably. We look first at the case when M is a closed 
orientable 2-manifold. 
Theorem 1 Let H and H' be stable Hamiltonian 
functions on a closed orientable 2-manifold M. Then 
H and H' are :IE-equivalent if and only if their 
graphs rand r' are isomorphic. 
Proof Since M is a closed orientable 2-manifold we 
have two possible types of canonical neighbourhood for 
a critical point of H (see Theorem 4.3.1 }. Now if r 
and r' are isomorphic, H and H' decompose into the 
same set of canonical neighbourhoods, and it remains 
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only to show that we can choose the glueing maps 
correctly. We do this by an induction process, which 
in fact gives a direct construction of an lE-equivalence. 
Order the vertices of r to agree with the 
orientation on r (see section 2.8). We then have an 
ordering of the vertices of rt induced by the graph 
isomorphism. We can construct M from t~e canonical 
neighbourhoods by taking the vertices of r in order 
and glueing the corresponding canonical neighbourhoods 
together in this order using the glueing maps. We do 
this for each foliation, and construct an lE-equivalence 
at each stage. 
Let and M' k denote the manifolds w.b. con-
structed after k steps, and fk the lE-equivalence 
~---->Mk • Since the first vertex of r and of rt is 
of type 1 , M1 ~ B2 ~ M1 and we have no problem in 
constructing an lE-equivalence. Suppose that we have an 
lE-equivalence f k : Mk---->Mk . If the k+1th vertex 
of r (and therefore of r') is of types 1 or 5 , then 
we have no problems in extending fk to fk+1 • If the 
k+1th vertex is of type 2 , then the canonical neigh-
bourhoods are glued to and M' k by one connected 
component each. Now we have f k : Mk---->Mk and a 
natural lE-equivalence of the canonical neighbourhoods. 
Since by Lemma 4.2.1 the canonical neighbourhood is 
lE-equivalent to its 'mirror image' we can choose an 
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E-equivalence g of the canonical neighbourhood with 
itself so that 
, .... - .. _- .. ) ~.-.----
! ~ 
) 
fn M~ 
commutes up to isotopy. Hence we can extend fk to an 
E-equi valence fk+1 : M )"' k+1--> "ilk +1 
Suppose that the k+1th vertex is of type 4 . 
Denote the glueing maps by g1 , g2 , g' , g' , as shown. 1 2 
h. 
If there exists an E-equivalence g of the canonical 
neighbourhood with itself such that f k
o g1 ~ g1° g and 
f 0 k g2 ~ g2° g then we can extend fk to an JE-equiv-
alence f k +1 If not, suppose w.l.o.g. that 
f 0 g1 ~ k 
g' 0 1 1 and f 0 k g2 'I g2° 1 . Then the two surfaces 
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of Uk to which we are glueing cannot be in the same 
connected component of Mk ; for if they were, either 
~ or Mk would be non-orientable. Hence they are in 
different connected components of Mk and we can use 
the reflection map on one of these components to get 
a new JE-equivalence ~->Mk which satisfies the 
isotopy relations and hence extends to f k +1 as above. 
Hence we have an JE-equivalence at every step, 
and the last step gives an JE-equivalence of H with 
HI • " 
Thus 
Theorem 2 Suppose that M is a close. orientable 
2-manifold. Then we have a 1-1 correspondence between 
the set of' ]I-equivalence classes of' stable Hamiltonian 
f'unctions'~ ( or stable Hamiltonian dynamical systems) 
and the set of' isomorphism classes of' oriented graphs 
r such that 
a) all vertices of' r are of types 1 , 2 , 4 , 
or 5 p 
b) r contains no oriented circuit, 
c) H1 (r) $ H1 (r) = H1 (M) • II 
Note that the ]I-equivalence classes of stable 
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Hamiltonian functions are also the E-equivalence 
classes. To adapt the invari.ants f'or JE-equi valence 
classes to a set of invariants sUf'f'icient to classifY 
stable functions using the equivalence relation "H "" HI 
if and only if there exist dif'f'eomorphisms f': M---->M 
and k > lR so that H 0 f' = kOHl " we need 
only add to the graph r an ordering of' the vertices 
of r induced by the stable function, and demand that 
the graph isomorphism preserve this ordering. The above 
mentioned equivalence is commonly used in the theory 
of functions on manifolds. 
It If is a compac:t orientable 2-manifold w. b • 
then we need some more invariants to classify the 
stable Hamiltonian systems up to ]I-equivalence. Let 
H be a stable Hamiltonian function on M, and let 
r = r(H) • We define the set B, called the boundary 
set ot H, to be the set of vertices v E r such that 
q-1(y) c aM • Clearly B has r elements if and only 
if aM has r connected components. We call the pair 
(r,B) a boundary augmented graph, and we say that two 
(r , B) and (r ' ,B' ) are boundary augmented graphs 
isomorphic it there exists an isomorphism r---->r l 
ti ~ B onto B' • inducing a bijec· on o. 
Theore. 3 Let H and HI be stable Hamiltonian 
functions on a compact orient able 2-manifold v M • Then 
w.\'o 
H and H' are E-equivalent if and only if their 
boundary augmented graphs (r ,B) and (r I ,B I ) are 
isomorphic. 
Proof We use a constructive proof as in Theorem 1 • 
The details are almost identical. 
Theorem 4 Suppose that M is a compact orientable 
II 
2-manifold w.b. Then we have a 1-1 correspondence 
between the set of ~equivalence classes of st~ble 
Hamiltonian functions (or stable Hamiltonian dynamical 
systems) and the set of isomorphism classes of boundary 
augmented oriented graphs lr,D) such that 
a) all vertices of r are of types 1 , 2 , 4 , 
or 5 , 
b) r contains no oriented circuit, 
c) H1 (r) $ H1 (r) $r-1~ = H1 (M) ,where r is the 
number of connected components of oM. 
" 
Note that theorem 4 holds only when r ~ 0 and B ~ % . 
We now look at the case when M is a closed non-
orientable 2-manifold. In this case we will be cl~ssifying 
Hamiltonian functions only, since there are no Hamiltonian 
dynamical systems on non-orientable manifolds. Again 
the graph alone is not sufficient to classify stable 
Hamiltonian systems up to :IE-equivalence. 
Let H be a stable Hamiltonian function on 1~ 
and r = r (H) • ',Ie define an index for each edge of 
r as follows: Take a C.S.I. for H and on each 
orientable canonical neighbourhood define a leaf orient-
ation. Corresponding to each edge a j of r we have 
a glueing map fa. of the surfaces of the canonical 
J 
neighbourhoods. We associate to a j the index 0 if fa j 
is orientation preserving, and 1 otherwise (including 
the case when orientability of fa is not defined). 
j 
If r has p edges then we have associated to r a 
p-tuple (e1 , ••• ep ) = ~ (where e j is the index of 
a j ) which we call the index of H • This index will 
describe the glueing maps fa.' giving us sufficient 
J 
information to construct the foliation from a knowledge 
of the graph and index of H • 
We define an equivalence on the set of indices 
of H • If ai' a j , a k , are edges adjacent to a common 
vertex 13 of type 2 or 4 , let e .. k be the p-tuple -lJ 
with 1 in the i, j, and k th places and 0 elsewhere. 
If ~ is an index of H then ~ and e + e. ·k -lJ are 
equi valent, where + denotes coordinatewise addition 
modulo 2 . If a . 1 is adjacent to a vertex 13 of type 
1 3 or 5 let e. be the p-tuple with 1 in the , , , 
-1 
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i th place and 0 elsewhere. If ~ is an index of H 
then and e + e. 
- -J. are equivalent. ~xtend to an 
equivalence relation on the set of indices of H 
+ e. + e. k 1 + 
-J.m -J 1 1 1 + ~. k 1 I n n n 
for some i 1 , •• jn' kn' In· Then ~ - f if and only if 
Q + ! - ~ where 0 is the zero p-tuple. 
We define an index augmented graph of H to be a 
pair (r ,~) where r is the graph of H and ~ is 
an index of H . We say that two index augmented graphs 
(r ,~J and (r' ,~') are isomorphic if there exists an 
isomorphism g : r->r' such that e' + g (e) "" 0 
- * - -, 
where g. is the induced map g*(~) = (eg (1)' •• eg(p))' 
ag(j) = g(a j ) • In particular, if ~ - f then (r,~) 
is isomorphic to (r,f) • 
We assert that the isomorphism classes of index 
augmented graphs classify the E-stability classes of 
stable Hamiltonian functions on closed non-orientable 
manifolds M. The indeterminacy of the index of a 
function results from the fact that there are many 
possible ways of choosing leaf orientations from which 
we define the index. Thus changing an index by addition 
of a p-tuple e .. k 
-J.J 
corresponds to choosing a different 
leaf orientation on the canonical neighbourhood of type 
2 or 4 which intersects each of La . ' La. ,La • 
J. J k 
If we can change an index by addition of a p-tuple 
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then the resulting manifold must be independent of 
the glueing map fa .• 
1 
Proposition 5 Let H be a stable Hamiltonian function 
on a closed non-orientable 2-manifold M • If (r,~) 
is an index augmented graph for H, then so is (r,~') 
whenever e ~' . 
Proof It is sufficient to prove that if (r,~) is an 
index augmented graph for H, then so are (r ,e + e.) 
-1 
and where e. 
-1 and e .. k 
-lJ are defined 
in the circumstances described above. 
In the first case the equivalence ~ - ~ + ~i 
means that we can choose the index e i associated to 
the edge a i at will, and hence it is sufficient to 
prove that the resulting manifold is independent of 
the isotopy class of the glueing map. ''''hen a. 1 is 
adjacent to a vertex ~ of type 1 or 5 this is clear, 
for the canonical neighbourhood of q-1(~) is a disc. 
If ~ is a vertex of type 3 , then q-1(~) has 
canonical neighbourhood X 
and we se that there exists an lE-equi valence of' X 
with itself' which maps boundary 1 onto itself' by a 
half' rotation and boundary 2 onto itself' by a ref'lection. 
Hence if' we have a canonical neighbourhood Y glued 
to boundary 2 by a map 
alent to glueing by f'a. 
1 
which is not isotopic to 
f'a ,the result is lE-equi v-
i 
f'ollowed by a reflection, 
f'a. • 
1 
The second case is also elementary. Let ~h be a 
vertex adjacent to each of' ai' a j , ak~ Then ~ + ~ijk 
is the index we get when we choose a different leaf 
orientation on x~ . 
h 
" 
Theorem 6 Let M be a closed non-orient able 2-manifold, 
and H, H' two stable Hamiltonian f'unctions on M with 
index augmented graphs (r,~) and (r,e') resp. Then 
Hand H' are :IE-equivalent if' and only if (r ,~) and 
(r,~') are isomorphic. 
Proof' By construction as in Theorem 1 • ':Ie choose leaf' 
orientations on each orientable canonical neighbourhood 
and then use the index to determine whether or not to 
glue orientably. We begin by choosing an isomorphism 
g : (r,~)---->(r,~') and note that we may suppose that 
~' = g*(~) • Now use the construction technique of 
Theorem 1 • 
" 
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Theorem 7 Suppose that M is a closed non-orient able 
2-manifold. Then we have a 1-1 correspondence between 
the set of m-equivalence classes of stable Hamiltonian 
functions on M and the set of isomorphism classes of 
index augmented oriented graphs (r,~) such that 
a) all vertices of r are of types 1 , 2 , 3 , 
4 , or 5 , 
b) r contains no oriented circuit, 
c) (H1 (r) ~ H1 (r) $n~ )2 = H1 (M) ,where n is the 
number of vertices of r of type 3 , 
d) if n = 0 , then ~ f Q . 
Proof If n = 0 and ~ i Q then the resulting manifold 
is orientable, and so we must exclude this case. Other-
wise the result is a corollary of previous theorems. " 
Again we deal with compact non-orientable 
2-manifolds w.b. by adding to the invariants a boundary 
set E. The triple (r,~,B) then classifies the 
equivalence classes as before. 
This completes the classification of stable 
Hamiltonian functions on compact 2-manifolds w.b. 
Chapter 5 
Hamiltonian Foliations on 
non-compact Manifolds 
In this chapter we extend the definitions and 
results developed in preceeding chapters to the case 
of a non-co_pact manifold M • For simplicity we assume 
that aM = % , and note that we can in fact use the 
techniques of this chapter and of chapter 3 to apply the 
results below to a non-compact manifold w.b. M when 
aM ~ % and each connected component of aM is compact. 
If any previously defined terms are introduced 
below without being explicitly redefined, we will assume 
that the previous definition is still in force. 
Our strategy in this chapter will be to restrict 
attention to those Hamiltonian dynamical systems and 
functions~closed energy surfaces are all compact. Thus 
the quotient map q: M---->r will define a graph r , 
and all the local analysis used above will be applicable. 
We will assume throughout this chapter that H1 (M) 
is a finitely generated group. 
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5.1 Structure of Hamiltonian Systems 
On a non-compact manifold M we define the sets 
*N(M) = {XH E *H(M) : XH is a non-degenerate vector 
field on M and all its closed energy surfaces 
are compact I , 
*s(M) = {XH E *N(M) : if m is a critical point of 
XH then the closed energy surface containing m 
contains precisely one singular point, viz. m 1. 
Similarly define HN(M) and *,(M) 
w 
are called the set of non-degenerate Hamiltomian vector 
fields and the set of stable Hamiltonian vector fields 
resp. 
Proposi tion 1 The sets *N(M) and *S (M) are open in 
+rH(M) with the Cr topology, r ~ 1 • 
Proof Transversality theory [7,p46]. II 
Note that *N(M) and *S (M) are no longer dense in 
*H(M) • 
Theorem 2 Let XH E *N(M) • Let K = {x : x is a crit-
ical point of H or x is on a singular energy surface 
of HI and L = {x . x is on a regular energy surface . 
of HI = M - K Then L is open and dense in M and • 
L is a disjoint union of open annuli. II 
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Remark ~Ne no longer requJ.° re that Lbo e a rJ.nite union 
or open annuli. 
Corollary Each connected component or L is dirreomorphic 
o 
to an open annulus N x I with energy surraces N x [t}, 
o 
tel . II 
Proposition 3 The energy surraces or XH E 1tN(M) are 
consistent. 
" 
5.2 Hamiltonian Foliations 
We derine a Hamiltonian roliation or a non-compact 
manirold M to be a roliation with singularities or M 
satisrying 
1 ) as section 3.2 (p83) , 
2) as section 3.2, 
3) as section 3.2 except that C need not be finite, 
4) as section 3.2, 
5) as section 3.2 except that L may have inrinitely 
many components, 
6) as section 3.2, 
7) every closed lear or the roliation is compact. 
Again the energy surraces or a non-degenerate 
Hamiltonian runction or vector rield on M induce a 
Hamiltonian roliation of M, and the concept or E-
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equivalence extends naturally to Hamiltonian foliations 
on a non-compact manifold. 
We use the same notation as in section 3.2 for 
the connected components of K and L except that now 
we may have infinitely many such components. 
Let M be a manifold and F a Hamiltonian foliation 
of M • We construct a manifold w.b. M' as follows: 
Suppose that there exists a regular leaf E of F in 
M so that 
a) cutting M along E separates M into two 
connected components M1 and M2 ' 
b) M2 ' say, is diffeomorphic to E x [0,1) with 
foliation E x {t} , t E [0,1) • 
Then replace M by M1 • Continue this proceedure until 
we can no longer find a leaf E satisfying (a) and (b), 
and call the resulting manifold M' and the foliation 
on it F' • Clearly M ~ M' - oM' and we can find a 
diffeomorphism which preserves the foliations. Thus we 
can regard M as the interior of M' and F as the 
foliation induced by F' • Let K' and L' denote the 
decomposition of M' corresponding to K and L for 
M • Then L ~ L' , and there exists a diffeomorphism 
of K into K' so that the components of K' which 
are not in the image of K are precisely the boundary 
components of M' • 
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We assert that the map q' : Mt---->r' defines 
a graph r t which we call the graph of F • ',Ye have 
a topological space r defined by the quotient map 
q : M->r and a natural inclusion r c r' . r' - r 
consists of a set of points corresponding to boundary 
components of }it • Also we have a map q 
which maps M into the graph r' of F • 
M~-""'>r ' 
As we will not need r below, and for compatability 
with our previous notation, we will in future denote 
the graph of F by r = r (F) • 
Theorem 1 Let M be a connected manifold and F a 
Hamiltonian foliation on M. Then the graph r = r (F) 
is a connected graph and 
a) q induces a bijection from the set [a 1 , •••• J 
indexing the components of L' to the set of edges of 
r . 
b) q induces a bijection from the set {~1' •••. J 
indexing the components of K' to the set of vertices 
of r so that the edge corresponding to 
incident with the vertex corresponding to 
only if L~ n K~ f % • 
j k 
a. 
J 
~k 
is 
if and 
Also the proceedure described in section 3.3 for 
orienting r is applicable and orients r · 
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Proof Apply the arguments used in the compact case 
to the map q' • 
When we speak of a representative path for a 
path p in r we will always mean a representatiue 
path in M' • In general a representative path in M 
will not exist. 
" 
Proposi tion 2 If two Hamiltonian foliations of Mare 
E-equivalent then their oriented graphs are isomorphic. 
" 
Corollary If two Hamiltonian dynamical systems on M 
, 
I I . -
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A foliated manifold and its graph. 
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are JE-equivalent then their oriented graphs are 
isomorphic. 
" 
Proposition 3 If P is a finite path in r then there 
exists a representative path for p • 
Proof We use the technique of Proposition 3.4.1 to 
generate a representative path for p • Since all closed 
energy surfaces are compact, and therefore contain at 
most a finite number of critical points in each, the 
teehnique will generate only a finite number of edges 
in the path p' corresponding to each edge of p • 
Hence p' is a finite path, and so the path P is a 
well defined path in M and a representative path for 
p • 
Corollary If P is a closed path in r then we may 
choose a representative path P for p which is a 
closed path in M'. 
" 
Proof A closed path in r is necessarily finite. 
Hence a representative path P exists and, as in the 
Corollary to 3.4.1 , we may choose a closed represent-
ative path P • 11 
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5.3 The C.S.I. 
We def'ine the C.S.I. of' a Hamiltonian foliation 
E as above (section 3.5) except that the sets X and 
D may now have inf'initely many elements. 
Theorem 1 Two Hamiltonian foliations F and F' on 
Mare E-equivalent if and only if they have the same 
C.S.I. 
Proof The original proof (Theorem 3.5.6) is essentially 
local and consists of checking that the isotopy classes 
of the maps fa. are correct. Hence the proof applies 
J 
equally when M is non-compact. 
Theorem 3.5.7 is also applicable to the non-compact 
situation. 
5.4 Applications to Hamiltonian Dynamics 
All the results 3.6.1 to 3.6.5 and their proofs 
apply word for word to non-compact manifolds. To prove 
the equivalent of Proposition 3.6.6 we will need a 
preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 1 Let M be a non-compact manifold and F a 
Hamiltonian f'oliation of' M • If' is finitely 
v 
generatedVthen r = reF) is finitely connected. 
and reF) contains no oriented circuit 
" 
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Proof Let ~i and ~j be two vertices of r . Since 
H1 (M) is finitely generated there are at most finitely 
many paths from Kf3. 
1. 
to satisfying 
a) the paths Pk are mutually non-homotopic, 
b) on each path the projection of P k on 
r satisfies: if then ~ q(Pk (t2 »· 
Now if p is an oriented path in r to 
then there exists a representative path P for p, 
and P is homotopic to one of the Pk (look at the 
construction for p). Hence there are at most finitely 
many oriented paths p from f3 i to f3j~ for if p 
and pI are two such paths which are not identical 
then nor are they equivalent. But if they are not 
equivalent then they are not homotopic (keeping end 
points fixed) and so their representative paths are 
not homotopic. 
Since any path from f3 i to f3 j is finite, we 
have proved that r is finitely connected. 
The equivalent of Proposition 3.6.6 is 
Proposition 2 Let F be a Hamiltonian foliation of 
M whose graph r(F) contains no oriented circuit, 
and suppose that H1 (M) is finitely generated. Then 
there exists a smooth function H on M inducing 
1/ 
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the foliation F • 
Proof The proof follows the same lines as Proposition 
3.6.6 except that we use Proposition 2.8.2 in place 
of its corollary. 
" 
All the results 3.6.7 to 3.6.11 apply to non-
compact manifolds when we add the additional hypothesis 
that H1 (M) is finitely generated. 
5.5 Stable Hamiltonian Systems 
The results on stability of XH E *s (M) are 
analagous to the results in chapter 3 , except that 
the stable Hamiltonian systems are no longer dense in 
*H(M) • The graph is of the special form, having all 
its vertices of types 1 to 5 • 
Theorem 1 Let H be a stable Hamiltonian function 
on a manifold M • Then there exists a neighbourhood 
e of H in m:(M) with the C2 topology such that 
K E e implies that H and K are :IE • equivalent. 
Proof Order the components of K as K(3 , K(3 , ••••• 
1 2 
and let X(31' X(32' ..... be canonical foliated neigh-
bourhoods embedded in M and satisfying U X(3. = M • 
1 
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Put Uj = Ui=f X~. and use the compact sets to ~1 Uj 
define the Whitney C2 topology on M • Define a smooth 
function ~j on Uj satisfying ~j _ 0 on a neigh-
bourhood of aU j , ~j = 1 on K n Uj and on any 
La. C Uj , and ~j E (0,1) elsewhere. 
1 
Now let H be a stable Hamiltonian function on 
M and K a C2 close function. On Uj define a function 
Kj by Kj(X) = ~(x).K(x) + (1 - ~(x))H(x) • Then 
K. = K except on a neighbourhood of 
J 
a Hamiltonian function on the compact manifold w.b. 
is 
Uj • If K is sufficiently C
2 
close to H on Uj then 
K and K j have the same set of cri,ical pOints, and 
H 
of 
and Kj 
H with 
are E-equivalent on Uj • The E-equivalence 
maps energy surfaces of Hlu j onto 
energy surfaces of Klu j except on a neighbourhood of 
aU j • 
But if H and K are sufficiently close in the 
Whitney C2 topology om M then the last statement is 
true for every j, and so Hand K are E-equivalent 
on M. II 
Theorem 2 Let XH be a stable Hamiltonian vector field 
on a manifold M .Then there exists a neighbourhood e 
of XH in ifH(M) with the C
1 topology such that 
XK E e implies that XH and XK are E-equivalent. 
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Proof The proof for vector fields is not an immediate 
corollary of Theorem 1 since the map :x is no longer 
an open map. But in fact we can use a proof precisely 
parallel to that of Theorem 1 to achieve the result. II 
5.6 The cotangent Bundle 
Let M be a manifold (oM = %) . Recall that in 
chapter 2 we stated that the cotangent bundle T"'M 
has a natural symplectic structure. In this final 
section we investigate the E-stability of an important 
class of functions on T*M. 
Let V 0 : M-> lR be a smooth function. V 0 
induces a function V: T*M-> lR : am---->Vo(m) • 
Let g be a Riemannian metric on M, so that 
gem) : TmM x TmM -> lR is bilinear, symmetric, and 
positive definite for each m EM • Define 
gb ! TM ->T*M by gb(m) TmM ---->T~M and 
gb(m)(vm)·W
m 
= g(vm,wm) for all wm E TmM • Then gb 
is a vector bundle isomorphism, and we denote the 
inverse isomorphism by ~ • Define a function 
T: T*M-->lR by T(am) = i g(~(am),~(am)) 
We call Va a potential function and T a 
kinetic energy function. 
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H = T + V is a Hamiltonian function on T*M • 
Functions of this type are of great importance in 
Classical Mechanics, so we will investigate their 
qualitative properties. The first two results are well 
known. 
Proposition 1 Vo has a critical pOint at m E M if 
and only if H has a critical point at Om € T*M • 
Proof Take local coordinates (q1, ••• qn) = q on M 
and (q1, ••• qn,P1' ••• Pn) = (q,p) on T*M • In local 
coordinates q is a critical point of Vo if and only 
if avO = ••• = avO = O. (q,p) is a critical point 
oq1 oqn 
of H if and only if 
oR = ••• = oH = oH = . . . = oH = 0 • In these 
oq1 oqn oP1 oPn 
coortiinates V = V(q) and T 1 ij (summation = '2 g PiPj 
convention) where gij = gij(q) • Then 
1 .:0 jk 0 .:oH = gi j p . o = oH = oV + '2 ~ PjPk and = U J 
oqi oqi oq~ oPi 
Since (gij) is positive definite everywhere, ~ = 0 
OPi 
if and only if P = 0 • At P = 0 = oV = 0 
oqi 
and only if q is a critical point of Va • 
if 
" 
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Proposition 2 Vo has a non-degenerate critical point 
at m E M if and only if H has a non-degenerate 
critical point at Om E T*M • 
Proof In local coordinates 
T*M , a critical pOint of 
if and only if 
2 
det [(I Vo 
aqiaqj 
and a critical point 
if and only if 
det 
of H 
a2H 
aqiaqj 
a2H 
ap. aqj 
l 
q 
Vo 
] ~ 
at 
on M 
at q 
o , 
(q,p) 
a2H 
i aq aP j 
a2H 
apiaPj 
and (q,p) on 
is non-degenerate 
is non-degenerate 
~ 0 
But this second determinant is equal to 
a 2v 0 0 
aqiaqj 
= det ( (I~Vo ] . det (gij) det 
0 gij aqlaqJ 
since all critical pOints occur on the zero section. But 
since 4et (gij) ~ 0 everywhere, the product is zero if 
and only if II 
We now look at stability properties of Hamiltonian 
functions H = T + V • 
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Theorem 3 H = T + V is a stable Hamiltonian function 
on T*M if ana only if 
a) Vo is a stable Hamiltonian function on M, 
b) whenever m and m' are critical pOints of 
Vo having the same critical value e, then every path 
in M from m to m' contains a point p such that 
Vo (p) > e , 
c) each connected component U of the set Uk = 
{mEM VO(m) < k , k E ml is contained in a compact 
subset of M • 
Proof -->. Suppose that H is a stable Hamiltonian 
function. If we identify 
T*M then Vo = HIM = viM 
M with the zero section of 
Now H is a stable Hamil-
tonian function if and only if all closed energy surf-
aces of H are compact, all critical pOints of Hare 
non-degenerate, and if m is a critical point of H 
then the closed energy surface containing m contains 
no other critical pOint. 
a) By Propositions 1 ann 2 , all critical points 
of Vo are non-degenerate. Since energy surfaces of Vo 
are energy surfaces of H intersected with the zero 
section of T*M, all energy surfaces of Vo are compact 
and if m is a critical point of Vo then the closed 
energy surface containing m contains no other critical 
point. Hence Vo is stable. 
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b) Suppose that m, m' are two critical points 
of Vo with critical value e, and P is a path in 
M from m to m' • If there does not exist a point p 
in P with VO(p) > e , then for all PEP we have 
VO(p) ~ e • Thus there exists a E T*M such that p p 
H(ap ) = e , since T is positive definite. Thus there 
exists a path pi c H-1 (e) c T*M from Om to am' • 
But T(am,) = H(am,) - v(am,) = H(am,) - H(Om') = e - e 
= ° , so am' = Om' and Om' Om' are in the same 
connected comp0nent of H-1 (e) • This contradicts the 
stability of H • 
c) Suppose that (c) is false. Then there exists 
a constant k such that Uk has a connected component 
U which is not contained in any compact set. U is open 
and therefore a submanifold of M. Let T*U c T*M be 
the restriction of T*M to U. Then for all 
H-1 (K) n T*U is a sphere bundle over U. If 
K > k 
H-1 (K) n 
T*U is contained in a closed energy surface E which 
is compact then the projection of E on M is a 
compact set containing U • But this last statement 
contradicts either the stability of H or the hypothesis 
that (c) is false. Therefore (c) is true. 
<- • First, all critical points of Hare non-
degenerate since those of Vo are. 
Let E be a closed energy surface of H with 
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energy e • Let E' be the projection of E on M • 
Then if m E E' , VO(m) ~ e • By hypothesis (c) each 
connected component of U
e
+1 is contained in a compact 
subset of M. Let U be the connected component of 
Ue+1 containing E' and W a compact subset of M 
containing U • On W Vo has a minimum value a ~ e • 
Thus E 
{a. E T*M 
m 
compact. 
is a close. subset of the compact set 
mEW and T(a. ) ~ e - a + 11 m which is 
Suppose that E is a closed energy surface of 
H containing two distinct critical points m and m' • 
Let P be a path in E from m to m' , and let P' 
be the projection of Ponto M. Then at every point 
pEP' we have VO(p) ~ e • But this contradicts (b). 
Hence a closed energy surface of H contains at most 
one critical point. 
Thus H is a stable Hamiltonian function. II 
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Morse-Smale type Inequalities for 
Hamiltonian Dynamical Systems 
by 
A.R. Walker 
1 
Introduction 
In this paper we deduce some Morse-Smale type 
inequalities for Hamiltonian Dynamics. We will class-
ifY the critical points of a Hamiltonian dynamical 
system according to the characteristic exponents at 
those points. Although there is as yet no complete 
Hartman type characterisation of the flow at such a 
critical point, we do have a partial result in this 
direction (the Arnold-Liapounov-Kelley subcentre 
theorem [1]) which we think is sufficiently powerful 
to justify a study of such critical points. 
We then adapt the Morse Inequalities [2] to get 
inequalities for Hamiltonian dynamical systems in terms 
of the critical points classified by characteristic 
exponents. 
The basic results which we will use in this paper 
are to be found in references [1] to [4]. In particular 
we will use the notations of the previous paper.[4]. 
The Morse Inequalities 
Let H* be the singular homology functor (coeff-
icients in Z). Let Mn be a manifold w.b. and 
H E 1BN(M) • If e is a non-critical value of H define 
M = {x EM: H(x) ~ el. e 
2 
is a submanif'old 
w.b. of M • Let a < b , a , b non-critical values 
of' H, an~ suppose that H has finitely many critical 
points in H-1 [a,b] • Define 
Rq(Mb,Ma ) = dim Hq(A\,Ma ) = q th Betti number of' 
(~, Ma) , 
Cq(Mb,Ma ) = number of critical pOints of H in 
H-1[a,b] with Morse index q, 
X(~,Ma) = Zq=~ (-1)q Rq(~,Ma) = Euler character-
istic of (Mb,Ma ) • 
Then for the two cases in which we are interested we 
have: 
Morse Inequalities Let Mn be a manif'old w.b. and 
H E :nJN(M) • Let a < b , a ,b non-critical values 
of H, ana suppose that H has finitely many critical 
points in H-1 [a,b] Putting Rq 
Cq = Cq(Mb,Ma ) , and X = X(Mb,Ma ) 
= Rq (~,Ma) , 
we have 
Z k (-1 )k-q R ~ Z k (-1 )k-q C ,k = 0, ••• , n-1 • ~O q ~O q 
and 
X ~ n (-1) q R = Z n (-1) q C • = ~q=O q q=O q 
Proof [2]. II 
Corollary 1 Let ~ be a compact manifold w.b., and 
3 
If E ~(M) • Let oM_ be the subset of oM on which 
H has a local minimum. Then putting 
Z _kO (-1 )k-q R ~ Z kO (-1 )k-q C = q_ q q= q , k 0, ••• , n-1 • 
Corollary 2 In both the above cases we have Rq ~ Cq , 
for q = 0, ••• ,n. " 
Let Pq(Mb,Ma ) = Pq be the number of generators 
of the torsion of Hq(~,Ma) • Then we can strengthen the 
Morse Inequalities as follows [5],[6]. 
Strong Morse Inequalities With the hypotheses of the 
Morse Inequalities or of the first corollary we have 
Z k (_1)k-q R + Pk ~ Z k (_1)k-q C q=O q q=O q , 
k = 0, ••• , n-1, and R + P + P 1 ~ C , q = 0, ••• ,n. q q q- q 
(Note that P-1 = Po = Pn = 0.) II 
Behaviour near a Critical Point 
We look at the behaviour of a Hamiltonian vector 
field or function at its critical points. Recall that 
the set of critical points of H E nI(M) is identical 
with the set of critical points of XH E 1+H(M) • 
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Let Om E TmM be the zero vector. Then TO (TM) 
m 
has two distinguished subspaces, TO (T M) and 
m m 
TO (OTM) , the 'vertical' and 'horizontal' tangent 
m 
spaces, each o~ which has a natural identification with 
v : 
m TO (TM) ----> TO (T M) ----> T M m m m m 
natural projection on the vertical tangent space. 
be the 
I~ m is a critical point of X E ~(M) , let 
X' (m) = v 0 
m 
exponents of 
TmX E L(T M,T M) • The characteristic m m 
X at m are the eigenvalues of X' (m) • 
The characteristic multipliers of X at m are the 
exponentials o~ the characteristic exponents. In local 
coordinates (x 1 , ••• xn ) , if X(m) = (x1 (m), ••• Xn(m)) 
then X'(m) is the matrix 
The characteristic exponents o~ XH E ~H(M) 
at a critical point m E M occur in pairs (~,-~) of 
the same multiplicity. Thus if ~ is a characteristic 
exponent then so are -~, r , -~ , all with the same 
multiplicity. 0 always has even multiplicity. 
At each critical point m E Mfn of XH we have 
2n characteristic exponents in pairs (~,-~) • With the 
critical point m we associate a triple (a,b,c) where 
a , b , c , are non-negative integers, a is the number 
o~ pairs (~,-~) with Re(~) ~ 0 ,b is the number of 
5 
pairs for which Re(A) = 0 , Im(A) ~ 0 , and c is the 
number of zero pairs. (a,b,c) is called the Hamiltonian 
type of the critical point m, and a, b , c , the 
saddle type, centre type, and zero type, resp., for 
obvious reasons. Clearly a + b + C = n • 
If c = 0 then the critical point m is non-
degenerate. If, in addition, all the characteristic 
exponents are distinct, we say that m is a stronglY 
non-degenerate critical pOint. If all critical points 
of XH are strongly non-degenerate then we say that 
XH is a stronglY non-degenerate vector field. 
The following result is well known: 
Theorem 1 [3]. Suppose XH E ifH(M) and m E M is a 
strongly non-degenerate critical point of XH • Suppose 
that there exist symplectic coordinates (q1, •• qn,P1' •• Pn) 
in a neighbourhood of m w.r.t. which H is a 
homogeneous quadratic function in q1, •••• Pn • Then 
there exists a linear transformation (q,p)----> (x,y) 
which is (formally) symplectic and reduces H to the 
form 
where A1 , •• ,An ,-A1 , •• ,-An 
istic exponents. 
are the distinct character-
II 
Unfortunately, to achieve this result we must allow 
6 
to be complex valued coordinates. We can 
improve on this result as ~ollows: 
Suppose that we arrange the characteristic expon-
ents so that 
(A.1 , ··,A.n ) = (ia 1 , •• ,ia r ,131 , ··,l3s'''(1+i01'''(1-i01' 
"( t-iOt) 
.. , 
where r + s + 2t = n , a i ' I3 j , "(k ' and 01 are all 
real and non-zero, and the 2n characteristic exponents 
Theorem 2 With the above hypothesis and the hypotheses 
o~ Theorem 1 , there exists a real linear trans~ormation 
(q,p)----> (x,y) which is symplectic an4 reduces H to 
the ~orm 
H(x,y) = + s r+j Z. 1 l3.x y . J= J r+J 
t [ (U+2k-1 u+2k) 
+ Zk=1 "(k x Yu+2k-1 + x Yu+2k 
( u+2k-1 u+2k )] + Ok x Yu+2k - x Yu+2k-1 
where u = r + s • 
Remark This theorem also appears to be well known, at 
least in simple cases (when there are no complex exponents 
~or example), but as we have not seen a proo~ in the 
literature we will give one below. The proo~ uses Pars 
7 
proof of Theorem 1 , choosing eigenvectors care~ully so 
that when we transform ~rom the canonical form o~ Theorem 
1 to the canonical form of Theorem 2 , the resulting 
composite transformation is real. 
1 n 1 2n Proof Replacing q , • .,q ,P1' •• ,Pn by q , ••• , q 
we can write H in the form 
H(q) 1 q'Sq where S is a real symmetric = "2 
2n x 2n matrix. As in Pars proof we first find a trans-
formation K such that 
K' Z K = Z and K' S K = E 
where Z = [ -:n :n ] and E = [: L ) 0 
L = diag(ia.1 ' • .,,,( t -H\) = diag(A.1 , •• , A.n ) . 
The characteristic exponents are the eigenvalues 
of the matrix A = ZS , i.e. the roots of the equation 
f(A) = 0 , where 
f(A) = IA - A12nl = I zs - A.12nl • 
Now Z(S + AZ) = zs - A1 2n ' and since Izl = 1 , 
f (A) = I S + A Z I . 
Also (S + AZ)' = S - A.Z , so 
f(A) = Is - A Z I . 
Thus (as we have already assumed) we may take the eigen-
values to be A1 , •• ,An ,-A1 , •• ,-An , ordered as we have 
supposed. 
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In a2n there exist 2n linearly independent 
eigenvectors c1 ' •• ,c2n' and we may choose them to 
satisfy 
Ci = Cn+i ' for i = 1, ••• r , 
real, 
cu +2k- 1 = cu +2k 
Cv+2k- 1 = cv+2k 
} k = 1, ••• t, and 
u = r+s , v = n+r+s • 
Since Ah - -A 
- n+h , h = 1, ••• n , these eigenv~ctors 
, 
and (2) 
SCh = -AhZch , SCn+h = AhZcn+h 
Let B be the 2n x 2n matrix given by 
bij = c' S i c j • If g,h < n we have 
bgh = c' S g ch = -AhC~ Z ch 
= c
f 
h S cg = -l.. c' gh Z cg = AgC~ Z ch 
and since A ~-A , bgh = 0 • Similarly bn+g,n+h = h g 
bg,n+h = AhC~ Z- cn+h 
= AgC~ Z cn+h 
S~ bg,n+h = 0 it g ~ h • Similarly bn+g,h = 0 if 
g~h • Since S is symmetric bg,n+h = bn+h,g • 
Let ~ - c' - h Z cn+h • Then ~~ 0 • For let 
be the matrix (c1 •• c2n) • a is non-singular and 
is a' Z a • But a' Z~ a is the matrix (c1 Z Cj) 
which ia equal to 
a 
IiiJ'O 
0 • 
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where D = diag(d1 , •• ,dn ) • Hence none or 
d1 , •• , ~ is zero. 
We can now rorm new eigenvectors e 1 , •• ,e2n ror 
which eh Z e n+h = 1 , and all other terms e~ Z eh are 
zero. 
Z n ( -
=j=1 clj'Cl,j+n- = 0. 1 - 0. 1 = -iYl for 
some real number Yl • 'if.l.o.g. we may assume Yl > 0 , 
1 
ror ir not interchange c l and Cn+l . Put e l = yi2C l 
and 
Ir r < j ~ r+s we have d j = C j is real 
and again (w.l.o.g.) d j > 0 • Put 
e n+j = cn+j • 
e. = J 
and 
Put 
Ir 1 ~ k ~ t we have 
~+2k = c~+2k Z cv+2k = c~+2k-1 Z cv+2k- 1 
= ~+2k-1 
e u+2k- 1 = (Ou+2k-1)-1CU+2k-1 ' e u+2k = (dU+2k)-1Cu+2k ' 
Then our new eigenvectors satisry 
e - i-e , ror 1 = 1, ••• r , 1. - n+1. 
real, 
k = 1, ••• t , and 
= eu+2k } 
= ev+2k 
u = r+s , v = n+r+s • 
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and equations (2) • 
Hence if we let K be the matrix (e
1 
•• e
2n
) 
then 
K' Z K = Z and K' S K = E 
Thus using the matrix K to make a formally symplectic 
coordinate change we have H in the form 
n i 
H ( q, p) = ~ i =1 Ai q Pi· 
We now make a second symplectic coordinate change, 
putting 
V2.ql = YI - ix l , v2'PI = I iy I - x , I = 1, ..• r , 
ql = xl , PI = YI I = r+1, ••• r+s , 
v2'qu+2k-1 = xu+2k- 1 + ixu+2k 
= xu+2k- 1 . u+2k 
- l.X 
= Yu+2k-1 + iYu+2k ,k = 1, ••• t • 
This coordinate change is again symplectic and takes 
H to the required form. We leave it to the reader to 
check this assertion. It remains to prove that the 
composite coordinate change is real. This second trans-
formation has matrix 
-i 1 rOO 1 r o 0 
o 1s 0 0 o 0 
o 0 J 2t 0 o 0 
-1 rOO i 1 r o 0 
o 0 0 0 
000 0 
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where J 2t is the 2t x 2t matrix 
1 i 0 0 0 
· .... 
1 
-i 0 0 0 · .... 
0 0 1 i 0 · .... 
0 0 1 -i 0 · .... 
0 0 0 0 1 · .... 
· · · 
• • • 
· 
• • • 
· 
• 
· 
• 
· • 
· 
• 
· · • 
· 
• • 
· 
Since K = (e1 ... e 2n) , KL is the matrix 
( 1'1 ••• f 2n) where 
for 1 ~ j ~ r fj = -ie. - e n + j = -ie + ie j J j 
and f n + j = e j + ien + j = e j + e j . Hence fj and f n+ j 
are real vectorsp 
for r < j ~ r+s , fj = e. J , and f n+ j = en+ j . 
Hence fj and f n + j are real vectors. 
for 1 ~ k ~ t f U +2k- 1 = e u+2k-1 + e u+2k , 
fu+2k = ieu +2k_1 - ieu+2k 
Hence f 
u+2k-1 and fu+2k are real vectors. Similarly 
f V+2k- 1 and fv+2k are real vectors. 
Thus KL is a real symplectic matrix, and the 
result follows. 
" 
Now suppose that H E TII(M) is a Hamiltoni,m 
function with critical point at m. Then choosing 
symplectic coordinates at m and using Taylor's Theorem 
we can write H in the form H = H2 + H' in a 
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neighbourhood of m, where H2 is a homogeneous 
quadratic function of the symplectic coordinates and 
DH'(O) = 0 , D2H'(O) = 0 • Note that the characteristic 
exponents of H depend only on H2 • Hence: 
Corollary Suppose that H E JII(M) is a Hamiltonian 
function with strongly non-degenerate critical point at 
m EM. Then there exists a symplectic chart in a neigh-
bourhood of m w.r.t. which H takes the form 
H = H2 + H' 
where H2 is a quadratic homogeneous function of the 
symplectic coordinates in canonical form (Theorem 2), 
and DH' ( 0) = 0 , D2H' ( 0) = 0 • " 
Density Properties 
On a manifold w.b. M, define the set 
*D(M) = {XH E *H(M) : XH is a strongly non-degenerate 
vector field whose closed energy surfaces are 
compact}. 
Similarly ~(M) • 
Proposition 3 If M is compact then *D(M) is open 
dense in *H(M) • If M is non-compact then *D(M) 
is open in *H(M) • 
Proof Transversality theory. 
" 
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Number of Critical Points 
Proposi tion 4 Let XH E *H(M) and suppose that m E M 
is a strongly non-degenerate critical point of ff of 
saddle type a • Then the Morse index of H at m is 
a + 2q where 0 ~ q ~ n-a • 
Proof There exist symplectic coordinates in a neighbour-
hood of m w.r.t. which m = 0 , and H has the form 
H = H + H' 2 
where H2 is a homogeneous quadratic function of the 
symplectic coordinates in canonical form (Theorem 2) 
and DH' (0) = 0 , D2H' (0) = 0 • Thus the I.~orse index at 
m is determined by H2 • 
At m we have 2(n - a) characteristic exponents 
(i~,-i~) which are purely imaginary. The canonical form 
corresponding to each such pair is i ~(x2 + y2) whose 
contribution to the Morse index is 0 or 2 according 
as ~ is positive or negative. 
The remaining 2a characteristic exponents are 
pairs (~,-~) with ~ real, or quadruples (Y+io,Y-io, 
-Y-io,~+iO) , Y , 0 , real. Corresponding to each pair 
(~,_~) we have canonical form ~xy (= ~(u2 - v2 ) with 
the obvious coordinate change). Thus the contribution to 
the Morse index is precisely 1 • Corresponding to each 
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quadruple (Y+iO, •••• ) we have canonical form 
y(x1Y1 + x2Y2) + o(x1Y2 - X2Y1 ) (= x1u + x2v = u1
2 
- v1
2 
2 2 
+ u 2 - v2 with the obvious coordinate changes). Thus 
contribution to the Morse index is 2 • 
Hence the Morse index at m is a + 2q where 
o ~ q ~ n-a • 
" 
Let XH E *D(M) and let SA = SA (Mb,Ma ) be the 
number of critical pOints of XH of saddle type A in 
H-1[a,bJ. 
Theorem 5 Let XH E *D (M) be a vector field on ~n. 
With the above notations we have 
x.(~,J4a) = Xq:~ (-1)q Rq = Zq=~ (-1)'1 Sq 
and 
Z q~tA] (RA_2q + R2n-A+2q) + Z q:~1 (PA- q + P2n-A- 1 +q) 
n ) ~ '" [tA] A 0 ••• n. o A (Rn + Pn + Pn- 1 ~ ~q=O SA_2q' =, 
In particular 
'" [iA] (R + R ) ~q=O A-2q 2n-A+2q 
for A = 0, •••• n • 
Proof For the first part we have the Morse inequality 
X. = Co - C1 + ••••• + C2n ' 
and by Proposition 4 we have 
Co + C2 + ••••• + C2n = So + S2 + ••••• + S2[tn] 
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and C1 + C3 + ••••• + C2n- 1 = 81 + 83 + ••••• + 82[1 1] 1 2'n+2' -
Combining the last two equations gives the required 
result. 
The third proposition is a direct consequence of 
the second. To prove the second we use the corollary to 
the Morse inequalities, Rq 
Z [i'AJ (C + C ) q=O 'A-2q 2n-'A+2q 
+ Pq + Pq- 1 ~ Cq • In addition 
- on C ~ Z [i'A] R.. 
'A n q=O -k-2q 
For suppose that m is a critical point of XH of 
saddle type a. Then its Morse index is a+2q where 
o ~ q ~ n - a • Hence if a > ~ , then ~ < a + 2q < 2n - ~, 
so if the critical point m is not counted by the sum 
on the r.h.s., then it is not counted by the sum on the 
l.h.s. Thus the inequality holds, and combining it with 
the previous inequality gives the result. 
" 
Theorem 6 Let XH E *n(M) be a vector field on ,,:2n 
with finitely many critical points. Put Sq = Sq(M,dM_) , 
etc. Then 
X ( ~r M_ ) - Z 2n (-1) q R = Z n (-1) q S JIll, - q=O q q=O q 
and 
z [i~ J ('R_ R ) q=O --k-2q + 2n-'A+2q 
- 0 n'A (Rn + P n + P n-1 ) 
In particular 
[ 1.~ J ) 
z q=O (~-2q + R2n-~+2q 
for 'A = 0, •••• n • 
+ Z ~+1 (p + p ) q=O ~-q 2n-~+q 
'" [~~] "' 0 ~ R.. 2 ,1'1. = , ••• n. q=O -k- q 
z [~~] R.. 
q=O -k-2q 
" 
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In fact we can strengthen these inequalities 
slightly. Let ~f.L denote the nQmber of critical points 
of XH E *n(M) with saddle type A and Morse index 
" 
where 
" E;; f.L or " ;) 2n - f.L , f.L E;; n • Note that 
SAf.L E;; ~ and that ~f.L = 0 if fJ. < A . 
Corollary 1 With the hypotheses of Theorem 5 or Theorem 
6 , we have 
Z [tA] (R R ) 
q=O A-2q + 2n-A+2q 
onA (Rn + Pn + Pn- 1 ) z [tA] S q=O A-2q, A , and 
Z [fA] ( ) 
q=O ~-2q + R2n-A+2q 
for 'A. = 0, •••• n • 
Proof Precisely the same argument is valid. II 
However these inequalities are still very weak 
since they give no estimates for SA or ~fJ. individually. 
Corollary 2 If ~n is a closed manifold then putting 
S = S (M) , etc., we have 
d 1 2·1' A = n , where A is even, 0 ~ A ~ n , an p = 
p = 2 otherwise. 
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Proof Recall that if M is a closed symplectic manifold 
then none of the even dimensional homology groups is 
trivial. 
Corollary 3 Let M be a symplectic 2-manifold w.b. 
and let XH E 1fD(M) • Then 8 0 is the number of 
centres of XH , 81 is the number of saddles of XH ; 
and if oM has r connected cDmponents then 
X(M,oU_) = 80 - 81 ' 
8 0 ) max(0,2-r) , 
81 ~ -X(M,oM ) + max(0,2-r). 
" 
II 
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